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Abstract 

Zellweger syndrome (ZS) is a congenital peroxisome biogenesis disorder which has 

both features of neurodegeneration and defective neurodevelopment. ZS patients exhibit 

significant changes to brain morphology, prominent cell migration defects, and 

neurodegeneration; defects leading to severe motor and cognitive dysfunction. ZS is caused by 

mutation in PEX genes which encode proteins necessary for peroxisomes biogenesis. Loss of 

peroxisome biogenesis results in the deficiency of various peroxisomal metabolic functions, 

such as β-oxidation of very-long-chain-fatty acids, and biosynthesis of essential compounds that 

include bile acids, plasmalogens and docosahexaenoic acid. Despite these important findings, 

the molecular basis of ZS neuropathology is still unknown.  

For this study, which comprised a focus on the mechanisms/pathways involved in ZS 

neuropathology, mice with brain restricted deletion of the PEX13 gene were used as an animal 

model of ZS neuropathogenesis. PEX13 is required for the import of newly synthesized proteins 

into the peroxisome matrix. PEX13 brain mutant mice display characteristics typical of a milder 

ZS phenotype, including extended survival rate, and are therefore an appropriate model to study 

neurodevelopmental changes at both early and postnatal developmental stages.  

The first part of this project focused on the potential role of mitochondrial dysfunction in 

the neuropathology resulting from PEX13 deficiency. The hypothesis that was tested was that 

peroxisome deficiency leads to a metabolic/redox challenge that impacts mitochondria. Analysis 

of sections of brain by immunofluorescence microscopy, demonstrated the presence in neurons 

of enlarged, and more abundant mitochondrial structures, and whose distribution was shifted 

away from axons and to cell bodies in the mutants. In addition, mitochondria were shown to 

have increased levels of SOD2, a major antioxidant enzyme and marker of mitochondrial 

oxidative stress.  Similar changes to the mitochondrial compartment were observed through an 

analysis of cultured fibroblasts from PEX13-deficient mouse embryo (MEFs). Analysis of MEFs 

also allowed the demonstration of increased levels of mitochondrial superoxide and reduced 

mitochondrial membrane potential, indicating link between the mitochondrial 

morphological/trafficking defects and mitochondrial oxidative stress. Parallel changes were also 

observed for glial cells in the mutant brains. Overall, these findings are consistent with a 
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mechanism of neuropathology that involves a cellular response to peroxisome deficiency that 

features mitochondrial oxidative stress.  

The second part of the project focused on investigating a primary role of 

neurodevelopmental abnormalities in the neuropathology of the PEX13 brain mutants, and was 

based on the known important roles of both peroxisomes and mitochondria in 

neurodevelopmental processes. These investigatigations were again based on 

immunofluorescence analysis of brain sections, using cell specific markers and EdU-based 

analysis of neurogenesis. These analyses demonstrated significant changes in 

neurodevelopmental events from E12.5 to P15 stages that included a reduction in neurogenesis 

and cell proliferation, immature cell differentiation but increased glial proliferation, and impaired 

cell migration from neurogenic areas to distal parts of brain. Similar changes were specifically 

identified for early developmental stages of the serotonergic system. Our results suggest that 

impaired neurogenesis and impaired migration are early critical events in the course of 

neuropathogenesis and altered brain function of mice with PEX13 deficiency. In addition, the 

findings provide a basis for inferring a direct association between these neurodevelopmental 

abnormalities and brain malformation in these mutants.   

The third part of the project focused specifically on the serotonergic neuron system, and 

was based on previous investigations on PEX13 brain mutants that identified a 3-fold reduction 

in expression of the tph2 gene (Nguyen, 2007), which encodes tryptophan hydroxylase-2, the 

rate-limiting enzyme of serotonin (5-hydroxytryptamine, or 5-HT) synthesis in brain. Analyses on 

brain sections using immunofluorescence demonstrated neurodegenerative changes of the 

serotonergic system of PEX13 brain mutants that included a reduction in the serotonergic 

neuron population, reduced levels of tryptophan hydroxylase-2, abnormal distribution of 5-HT 

neurons and dysmorphic serotonergic neurons with dystrophic axons. These changes were 

associated with increased levels of cell apoptosis and the formation of pre-inflammatory or 

neurodegenerative phenotypes (reactive gliosis). Degeneration of the serotonergic system at 

postnatal stages suggests that the neuronal system in PEX13 brain mutants is affected by the 

early developmental defects identified, and at later stages may involve oxidative stress-

mediated apoptosis and reactive gliosis. Loss of serotonergic function would also contribute to 

early neurodevelopment defects, and reduction of essential brain functions like motor control.  
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In summary, this thesis identifies a number of factors that may be contributing to the 

neuropathology of PEX13 brain mutants. These factors comprise:  mitochondrial 

dysfunction/oxidative stress arising from peroxisome deficiency; defective pathways of early 

neurodevelopment – neurogenesis, cell differentiation, cell migration, neuroinflammation; and, 

specifically, perturbation of the serotonergic system. The findings from these analyses of the 

PEX13 brain mutants provide new information that may be relevant to the neuropathology of 

ZS.  
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Chapter 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Brief background and focus of the thesis  

Zellweger syndrome (ZS) is a lethal, congenital peroxisomal disease that affects most 

organs and tissues, including the central nervous system. ZS neuropathology, the focus of this 

thesis, comprises cerebellum and cerebral cortex malformations that feature defects in cell 

migration (Nakai et al., 1995, Barkovich and Peck, 1997), and brain malformations that lead to 

severe motor and cognitive dysfunction. The neurological abnormalities, together with other 

organ defects and lethality of this disease, indicate the importance of peroxisomal functions in 

normal physiology. The cause(s) of ZS neuropathology is still unknown. ZS is a disorder of 

peroxisomes biogenesis and defective peroxisomal function which results in impairment of 

important metabolic functions (Gould and Valle, 2000), such as failure of β-oxidation of very-

long-chain-fatty acids (VLCFA), and biosynthesis of docosahexaenoic acids, bile acids and 

plasmalogens. However, the exact roles, if any, of accumulated peroxisomal substrates or 

deficiency of essential metabolic end products in ZS pathology are unclear.  

ZS is caused by disruption in PEX genes that encode peroxins, predominantly a group 

of proteins required to transport new proteins from the cytoplasm to the peroxisomal matrix or 

membrane, but also including a small number involved in peroxisome division (Steinberg et al., 

2006). One of these peroxins, PEX13, is an important peroxisomal integral membrane protein 

essential for the transportation of proteins carrying a peroxisome targeting signal 1 or 2 (PTS1 

or PTS2) into the peroxisomal matrix (Elgersma et al., 1996, Erdmann and Blobel, 1996, Gould 

et al., 1996). PEX13 mutations cause ZS in humans (Liu et al., 1999, Shimozawa et al., 1999).  

 The Crane group and collaborators have described the generation and characterization 

of a PEX13-null mouse (Maxwell et al., 2003) as well as a mouse mutant with brain-restricted 

PEX13 deficiency generated using the Cre-loxP recombination technology (Muller et al., 2011). 

To date, the PEX13 brain mutants have allowed us to explore the relationship between 

behavioral anomalies and changes to cerebellum development.  These investigations were 

coupled with an analysis of cultured PEX13-deficient cerebellar neurons that suggested a 
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mechanism of ZS cerebellar neuropathogenesis which involves mitochondria and reactive 

oxygen species (Muller et al., 2011) 

Recent findings from the Crane lab also suggest changes to other neurodevelopmental 

pathways in PEX13 brain mutants. Work by Tam Nguyen (PhD thesis, 2007), using microarray 

analysis, demonstrated that expression of the tryptophan hydroxylase 2 (tph2) gene was 

decreased 3-fold in brain of PEX13 brain mutants, this being the most pronounced gene 

expression change measured. Tph2 is the rate limiting enzyme of serotonin biosynthesis in 

brain. This result therefore suggests potential impact on serotonin synthesis in raphe nuclei 

(from which all central serotonergic projections originate) and the maturation of the serotonergic 

system. In other preliminary experiments, it has been shown that the dopaminergic pathway is 

also affected in PEX13 brain mutants, indicated by reduction in mid-brain tyrosine hydroxylase 

(TH)-positive dopaminergic neurons, and that neurogenesis overall was decreased (Meshram, 

2014).  

During embryonic development, mesencephalon precursor cells at embryonic stages 

E9-E12 in the mouse give rise to both dopaminergic neurons (TH-positive) and serotonergic 

neurons (Tph2-positive) (Deneris and Wyler, 2012). Thus the above findings point to the 

developmental changes in the PEX13 brain mutants that impact on neurogenesis of both 

dopaminergic and serotonergic pathways, with significant implications for brain function in these 

mutants. 

In this project, these novel aspects of neuropathology in this mouse model of Zellweger 

syndrome will be further investigated, and will address changes to neurodevelopment delay, 

especially development of serotonergic pathways and potential links to associated changes in 

mitochondrial function and/or oxidative stress. 
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1.1 The peroxisome, a ubiquitous organelle  

 

Peroxisomes are single-membrane-bounded, multifunctional organelles (Fig. 1.1) that 

are found in all eukaryotic cells and are involved in numerous anabolic and catabolic pathways 

crucial for organismal health and growth (van den Bosch et al., 1992, Masters and Crane, 

1995). Peroxisomes are mostly spherical, 0.1 to 1 μm in diameter, and surrounded by a single 

lipid bilayer membrane (Duve, 1975).  The type of cell or organism and the environmental 

conditions can affect the number, size and functions of peroxisomes (Wanders, 2004).  

 

  

Figure 1.1: Morphology of peroxisomes. Electron micrograph of peroxisomes (P) in rat liver, with 
mitochondria (M) and smooth endoplasmic reticulum (SER) also indicated for reference. The peroxisomal 
core, composed of crystalline urate oxidase, is indicated by arrowheads. (Figure taken from (Terlecky and 
Koepke, 2007)).  

 
 
Peroxisomes are characterized as multi-purpose organelles due to their content of 

numerous enzymes and the multiple metabolic functions they undertake, depending on the 

cellular requirements (Opperdoes, 1988). Peroxisomes have the ability to modify their 

morphology, abundance, enzyme production and metabolic functions within cells under different 

physiological metabolic requirements. Peroxisome abundance is able to be reduced by 

pexophagy (Oku and Sakai, 2010) and during high metabolic demand, is able to be increased 

from pre-existing peroxisomes by de novo biogenesis (De Duve and Baudhuin, 1966, Lazarow 

and Fujiki, 1985). In mammalian cells an important function of peroxisomes is the β-oxidation of 

fatty acids, a process which also occurs in mitochondria. Peroxisomes metabolise not only very-
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long-chain-fatty acids (≥C24:0 VLCFA) and long chain dicarboxylic acids but also some 

unsaturated fatty acids, branched chain fatty acid (e.g.pristanoic acid), and other related 

compounds (e.g. bile acids derivatives such as dihydroxycholestanoic acids and 

trihydroxycholestanoic acids) (Lazarow and De Duve, 1976, Wanders and Tager, 1998, 

Wanders, 2000). As well as this catabolic activity, peroxisomes also take part in the 

biosynthesis of molecules such as cholesterol and the initial stages in the biosynthesis of ether 

glycerolipids (esp. plasmalogens) (Brown et al., 1982, Hajra et al., 1988, Moser, 1999), the latter 

important components of CNS, cardiovascular and immune systems. In human brain, for 

example, 80-90% of the white matter is made up of myelin sheath, the main constituent (around 

70%) of which is ethanolamine glycerophospholipis, or plasmalogens (van den Bosch et al., 

1992, Farooqui and Horrocks, 2001).  In addition, plasmalogens are also vital for transmission 

of cell signaling, membrane polarization and provide protection to neurons against damage by 

reactive oxygen species (ROS) (Nagan and Zoeller, 2001, Gorgas et al., 2006). 

In ZS, the lack of functional peroxisomes therefore leads to the loss of these essential 

peroxisomal metabolic functions (Lazarow, 1995, Ferdinandusse et al., 2002, Steinberg et al., 

2006). 

1.2 Peroxins and their functions 

ZS is caused by mutations in PEX genes that encode proteins called peroxins, which 

are necessary for peroxisome biogenesis (Purdue and Lazarow, 1995, Gould and Valle, 2000).   

Peroxins are required for different aspects of peroxisome biogenesis and proliferation: 

the formation of peroxisomal membranes, import of matrix proteins (Distel et al., 1996, Platta 

and Erdmann, 2007), and fission and proliferation (Lazarow and Fujiki, 1985). The majority of 

peroxins are required for matrix protein import. In humans, a number, including PEX1, PEX2, 

PEX5, PEX6, PEX7, PEX10, PEX12, PEX13 and PEX14, are known to be involved in the import 

of peroxisomal matrix proteins. Three other peroxins, PEX3, PEX16, and PEX19, are important 

factors for peroxisomal membrane assembly (South and Gould, 1999, Fang et al., 2004). PEX3 

serves as a membrane-anchoring component for PEX19, while PEX16 acts as the receptor for 

PEX19. PEX19 is principally a cytoplasmic protein that exhibits a broad binding specificity for 

peroxisomal membrane proteins (Sacksteder et al., 2000).  
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PEX13 is of particular attention to this project. PEX13 is a peroxisomal integral 

membrane protein (see Fig. 1.2) that is essential for the import of proteins containing both 

known peroxisome matrix targeting signals, PTS1 and PTS2, a function that has been 

genetically and biochemically conserved across species from yeasts to humans (Elgersma et 

al., 1996, Erdmann and Blobel, 1996, Gould et al., 1996, Maxwell et al., 2003).  

As shown in Fig. 1.2, formation of receptor-cargo complexes occur in the cytosol and 

the receptors transport the cargo protein to the peroxisome membrane. PEX13 and PEX14, 

characterised as docking complex peroxins, are mandatory in the primary binding phase. Both 

proteins are attached together with different direct or indirect interfaces (Schell-Steven et al., 

2005). PEX13 binds to PEX14 through its proline rich SH3 ligand domain (Urquhart et al., 2000, 

Schell-Steven et al., 2005). Any change in these interactions significantly disturbs the transport 

of PTS1 and PTS2 proteins into the peroxisome (Schell-Steven et al., 2005).  
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Figure 1.1: Model of import of newly synthesized proteins from the cytosol into the peroxisome 
matrix.  (A) Proteins destined for the peroxisomal matrix are synthesized in the cytosol on free ribosomes 
and carry either a peroxisome targeting signal (PTS) at the C-terminus (PTS1) or at the N-terminus 
(PTS2). (1) PEX5 and PEX7 are receptors that act to shuttle “cargo” PTS1 and PTS2 containing proteins, 
respectively, between the cytosol and the peroxisome membrane. The figure focuses on the pathway for 
PTS1 proteins; the pathway for PTS2 proteins is similar, with some aspects identified in the figure. (2) 
PEX5 (and PEX7) transports their cargo to a docking complex at the peroxisomal membrane that consists 
of PEX13 and PEX14. (3) Docking of the PEX5 (or PEX7)-cargo complex at the PEX14/PEX13 complex is 
followed by (4) dissociation of the receptor-cargo complex, translocation of the cargo protein into the 
peroxisome matrix, and recycling of the receptor. The PTS1 is not cleaved from the cargo protein on 
import; the PTS2 is cleaved on import by a matrix processing protease. PEX5 (and PEX7) cargo complex 
docking leads to the formation of a transient pore or translocon (Grimm et al., 2012) which allows 
translocation of proteins into the peroxisome matrix. Ubiquitination of PEX5 and PEX7 receptors by a 
ubiquitin ligase complex (consisting of PEX22, PEX4, PEX2, PEX10, PEX12) serves as a signal to release 
receptors back to the cytosol and translocon disassembly. (B) The specific role of PEX13 in the docking 
complex is highlighted. PEX5 and PEX7 with their respective cargos dock first at PEX14 before shifting to 
PEX13, where binding occurs to the SH3 domain of PEX13 (modified from (Urquhart et al., 2000).  

 

1.3 Peroxisome growth and division (or fission)  

Previous studies have revealed that new peroxisomes may originate from existing 

peroxisomes through a fission process (Delille et al., 2009, Huybrechts et al., 2009), but also 

through de novo biogenesis from excreted pre-peroxisomal vesicles derived from the 

endoplasmic reticulum (ER) (Novikoff and Novikoff, 1972, Geuze et al., 2003, Levine, 2004, 

Raychaudhuri and Prinz, 2008). De novo synthesis of peroxisomes from the ER was first 

revealed in PEX19-, PEX3-, or PEX16-deficient cells (Kim et al., 2006, van der Zand et al., 
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2010). These peroxins also have a role in the formation of budding of pre-peroxisomal vesicles 

from the ER at specific sites (Agrawal et al., 2011, Lam et al., 2011) . 

Under variable cellular metabolic demands, peroxisome proliferation is controlled by 

transmitting signal to the nucleus to regulate the transcription of relevant genes. 

In peroxisomal proliferation, many proteins have been observed to be involved in three 

consecutive stages such as elongation, membrane contraction, and fission (Fagarasanu et al., 

2007, Hettema and Motley, 2009, Kaur and Hu, 2009). During peroxisome division, PEX11β 

binds with mature peroxisome membrane and activates membrane transformation to tube-like 

membrane expansions (Erdmann and Blobel, 1995, Schrader et al., 1998). Further, PEX11, with 

adapter proteins DLP1/Drp1, bind their cognate receptors Mff and Fis1 and concentrate at sites 

of membrane compression at which parent peroxisome membranes bud to produce new 

daughter peroxisomes (Praefcke and McMahon, 2004). These proteins also take part in 

mitochondrial fission and fusion in mammals, as well as in plants and fungi (Erdmann and 

Blobel, 1995, Schrader et al., 1998). Peroxisomes are generated from the ER or by fission of 

pre-existing peroxisomes as shown in Figure 1.3, followed by a maturation process which not 

only requires the recruitment of new membrane but also the import of matrix proteins.  
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Figure 1.3: Model of peroxisomal growth and division. In mammalian cells, there are 3 basic steps 
involved in peroxisome biogenesis – elongation, membrane proliferation, constriction and fission. The first 
step requires the recruitment of PEX11β to the membrane of pre-existing peroxisomes to stimulate 
membrane bending and elongation of tube-like extensions at one side of peroxisomes. This membranous 
extension requires further recruitment of peroxisomal membrane proteins (PMP), such as PEX11β and 
Fis1, before constriction occurs. Before membrane excision, newly synthesized matrix proteins are 
transferred into daughter peroxisomal membrane tubules. Cytosolic DLP1 is recruited through membrane 
receptor Mff. Finally, PEX11β and MFF-DLP1 complex concentrate at constriction points on membranes 
and induce ring shapes. PEX11β activates GTPase which on hydrolysis facilitates DLP1 ring constriction, 
which leads to peroxisomal membrane excision into daughter peroxisomes (modified from (Schrader et al., 
2012)).  

 
 

1.4 Metabolic overlap between mitochondria and peroxisomes 

Mitochondria and peroxisomes are metabolically related with both organelles carrying 

out a number of similar, non-redundant functions such as fatty acid β-oxidation and 

detoxification of ROS. Under conditions of metabolic demand, both organelles go through rapid 

remodeling and division. For fatty acid β-oxidation, a set of peroxisomal enzymes – acyl-CoA 

oxidase 1, enoyl-CoA hydratase/dehydrogenase, and 3-ketoacyl-CoA thiolase –  oxidise very- 

long-chain-fatty acids (VLCFA)  of more than 22 carbon atoms (Reddy and Mannaerts, 1994) 

following which the shortened products are transported to mitochondria for further β-oxidation 

(Wanders and Waterham, 2006a, Wanders, 2013). This indicates an important metabolic 

overlap between peroxisomes and mitochondria. Similarly, in terms of biogenesis of these 

organelles, transcriptional factors co-ordinate their biogenesis, particularly evident as 
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expression of the peroxisome proliferator activated receptor c co-activator 1α (PGC-1α) protein. 

This transcriptional factor regulates both mitochondrial and peroxisomal biogenesis in certain 

tissues (Bagattin et al., 2010), including transcriptional control of the synthesis of important 

enzymes involved in redox control (Austin and St-Pierre, 2012).  

As already noted, the fission process of mitochondria and peroxisomes also use many 

of the same components of the cell division machinery (Figure 1.4), such as DRP1/DLP1, Mff, 

and hFis1 (Koch et al., 2003, Praefcke and McMahon, 2004, Schrader, 2006, Kobayashi et al., 

2007). In humans this is underscored by DLP1 mutations, which cause anomalies in both 

mitochondria and peroxisomes, and ultimately fatal neonatal disease with neurodevelopmental 

delay (Waterham et al., 2007). This structural and functional overlap of the two organelles has 

been expanded to include a small-vesicular mediated pathway for cargo transport from 

mitochondria to peroxisomes (Neuspiel et al., 2008). 
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Figure 1.4: Peroxisomes and mitochondria share key fission proteins in mammals. 
Mitochondria and peroxisomes show synchronized coordination during biogenesis as they use the same 
fission machinery key components and mechanism, such as DLP1, a GTPase involved in execution of the 
final breaking apart of membrane into two daughter organelles after membrane constriction. In 
mitochondria, DLP1 is recruited from the cytosol through Mff and Fis1 membrane receptors. Mff is an 
important receptor for DLP1 while Fis1 acts as a regulator to stop Mid51 and Mid49 inhibitory functions 
which can inhibit DLP1 protein function during fission.  PEX11β protein regulates peroxisomes abundance, 
prepares membrane for fission and combines with Fis1 to recruit other key components of the fission 
machinery (modified from (Hagberg et al., 2015). 
 
 

The metabolic and biogenesis factors are central points where these two organelles 

functionally overlap, indicating an important inter-reliance.  Recent findings point out that 

mitochondria are also susceptible to peroxisome-mediated oxidative stress (Wang et al., 2013) 

which suggest an important redox signaling relationship between these organelles. In this 

regard, one of the earliest reports on ZS pathology identified defects to mitochondrial 

morphology and function (Goldfischer et al., 1973). These studies therefore suggest possible 

links between ZS neuropathology and mitochondrial abnormalities.  
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1.5 Peroxisome biogenesis disorders 

Peroxisome biogenesis disorders (PBDs) arise from defects in any of the peroxins, and 

where there is impaired peroxisome biogenesis and peroxisome metabolic dysfunction. PBDs 

are categorized into two groups: the Zellweger syndrome spectrum (ZSS) and rhizomelic 

chondrodysplasia punctate. The Zellweger syndrome spectrum is further classified into three 

subtypes – Zellweger syndrome (ZS), neonatal adrenoleukodystrophy, and infantile Refsum 

disease (Krause et al., 2006, Steinberg et al., 2006).  

The ZSS comprises autosomal recessive disorders with multi-system involvement, such 

as brain developmental abnormalities, liver dysfunction and retinopathy. ZS is the most severe 

disorder in the ZSS (Poll-The et al., 1987), and features early neonatal lethality due to the 

multisystem dysfunction (Gould and Valle, 2000). The remainder of this literature background 

will focus on ZS as this represents the most severe of the PBDS, and includes features that may 

or may not be present in the milder ZSS disorders. ZS is also the focus of this thesis. 

1.5.1 Zellweger syndrome 

ZS is an autosomal recessive, neonatal lethal disease that can be caused by a defect in 

any one of 12 known PEX genes (Steinberg et al., 2006).  As previously mentioned, most 

peroxins are involved in the import of proteins into the peroxisomal membrane or matrix. Most 

ZS patients have defects in peroxisomal matrix protein import machinery but can still 

appropriately target proteins to the peroxisomal membrane, and therefore contain remnant 

peroxisomal membrane structures, called peroxisome ghosts. On the other hand, mutations in 

PEX3, PEX16 and PEX19, which are mandatory for the assembling of peroxisomal membrane 

proteins (PMP), lead to the loss of not only peroxisome membranes but by consequence the 

peroxisome matrix protein import machinery of the peroxisomal membrane, therefore also 

resulting in lack of import of matrix proteins containing PTS1 and PTS2 signals (Ebberink et al., 

2012).  
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1.5.2 ZS Clinical Features and Metabolic abnormalities 

ZS patients have a number of prominent clinical features, such as abnormal facial 

structures that include a flattened shaped face, high forehead, infantile eyebrow ridges, small 

nose with ante verted nares and wide-set eyes (Naritomi et al., 1989, FitzPatrick, 1996). ZS 

infants have motor dysfunction which is evident as reduced muscle tone, including inability to 

suck or swallow.  ZS patients also display severe congenital neurological abnormalities, 

microcephaly, mental retardation, seizures (Takahashi et al., 1997), and other abnormalities 

such as pachygyria, polymicrogyria, ventriculomegaly, disturbances in cell migration and 

differentiation, disturbed organization of cerebral hemisphere, and white matter abnormalities-, 

such as demyelination or hypo-myelination-(Gould, 2001, Barth et al., 2004). ZS patients 

possess liver abnormalities, such as hepatomegaly, jaundice, gastrointestinal bleeding, skeletal 

deformation, cataracts, impaired auditory senses, glaucoma, retinal degeneration, renal cysts 

and post-natal neuronal degeneration (Powers et al., 1989, Powers and Moser, 1998). The 

totality of these abnormalities manifests as multi-organ dysfunction, which characteristically 

leads to death within the year after birth (Volpe and Adams, 1972, Powers and Moser, 1998, 

Raymond, 1999). ZS patients display atypical blood chemistry such as elevated levels of 

peroxisomal metabolic substrates, such as VLCFAs, branched chain fatty acids, L-pipecolic 

acid, and the bile acid precursors di- and tri-hydroxycholestanoic acid (DHCA/THCA), and 

reduced levels of peroxisomal metabolic products, such as reduced plasmalogens and 

docosahexaenoic acid (Wanders et al., 1999, Wanders and Waterham, 2005, Steinberg et al., 

2006, Wanders and Waterham, 2006b). There is no cure or proven course of treatment for 

ZS. The symptoms of ZS are due to the metabolic and neurological abnormalities that are 

developed during foetal development, and treatments to correct these abnormalities after birth 

are therefore inadequate (Wanders and Waterham, 2005). 
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1.6 Neuropathology of Zellweger syndrome 

1.6.1 Neurodegeneration and neuroinflammation  

ZS shows common features of neurodegenerative disorders i.e. progressive damage to 

neurological functions such as advancement in mental retardation, neonatal seizures, visual and 

auditory functional defects, motor dysfunction, severe hypotonia (Takahashi et al., 1997), as 

well as abnormal cognitive behavior, and progressive postnatal growth decline. Pronounced 

neuroinflammation has not been observed in ZS patients, but mild astrogliosis and sudanophilic 

macrophages accompanying demyelination have been observed in brain white matter 

(Wisniewski et al., 1989). Abnormal pleomorphic cytosomes with variable lipid contents have 

been detected in astrocytes, oligodendrocytes, and radial glia of ZS abortuses (Powers et al., 

1989). These findings indicate the significance of peroxisomes in the brain development and 

function, but the molecular bases for the neurodegeneration and neuroinflammation seen in ZS 

is still unclear. 

1.6.2 Neurodevelopment in ZS 

Almost twenty one disorders with peroxisomal dysfunction display neurological 

involvement (Wanders et al., 1988) which underlines the importance of functional peroxisomes 

in proper brain development.  ZS patients display malformation of the cerebellum (Volpe and 

Adams, 1972, Evrard et al., 1978). Ventriculomegaly and gyral abnormalities such as pachygria, 

polymicrogria of the cerebral cortex are associated with a reduction in neuronal degeneration 

and migration. Similar abnormalities are also observed in ZS fetuses (Powers et al., 1985, 

Powers et al., 1989), which suggest a perturbation of early developmental pathways of 

neurogenesis, proliferation, differentiation and migration. In the brain, peroxisomes are more 

abundant in differentiating neurons than mature neurons, especially at neurite extremities 

(McKenna et al., 1976, Arnold and Holtzman, 1978). It suggests the importance of peroxisomes 

in CNS development, and may relate to peroxisomal metabolic functions of redox balance, to 

protect neurons from ROS, synthesis of plasmalogens, essential components of nerve myelin 

sheaths. Despite this, it is still not clear how peroxisomes contribute to brain development, and 

the limitations associated with research on ZS patients has made it difficult to progress research 
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in this field. Given this, mouse models of ZS have been developed to provide experimental 

models to investigate the molecular basis of this disorder. 

1.7 Mouse Models of Zellweger Syndrome neuropathology 

Mouse models of ZS have been generated by tissue ubiquitous disruption of PEX 

genes that are required for peroxisome matrix protein import, including PEX2 (Faust and Hatten, 

1997), PEX5 (Baes et al., 1997) and PEX13 (Maxwell et al., 2003). Investigations on these 

mutants have demonstrated a ZS-like phenotype that includes early neonatal death, 

neurological dysfunction, and widespread peroxisomal metabolic dysfunction. In terms of 

understanding neuropathology, these PEX knockout animals pose some problems because of 

their early neonatal death, and the difficulty, for example, of following developmental processes 

such as cell specification and migration completely from early embryonic stages through, where 

applicable, to postnatal stages. 

In response to this, PEX mutants with milder disease phenotypes have been developed.  

The PEX2 knockout mouse, developed by backcrossing the PEX2-null mouse onto a different 

genetic background (Faust, 2003) survives for approximately 6 weeks, and shows abnormal 

gyration of the cerebellum and cerebellar fissure development, as well as abnormal migration 

and heterotopic granule cells that undergoing accelerated apoptosis.  

To understand ZS neuropathology without the effect of any extrinsic factor, a mouse 

mutant was generated by brain-restricted inactivation of PEX5. These mutants show a milder 

ZS-disease phenotype including features such as peroxisome metabolic dysfunction,  

pronounced cell migration defects and associated gross brain anomalies such as abnormal 

cytoarchitecture in the cerebellum and cerebral cortex, cerebellar, demyelination, neuro-

inflammation, axon degeneration and deterioration in motor functions (Krysko et al., 2007, 

Hulshagen et al., 2008). 

Conditional PEX gene deficiency in liver also impacts the brain, such as cerebellum 

defects (Krysko et al., 2007), excessive lipid deposits in brain tissue, increased gliosis and 

demyelination but without gross brain anomalies (Wisniewski et al., 1989, Distel et al., 1996, 

Hulshagen et al., 2008). These findings indicate that metabolism of remote tissues, such as 

liver, may also influence brain development. 
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1.7.1 The PEX13 brain mutant, a brain-restricted model of ZS neuropathology 

In humans, PEX13 gene deletion causes disease in the Zellweger syndrome spectrum 

(Liu et al., 1999, Shimozawa et al., 1999). PEX13-null mice, in which PEX13 is deleted in cells 

from the 2-cell stage of blastocyst development (Maxwell et al., 2003), are a good model of ZS, 

with features such as neonatal lethality, peroxisomal dysfunction, neurodevelopmental delay 

and impaired cell migration. Microscopic analysis of PEX13 knockout mice brain shows 

increased thickness of the intermediate zone of the cerebral cortex, with a high number of cells 

having hyper-chromatic nuclei, typical sign of neuro-degeneration (Maxwell et al., 2003). 

However, again, the neonatal death of PEX13-null pups limits their  usefulness for investigating 

brain function, especially aspects of brain development that occur, or continue, during postnatal 

periods(Maxwell et al., 2003).  

In response to this challenge, a mouse mutant with brain-restricted PEX13 deletion was 

created using Cre-loxP recombination  technology (Nguyen, 2007), with the PEX13 exon 2 

flanked by loxP sites removed using Cre recombinase under the control of the rat-nestin 

promoter/enhancer (Muller et al., 2011). To date, these mice, designated PEX13 brain mutants, 

have been used to explore the relationship between motor and cognitive disabilities and delayed 

cerebellum growth. PEX13 brain mutants have a milder phenotype than PEX13 knockout mice, 

and survive until at least day 20 after birth. Growth retardation of PEX13 brain mutants first 

appears at the P5 stage. The mice show postnatal developmental changes such as abnormal 

gyration of cerebellum, abnormal Purkinje cell differentiation and cerebellar granule cell 

migration. PEX13 brain mutants have significant motor dysfunction assessed using rotarod 

testing, which may suggest defective motor function as a result of cerebellar dysfunction. 

Abnormalities in cerebellum cytoarchitecture suggest that these defects are associated with 

delayed migration of the granular and the Purkinje cell layers (Muller et al., 2011). 

Being a mild ZS-like phenotype, the PEX13 brain mutant is an important tool for 

analyzing neurodevelopment changes, such as those resulting from modified cell genesis, 

differentiation and migration in early development, as well as those continuing in postnatal and 

adult stages. 
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1.8. Potential roles for mitochondria and Oxidative Stress in ZS pathology 

Peroxisomes and mitochondria are key organelles controlling the redox state in living 

cells. For mitochondria, superoxide anion (O2
-) is the primary reactive oxygen species (ROS) 

produced, and is generated as a by-product of electron transport through two pathways. In the 

first pathway, O2
- is generated through complex I (NADH:CoQ oxidoreductase) (Pitkanen and 

Robinson, 1996); in the second pathway, O2
-
 is generated at complex III (CoQ cytochrome c 

oxidoreductase enzyme) (Turrens, 1997). The O2
- generated through both complexes is 

converted to H2O2 (a less potent ROS) by mitochondrial superoxide dismutase (SOD) enzymes. 

ComplexI-generated O2
- is metabolized by MnSOD (also called SOD2) present in the 

mitochondrial matrix, whereas complex III-generated O2
- is metabolized by a Cu/ZnSOD (or 

SOD1) located in the mitochondrial intermembrane space. Increased levels of O2
- cause lipid 

oxidation at complex I and failure of the electron transport chain, and ultimately permeability 

transition of the mitochondrial membrane (Pitkanen and Robinson, 1996).  

Peroxisomes contain a range of antioxidant and oxidant enzymes. H2O2 is generated 

through the catalytic activity of oxidases present within peroxisomes, a process overall which 

has been estimated to produce at least one-third of the total amount of H2O2 generated in 

rodent liver (Boveris et al., 1972). Catalase (a major peroxisomal enzyme), catalyzes the 

decomposition of H2O2 to H2O and O2. Mitochondria-generated H2O2 is either metabolized by 

mitochondrial enzymes, such as glutathione peroxidase (Finkel and Holbrook, 2000, Wallace 

and Fan, 2009), or exuded through the mitochondrial membrane into the cytoplasm where it is 

able to diffuse through the peroxisomal membrane to be metabolized by peroxisomal catalase 

(Deisseroth and Dounce, 1970, Chance et al., 1979).  

A balance between the rates of production of reactive oxygen species (and reactive 

nitrogen species) and their detoxification, for example via the mitochondrial and peroxisomal 

antioxidant enzymes systems, is important for cell survival and normal cellular physiology 

(Trachootham et al., 2008). However, ROS, at very low concentrations, also act as second 

messengers for different biological functions, such as cell genesis (Dowling and Simmons, 

2009, Scherz-Shouval and Elazar, 2011). 

Oxidative stress is defined as the condition that arises when the production of reactive 

oxygen species (ROS) (and reactive nitrogen species (RNS)) exceeds the capacity of the 

antioxidant systems (Block and Gorin, 2012). Small changes in redox balance may be alleviated 
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by corresponding changes in levels of endogenous anti-oxidant enzyme systems. However, 

severe oxidative stress can cause cell death either via apoptotic or necrotic pathways (Metzen 

et al., 2003, McCubrey et al., 2006). There are many factors known to induce ROS production in 

neurons (Kahle et al., 2009), as shown in Fig. 1.5. Mitochondria are the major sites of ROS 

production via the electron transport chain under normal physiological conditions, but 

peroxisomes and the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) also contribute (Stowe and Camara, 2009). 

As noted above, free electrons generated by the mitochondrial electron transport chain may 

leak out and react with molecular oxygen, thereby generating superoxide anion as a metabolic 

by-product during respiration. Similarly, nitric oxide (NO) may react with superoxide anion to 

produce  highly reactive peroxynitrite anion (ONOO-), which  reacts with DNA, proteins, and 

lipids (Pacher et al., 2007) resulting in oxidative damage to these essential biomolecules 

(Dowling and Simmons, 2009). Changes to the structure of biomolecules due to 

oxidation/nitration may lead to perturbation of signaling pathways, impact on organelle function 

and their trafficking, all of which contribute to neurodegenerative disease (Andersen, 2004). 
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Figure 1.5: Sites of generation of reactive oxygen species (ROS) and their effects on biological 
systems in neurons. ROS are generated from different endogenous sources. Mitochondria have a major 
role in production of ROS via the electron transport chain under normal physiological conditions. 
Peroxisomes and the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) also generate ROS. ROS can also be produced via 
exogenous sources such as drugs (xenobiotics), radiation, chemotherapy etc. Under normal physiological 
conditions, the levels of ROS and the balance between ROS generation and their detoxification through 
innate antioxidant systems is of critical important for cell survival. ROS, at low concentrations,  act as 
second messenger for different biological functions, such as cell genesis, while high levels of ROS can 
negatively impact pathways in mitochondria and other organelles, trafficking within cells, and may lead to 
oxidative damage to essential biomolecules such as DNA, protein, and lipids. In neurons, perturbation of 
signaling pathways by ROS and oxidative damage to biomolecules from high ROS concentrations, result in 
neuronal degeneration and apoptosis (inspired by (Finkel and Holbrook, 2000)).   
 
 

It is not surprising that mitochondrial dysfunction results in cellular damage which is 

linked to aging and neurodegeneration, with substantial, growing evidence suggesting that 

mitochondrial dysfunction plays a central role in the pathogenesis of neurodegenerative 

disorders like Parkinson's disease(Batlevi and La Spada, 2011).  

ROS not only impact in terms of neurodegeneration but also may impact on early 

neurodevelopmental stages through disruption of signal transduction and by modification of 

structure and function of biomolecules (Wells et al., 2009).   

PGC-1α (peroxisome proliferative activated receptor-(PPARγ) co-activator 1-α) has 

been identified as a master regulator of peroxisomal and mitochondrial remodeling and 
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biogenesis in some tissues.  PGC-1α is an important transcriptional co-factor for synthesis of 

proteins related to mitochondrial biogenesis and function. PGC-1α protects neurons from 

oxidative damage by regulating the levels of ROS detoxifying antioxidant enzymes such as 

MnSOD2 and uncoupling protein 2 (St-Pierre et al., 2006, Buneeva and Medvedev, 2011). 

Increased expression of PGC-1α has been observed in a number of neurodegenerative 

disorders, including Huntington's disease (Cui et al., 2006), Friedreich's ataxia (Marmolino et al., 

2010), and Parkinson disease patients (Pacelli et al., 2011), suggesting a role for PGC-1α in 

protecting neurons from neurodegeneration.  

ZS patients are peroxisome deficient, and therefore lacking in one of the major systems 

involved in ROS metabolism, but the impact on brain has not been well studied. Recently, it has 

been shown that ZS patients have increased plasma levels of malondialdehyde and nitric acid, 

both markers of oxidative damage (Surdacki et al., 2003, Leipnitz et al., 2011). Again, although 

mitochondrial morphological and functional abnormalities have been observed in liver cells as 

well as in cortical astrocytes of ZS patients (Goldfischer et al., 1973, Hughes et al., 1990), 

evidence for an involvement of mitochondria in ZS neuropathogenesis has not been adequately 

addressed.  

The more recent evidence implicating mitochondrial changes in ZS have come from 

investigations on mouse PEX gene mutants. For example, aberrant mitochondrial structures 

and loss of complex 1 activity have been reported for hepatocytes and brain cells of PEX5 null 

and PEX13 null mice (Baes et al., 1997, Baumgart et al., 2001, Maxwell et al., 2003). Cultured 

cerebellar granule cells from PEX13 null mice were shown to have increased levels of ROS and 

apoptosis (Muller et al., 2011), and similar results have been observed for liver and heart of 

PEX5 null mice (Baumgart et al., 2001).  

Taken together, the above findings suggest a potential involvement of mitochondria in 

inducing oxidative stress and neuronal injury in both ZS patients and mouse models of ZS.  
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1.9 Possible mechanism of neuropathology in ZS  

1.9.1 Mechanisms of neurodevelopment and relevance to PEX13 brain mutants 

Neurogenesis is the formation of new neurons, and specifically the asymmetric and 

symmetric cell division and differentiation of progenitors to form mature neurons during 

development. During early embryonic stages, neurogenesis occurs throughout all brain areas, 

but in adult brain it is restricted to two major sites, the hippocampal sub-granular zone (SGZ) of 

the dendate gyrus (DG) and the lateral ventricle sub-ventricular zone (SVZ) (see Figure 1.6) 

(Altman and Das, 1965, Eriksson et al., 1998). Neural progenitors in these distinct areas 

continue to produce intermediate progenitors that transfer and differentiate into neurons 

throughout life.  

 

 

Figure 1.6:  Neurogenesis in the adult mouse brain. (A) Midsagittal section of adult brain 
showing neural progenitors which are primarily located in two neurogenic zones: the SVZ area lies 
between the lateral ventricles; the SGZ underlies the dentate gyrus (DG) of the hippocampus. (B) These 
neurogenic areas shown in coronal sections of adult brain and the direction of migration of intermediate 
progenitors and neuroblasts from these areas is indicated by arrows.  In the SVZ, neural progenitors divide 
symmetrically and give rise to neuroblasts which migrate through the rostro-migratory stream (RMS) 
pathway (as shown by red arrow) towards the olfactory bulb. In the SGZ of the DG, neural progenitors 
generate both astrocytes and neuroblasts. Neuroblasts then migrate into the granule cell layer and mature 
into neurons.  
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Almost 9000 cells are produced each day just in the hippocampus of adult rodents, with 

nearly 50% of these dying within a week (Thompson et al., 2008). During early 

neurodevelopment phases, impaired migration and differentiation defects may cause epilepsy, 

mental retardation and motor dysfunction (Aicardi, 1994, Leuner et al., 2007, Einstein and Ben-

Hur, 2008).  

In this thesis, the focus is on the role of PEX13/peroxisome deficiency in 

neurodevelopment abnormalities in the mouse, because of findings from ZS patients – 

disorganization of the cerebral cortex (pachygria at early stages and medium polymicrogyria at 

later stages), ventriculomegaly and abnormal gyration of the cerebellum (Nakai et al., 1995), 

and gross migration defects – which together suggest involvement of neurodevelopmental 

abnormalities during early developmental stages. In addition, earlier research work on animal 

models of ZS has had an emphasis on impaired migration defects (Faust et al., 2005) at 

postnatal stages, but recent findings from this laboratory suggest that neurogenesis is perturbed 

in adult PEX13 brain mutants (Meshram, 2014). Surprisingly, there has been little systematic 

investigation of neurodevelopmental changes in mouse models of ZS, despite the evidence that 

ZS neuropathological changes are initiated at early embryonic stages. 

Previous investigations identified impaired migration, delayed neuronal maturation and 

pronounced apoptosis at the cortical plate of PEX knockout gene models of ZS (Baes et al., 

1997, Faust and Hatten, 1997) which suggest a perturbation of early neurodevelopmental 

events. Our study will focus on the role of PEX13/peroxisome deficiency in neurodevelopment in 

the mouse. As well as their involvement in important cellular metabolic functions, peroxisomes 

appear to play an active role in the development, extension and maturation of neuronal 

processes and in differentiating neurons peroxisomes are most abundant and concentrated at 

the extremities of neurites, in contrast to the situation with mature neurons (McKenna et al., 

1976, Arnold and Holtzman, 1978). Thus, in ZS, dysfunctional peroxisomes may affect CNS 

development through two parallel ways; firstly by reducing neurogenesis and proliferation; 

secondly by impacting differentiation and migration.  All of these changes would be expected to 

result in premature cell death. 

As mentioned above, the close relationship between peroxisomes and mitochondria is 

evident for ZS, where peroxisomal dysfunction is associated with abnormal mitochondrial 

structure and function (Goldfischer et al., 1973). Consistent with these indications of 
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mitochondrial dysfunction, previous research from the Crane laboratory has demonstrated a 

two-fold increase in ROS levels in cultured PEX13-deficient cerebellar granular neurons, and 

this was accompanied by a significant increase in the levels of the mitochondrial antioxidant 

enzyme MnSOD2 and a 40% decrease in mitochondrial dehydogenase activity, a marker of 

mitochondrial function (Muller et al., 2011). In addition, recent studies on muscle biopsies from 

ZS patients have identified mitochondrial myopathy as a potential contributor to the clinical 

phenotype (Salpietro et al., 2015). 

Dysfunctional mitochondria may be expected to undergo abnormal trafficking dynamics 

in neurons. Throughout brain development, mitochondria rapidly proliferate through balanced 

fission and fusion processes to meet cellular energy demands within neurons (Schaper et al., 

1985). Proper distribution of mitochondria to neuronal synapses is of fundamental importance to 

maintain cell integrity and synaptic connections and for signal transduction (Erecinska et al., 

2004). When compared to mature neurons, differentiating neurons in adults have an increased 

number of mitochondria and peroxisomes, especially at neurite terminals, indicating a vital role 

for both these organelles in brain cell developmental processes (McKenna et al., 1976, Arnold 

and Holtzman, 1978, Mattson et al., 2008).  Neurons with increased mitochondria also show 

increased PGC-1α expression, which serves to increase the number of dendritic spines and 

stimulate synaptic differentiation (Cheng et al., 2012). Therefore, if mitochondria are 

dysfunctional as a result of peroxisome deficiency, as in ZS, expected consequences of this 

would be altered mitochondrial trafficking and distribution, and deficient mitochondrial function, 

including ATP production, at specific sites within neurons.  

Another factor which may affect the neurodevelopmental processes observed for 

PEX13 brain mutants is increased levels of ROS. Under normal conditions, low level of 

ROS/RNS modulate signal transduction involved in several cellular processes, e.g. cell 

proliferation and differentiation, innate immune responses, apoptosis, and gene expression 

(Dowling and Simmons, 2009, Scherz-Shouval and Elazar, 2011), but increased ROS/RNS 

production, or failure of endogenous antioxidant systems, can alter signal transduction. Recent 

studies suggest that endogenous (mitochondrial/peroxisomes-mediated) or drug-mediated ROS 

generation may be harmful to embryonic development by damaging biomolecules (lipids, RNA, 

carbohydrates, proteins and DNA) by altering their structures or their roles in signal 
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transduction, which can further severely affect cellular functions or cause cell death through 

apoptosis (Fantel, 1996, Hitchler and Domann, 2007).  

 

Together, these findings suggest important roles of both peroxisomes and mitochondria 

in: modulating oxidative stress, trafficking to appropriate locations within neurons, in cell 

signaling, all of which would be important for brain development. 

 

1.9.2 The serotonergic system and relevance to ZS neuropathology 

Serotonin (5-hydroxytryptamine or 5-HT) is one of only a few factors that are able to 

increase the genesis and proliferation of neural progenitor cells in both neurogenic areas of 

adult brain. It has been previously reported that short-term or prolonged fluctuations in 5-HT 

synthesis and distribution are closely linked to variations in neurogenesis and proliferation in 

neurogenic areas in adult brain (Brezun and Daszuta, 1999, Azmitia, 2001). The above findings 

suggest that 5-HT is an important trophic factor for neurogenesis.  

In investigations from this laboratory, microarray analysis of brain tissue mRNA from 

PEX13 brain mutants demonstrated a 3-fold decrease in tph2 gene expression (Tam Nguyen, 

PhD thesis 2007). As Tph2 is the rate-limiting enzyme of serotonin biosynthesis (Walther and 

Bader, 2003), these findings may point to a role for abnormal serotonergic function in ZS 

neuropathology. 

Tph2 catalyzes the conversion of tryptophan to 5-hydroxytryptophan (5-HTP), which is 

then decarboxylated to 5-hydroxytryptamine (5-HT) by 5-HTP decarboxylase. The tph2 gene is 

mainly expressed in the raphe nuclei of mammalian brain, with no evidence of tph2 gene 

expression in other organs (Cote et al., 2003, Walther and Bader, 2003), suggesting specificity 

of the Tph2 enzyme for serotonergic neurons in brain. 

The raphe nuclei neurons that produce serotonin (5-HT) have poorly demarcated 

cytoarchitectural boundaries. They comprise heterogeneous populations with distinct 

morphologies, projections and neurochemical characteristics. These neurons are extended 

rostro-caudally between the midbrain and the brainstem (Taber et al., 1960, Bobillier et al., 

1976) as shown in Fig. 1.7. The rostral group of serotonergic neurons (dorsal and median raphe 

nucleus) provides innervation to the forebrain, hypothalamus, thalamus and basal ganglia 
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(Hensler et al., 2007). Caudal serotonergic neurons project extensively to the spinal cord, 

including the motor neurons in the ventral horn (Lakke, 1997). 5-HT has an important role in the 

modulation of motor neurons, being both a facilitator and inhibitor of locomotor activity (Jacobs 

and Fornal, 1993, Rekling et al., 2000). These findings suggest a modulatory role for serotonin 

(5-HT), not only for serotonergic neurons per se, but also for other neuronal systems in brain. 

 

 

 

 
Figure 1.7: Midsagittal adult mouse brain section indicating serotonergic neurons cell bodies and 
their innervation. Serotonergic neurons divide into two groups which are indicated by oval shapes; the 
rostral group and the caudal group. These neurons send cellular extensions to different areas of brain, 
where 5-HT modulates specific functions as shown. DRN, dorsal raphe nucleus; MRN, medial raphe 
nucleus; NRM; nucleus raphe magnus; NRO, nucleus raphe obscurus; SN, substantia nigra pars 
compacta; VTA, ventral tegmental area (modified from Di Giovanni et al., 2008).  

 

 During development, 5-HT is expressed at early embryonic stages prior to serotonergic 

neurons maturing. 5-HT affects different neurodevelopmental events from cell genesis to cell 

migration, differentiation and synaptogenesis (Wallace and Lauder, 1983, Gaspar et al., 2003). 

A lack of brain serotonin in mice has also been shown to affect the postnatal development of 

neuronal circuitry (Migliarini et al., 2013). In many human neurodegenerative disorders, 
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serotonergic neuronal axons are more prone to degeneration, as seen in Parkinson’s disease, 

frontal lobe or diffuse Lewy body dementia (Azmitia and Nixon, 2008). Histopathological 

analysis of most neurodegenerative disorders indicate expanded, enlarged axon swellings 

structures and tightly clustered serotonergic fibers (Azmitia and Nixon, 2008).  

In addition, evidence does support a role for 5-HT in modulation of mitochondrial 

trafficking through the AKT-GSK3β pathway, by triggering the 5-HT receptor in hippocampal 

neurons (Chen et al., 2007b). 5-HT modulates neuronal growth (Gaspar et al., 2003), which 

mainly affects mitochondrial trafficking in neurites to ensure survival of neurons by maintaining 

energy demands of cells and protecting them from neurodegeneration.  

Given these findings, the contribution of 5-HT to altered mitochondrial function and 

trafficking in ZS disease progression deserves further consideration.  

 

1.9.3. Potential role of neuro-inflammation in abnormal neurodevelopment and 

neurodegeneration in ZS 

The three types of neuroglial cells – astrocytes, microglia, and oligodendrocytes – were 

previously considered to be supportive cells for neurons without a direct role in brain information 

processing, but are now emerging as relevant elements in brain physiology through their ability 

to regulate neuronal activity and synaptic transmission and plasticity. Neuroglial cells have 

significant roles in CNS defense mechanisms in response to stress or injury to protect neurons 

(Langeveld et al., 1995, Wilson, 1997, Tanaka et al., 1999). Recent studies also demonstrate 

the existence of cross-talk between CNS cells i.e. glia-glia, glia-axons, and resultant signalling 

throughout brain. Glia have a role in central nervous system immunity and respond to any minor 

insult or injury. When microglial responses are inadequate, astrocytes initiate inflammatory 

processes which lead to several pathological sequelae including neuroinflammation. 

Prominent neuroinflammation has not been reported for ZS patients but in some ZS 

patients’ demyelination, mild astrogliosis and sudanophilic macrophages have been observed in 

immature white matter predominantly in heterotopias (Wisniewski et al., 1989). Similarly, 

reactive gliosis of varying levels and sudanophilic macrophages in white matter lesions have 

been observed in NALD patients (Ulrich et al., 1978). Abnormal pleomorphic cytosomes with 

variable lipid contents have also been detected in astrocytes, oligodendrocytes, immature 
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neurons, neuroblasts and radial glia of ZS abortuses (Powers et al., 1989). In addition, 

increased levels of proinflammatory cytokines (Paintlia et al., 2003), intercellular adhesion 

molecules (ICAMs) (Powers, 1995), astrocytic and microglial chemokines, and iNOS (Paintlia et 

al., 2003) in demyelinating plaques have been observed in different parts of brain in patients 

with X-ALD (Powers, 1995, Singh et al., 1998), a peroxisomal disorder due to defective 

peroxisomal VLCFA uptake and metabolism (Powers et al., 1992, McGuinness et al., 1995, 

Powers, 1995).  

The situation with mouse models of ZS is quite different. For example, pronounced 

neuroinflammation and accompanying reactive gliosis have been observed in PEX5- and 

PEX13-deficient brain mutants (Hulshagen et al., 2008, Muller et al., 2011). In NesCre-PEX5 

mice, neuro-inflammation is evident prior to axonal degeneration (Bottelbergs et al., 2012). 

Similar findings have been reported for other mouse models of peroxisome deficiency, seen as 

increased neuroinflammation and demyelination with axonal degeneration (Kassmann et al., 

2007). Furthermore, demyelination, axonal degeneration and neuroinflammation have been 

documented for mice with peroxisome-deficient oligodendrocytes (Kassmann et al., 2007), 

which may be consistent with the proposed role for peroxisomes in ROS detoxification in 

oligodendrocytes (Hirrlinger et al., 2002). A number of studies have also demonstrated that 

agonists of peroxisome proliferation activated receptors (PPARs) protect cerebral cortical 

neurons from nitric oxide toxicity and oxidative damage by increasing the number of 

peroxisomes (Gray et al., 2012). 

Taken together, these findings suggest a prominent role for peroxisomes in protection 

of neurons from ROS and neuroinflammation by detoxification, and further may indicate 

importance of the peroxisomal β-oxidation in generation of mediators of neuroinflammation 

(Chapkin et al., 2009, Trompier et al., 2014).  

ROS provide another potential link to activation of neuroinflammation and subsequent 

neurodegeneration because ROS, at low levels, are considered to be mediators of processes 

that include innate immune response, apoptosis, cell proliferation and differentiation (Droge, 

2002, von Bernhardi and Eugenin, 2012) but at high levels can stimulate pronounced 

neuroinflammation via a number of inflammatory mediators (Melo et al., 2011, von Bernhardi 

and Eugenin, 2012). Recent research has also demonstrated that mitochondria regulate innate 

immune response and neuroinflammation in embryonic brain (Hagberg et al., 2015). Although 
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this function of mitochondria needs to be further explored, it may point to a similar role in ZS 

neuropathology.  

Another possible cause of neuroinflammation is activated microglia. Previous research 

indicates that a preponderance of resting-phase microglia in brain is compatible with a healthy 

brain environment, and in cases of infection or brain disorganization/degeneration, microglia 

change promptly to a “reactive” state (Fetler and Amigorena, 2005). During this activated state, 

microglia produce pro-inflammatory mediators such as cytokines, chemokines, ROS and NO to 

protect neurons from deleterious effect of toxins or infections. Inversely, these mediators initiate 

neuroinflammation through stimulating other microglia and leukocytes at the location of damage 

(Dheen et al., 2007). Furthermore, activated microglia can also activate astrocytes, which can 

distort the blood brain barrier to allow entry of leukocytes (Garden and Moller, 2006). Thus 

microglia plays a major part in the development of neurodegenerative disease by causing 

neuronal damage and cell death through apoptosis or phagocytosis (Laurence and Fatemi, 

2005).  

During neurodevelopment, microglia play various important roles, such as 

phagocytosing apoptotic cells, infectious antigens, cell debris, enhanced synaptic circuits and 

trimming old synaptic structures of neurons (Chen et al., 2001, Guy et al., 2001). Extensive data 

indicate involvement of glia in different neurodevelopmental disorders i.e. Rett syndrome, 

Fragile X syndrome, Fetal Alcohol Spectrum Disorders (FASD), and Down syndrome (Stipursky 

and Gomes, 2007, Ge et al., 2012). Recent investigations suggest that dysfunctional astroglia 

are directly linked with expansion of the neuronal population during neurodevelopment (Block 

and Hong, 2005). 
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Figure 1.8: Proposed model of neuroinflammation in ZS neuropathology. Dysfunctional peroxisomes 
and mitochondria cumulatively increase ROS production, which not only alters mitochondrial function but 
also affects the activation state and function of neuroglia. In turn, activated microglia increase secretion of 
inflammatory cytokines, chemokines and NO which exacerbates the situation and stimulate more microglia 
and astroglia. The expected consequence of these processes would be adverse neuroinflammation and 
neuronal degeneration mediated through apoptotic and/or phagocytic pathways.  

 

The above findings suggest that peroxisome-mediated oxidative stress may cause 

mitochondrial dysfunction that initiates neuroinflammation. This proposal, presented 

schematically in Fig. 1.8, may help to explain early neurodevelopmental defects and subsequent 

neurodegeneration of ZS. This proposal is addressed further in this project. 
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 1.10 Aims and Hypotheses  

Peroxisomes are essential for normal metabolic functions within cell, and have a crucial 

role in neurodevelopment. The neonatal lethality and severe neuropathology of ZS implicate 

peroxisomes in the development of the CNS. However the molecular basis of ZS 

neuropathology is unknown. To better understand the mechanisms of ZS neuropathology, the 

Crane research group has generated a mouse mutant in which deletion of the PEX13 gene is 

restricted to brain. This mouse mutant models many of the biochemical and clinical features of 

the milder Zellweger spectrum disorders. The principal aim of this research proposal is to 

explore the neuropathogenesis of the PEX13 brain mutant. Possible mechanisms contributing to 

the neuropathogenesis in this mouse model of ZS will be examined through the following 

hypothesis and aims: 

 

Recent data from the Crane lab has identified possible neurodevelopmental defects in 

PEX13 brain mutants. Work by Tam Nguyen (PhD thesis, 2007), using microarray analysis, has 

established that expression of the tryptophan hydroxylase 2 (tph2) gene is 3-fold reduced in 

brain of PEX13 brain mutants. Tph2 is rate limiting enzyme of serotonin (5-HT) synthesis, and 

5HT is known to control neuronal growth and energy distribution by regulating mitochondrial 

trafficking. 5-HT is also involved in modulation of mitochondrial trafficking through the AKT-

GSK3β pathway in hippocampal neurons (Chen et al., 2007). Through mitochondrial trafficking, 

5-HT may modulate neuronal growth (Gaspar et al., 2003). Extensive data also supports a 

morphogenic effect of 5-HT on proliferation, differentiation, migration, and endurance of neural 

cells (Gaspar et al., 2003). In addition, recent findings demonstrate a significant role for 5-HT in 

early neurodevelopment events and on maturation and survival of serotonergic neurons (Brezun 

and Daszuta, 1999, Azmitia, 2001, Banasr et al., 2004). 

 

Thus the first hypothesis to be tested is that PEX13 deficiency in brain leads to early 

changes in neurogenesis (i.e. in the embryo), including specifically serotonergic pathways. To 

address this hypothesis, the aim of this part of the project will be to investigate the role of 

PEX13 deficiency in serotonergic neurogenesis at both embryonic and postnatal stages.  
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Aim 1. Determine changes to neurogenesis (developmental changes from embryo to adult) in 

serotonergic pathways in raphe nuclei (TPH2 positive) of PEX13 brain mutants. Proliferating 

cells in the brain will be labelled by incorporation of the thymidine analogue 5-ethynyl-2′-

deoxyuridine, or EdU, (Chehrehasa et al, 2009). EdU labelling will be coupled with multiple cell 

labelling immunofluorescence analyses, to assess neurogenesis in the ventricular zone (VZ) of 

the cortex in early embryonic stages.and in the sub ventricular zone (SVZ) of the lateral 

ventricle and dentate gyrus (DG) in postnatal stages as in both regions neurogenesis continues 

in adult brain. In addition the raphe nuclei (Isthmus organizer) will be investigated to specifically 

address changes to the serotonergic system.  

In addition, levels of serotonin in different parts of brain (e.g. raphe nuclei, cerebellum 

and cerebral cortex) will be semi-quantified by IF using 5-HT antibody to confirm the previous 

finding that expression of the tph2 gene (which encodes TPH2, the rate limiting enzyme of brain 

serotonin biosynthesis) is decreased in PEX13 brain mutant brain. 

Aim 2. To determine potential changes to cellular anatomy in brain regions affected by altered 

serotonergic pathways. This will be carried out using immunofluorescence (IF) and antibodies to 

specific cell populations, e.g. GFAP (glia, astrocytes); Iba-1 (microglia); Tph2 and 5-HT 

(serotonergic neurons). 

 

Peroxisomes and mitochondria have a number of common functions, such as fatty acid 

degradation and reactive oxygen species (ROS) generation and detoxification. Mitochondria are 

a major source of ROS within cells. Uncontrolled ROS level under mitochondrial dysfunction or 

peroxisomal deficiency in brain can cause increased oxidative damage to neuronal tissue 

(because they are more vulnerable to oxidative stress due to high fat contents, high 

energy/oxygen consumption but ineffective detoxifying antioxidant system against increased 

ROS) (Nunomura et al., 2006, Buneeva and Medvedev, 2011). ROS, generated by the 

respiratory chain, are the most frequent cause of damage to cell membranes and increased rate 

of mtDNA mutations in various tissues and organs.  

 

Thus the second hypothesis to be tested is that PEX13 deficiency in brain leads to loss of 

mitochondrial function and increased oxidative stress. The aim of this part of project will be 

to investigate the role of mitochondria in the neuropathology of PEX13 brain mutants. 
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Aim 3. To investigate mitochondrial changes in PEX13 brain mutant brains at postnatal stage 

P20. Do ZS mouse brains exhibit evidence of cell/tissue oxidative damage? We would predict 

increased oxidative damage as a result of increased generation of mitochondrial ROS. Is 

oxidative stress causative of the ZS neurodegenerative phenotype? We hypothesize that this is 

an important pathway of cell death in these animals. This part will focus on the use of 

immunofluorescence microscopic analysis and biochemical approaches to assess: 

� Oxidative stress, leading to detectable oxidative damage: lipid and DNA 

oxidation, and the induction of key antioxidant enzymes such as mitochondrial 

MnSOD (SOD2). 

� Mitochondrial morphological changes in specific cells.  

� Changes to levels of proteins involved in mitochondrial changes, such as the key 

regulator of mitochondrial biogenesis and oxidative stress, PGC1α. 

 

For analysis of mitochondrial dysfunction and oxidative damage in PEX13 brain 

mutants, we will use tissue immunofluorescence (IF) analysis of mitochondrial morphology and 

volume. Peroxisome volume and abundance will be assessed by IF using antibody to the 

peroxisomal membrane protein PEX14. Oxidative stress (oxidative damage) will be assessed 

using IF and antibodies to lipid and DNA oxidation products 4-hydroxynonenal (HNE) and 8-

hydroxyguanosine (8-OHG), respectively. Further, to determine mitochondrial morphological 

changes in specific cells, confocal microscopy will be used. We will also measure changes to 

PGC-1α levels in brain by Western blot analysis.  

 

 

1.11 Outcomes and significance 

As a result of the investigations on the PEX13 brain mutants, we expect to establish 

changes to neurodevelopment events that occur in early stages i.e. neurogenesis, proliferation, 

differentiation, and migration. Specifically, we expect to elucidate the relationship between loss 

of PEX13/peroxisomes and mitochondrial dysfunction, the latter potentially contributing to 

perturbation of development of the CNS through an oxidative stress pathway. Increased 
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oxidative stress may potentially cause multiple effects, such as premature activation of glia and 

associated neuroinflammation, and increased oxidative damage to macromolecules and 

associated cellular dysfunction. More importantly, the molecular changes in the PEX13 brain 

mutants will shed light on the effects of peroxisome deficiency on during early developmental 

stages and on neurodegeneration during adult stages. Findings on the potential inter-

relationship between mitochondrial dysfunction, oxidative stress and neuroinflammation is 

expected to better inform our understanding of the molecular pathogenesis of this animal model 

of ZS, which may therefore lead to a better understanding of the underlying molecular changes 

in ZS. 
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2 A mouse model of Zellweger syndrome neuropathology 

The Crane research group has developed a PEX13 brain mutant mouse (brain tissue 

specific PEX13 disruption) (Muller et al., 2011) whose phenotype represents a milder version of 

the brain defects seen for ZS patients and for PEX13 knockout mice. Importantly, PEX13 brain 

mutants survive to at least 20 days after birth, making them suitable for investigation of the 

molecular basis of postnatal neuropathology. Therefore, in terms of research, these mutants 

have a survival and postnatal development advantage over the previously described PEX2, 

PEX5, and PEX13 knockout mice which die within the first day of birth. 

This chapter describes the breeding and provides examples of the 

genotyping/phenotyping of PEX13 brain mutants, which were used for the bulk of the 

experiments presented in this thesis.  

 

2.1 Mice with brain-restricted PEX13 deletion 

The gene targeting strategy used to generate the brain specific PEX13 mutant (or 

PEX13 brain mutant), is based on the Cre/loxP system and using a Cre recombinase transgene 

under the control of the rat nestin promoter (Tronche et al., 1999). The generation of the loxP-

flanked PEX13 modified strain was described earlier (Bjorkman et al., 2002, Maxwell et al., 

2003) The nestin-Cre/loxP system allows disruption of the PEX13 gene in cells of neuronal 

lineage in the brain, and thus a more specific analysis of the ZS neuropathology by observing 

the effects of specific and localized disruption of peroxisome metabolic function in brain. The 

breeding strategy for the PEX13 brain mutants is presented in Fig.2.1. The strategy uses as one 

parent a mouse that contains the nestin-cre transgene and which is also heterozygous for the 

PEX13-null allele (i.e. PEX13∆/-) (see Fig. 2.1). This animal is mated with a mouse that is 

homozygous for the PEX13flox allele. The use of a parent with a PEX13-null allele at this step 
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was required to provide sufficient PEX13 gene deletion in the mutant progeny as Cre 

recombinase activity alone was not as high as expected.  

 

 

Figure 2.1: Generation of PEX13 brain mutant mice. PEX13+, wild-type PEX13 allele; PEX13∆, PEX13 
null allele (exon 2 excised); PEX13flox, PEX13 allele with exon 2 flanked by loxP sites; Nes-Cre, Cre 
transgene under the control of rat nestin promoter.  

 

This system produces a high proportion of mutants (approx. 50%) and no “true” wild-

type litter mates. Pups with a PEX13+/flox genotype, and lacking the Cre transgene, were 

designated as wild-type pups, as we have previously shown that mice heterozygous or 

homozygous for the PEX13flox allele show a wild-type phenotype (unpublished data). Similarly, 

pups that had genotypes PEX13∆/flox, Cre- and PEX13+/flox, Cre+ were designated as 

heterozygotes. In this strategy, exon 2 of the mouse PEX13 gene is flanked by loxP sites. Exon 

2 is the largest exon of the PEX13 gene. Cre recombinase-mediated excision between these 

loxP sites generates an mRNA that is presumed to be targeted for nonsense-mediated decay, 

and/or a minimal amount of protein product that lacks the major functional domains (Bjorkman 

et al., 2002, Maxwell et al., 2003). PEX13 gene disruption in brain tissue was further evaluated 

by using PCR on extracted ear clips genomic DNA. Both types of tissue samples were used for 

PCR analysis. For genotyping of adult and breeder mice ear clips were used; for embryos tail 
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clips were used. Wild-type PEX13 alleles were detected as a 754bp amplicon, floxed alleles as 

an 813bp amplicon, and the disrupted (exon 2-excised) allele as a 590bp amplicon (see Figure 

3.2). Ethics approval for animal use was granted by the Griffith University Animal Ethics 

Committee (approval numbers BPS 02/09/AEC and ESK/03/13/AEC).  

2.2 Animal genotype and phenotype analysis 

 
Genotyping of PEX13 brain mutant mice was carried out by PCR analysis of ear 

genomic DNA as previously described (Maxwell et al., 2003, Muller et al., 2009), using 

conventional PCR for the following PEX13 alleles and the Cre transgene: PEX13∆, WT/loxP 

PCR, and Cre, using the primers and PCR conditions outlined in Table 2.1. 

 

 

Table 2.1: Primers, reaction conditions and amplicon sizes for conventional PCR of 
mouse tissue to genotype mouse litters 
 
 
PCR  Primers Sequence (5′-3′) Amplicon 

Size 
Conditions 

 
PEX13∆  

PEX13-F TATGGCACTCTGCCACAGAC  
 
590 bp 
 

94OC 3min 
94OC 30s 
55OC 45s x30 
72OC 1min 
72OC 5min 

PEX13∆-R CGCACAAAAGGTTCTCTTCC 

 
WT/LoxP  

PEX13-F TATGGCACTCTGCCACAGAC 754bp (WT) 94OC 3min 
94OC 30s 
55OC 45s x30 
72OC 1min 
72OC 5min 

LoxP-R TCTGTTTCCCTCCCACCTC 813bp (flox) 

 
NesCre  

Cre F CACCCTGTTACGTATAGC  
 
213 bp 

94OC 3min 
94OC 30s 
55OC 30s x30 
72OC 1min 
72OC 5min 

Cre R CTAATCGCCATCTTCCAG 

 

An example of typical PCR results is shown in Fig. 2.2 for 10 animals from a litter bred 

to generate PEX13 brain mutants. The top panel demonstrates the combined PCR to generate 

amplicons for the loxP allele (PEX13flox) and the PEX13+allele (wild-type). The middle panel 

demonstrates the amplicon for the PEX13∆ allele, and the bottom panel the amplicon for the 

Cre transgene.  
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Figure 2.2: PCR analysis of ear /tail tissue genomic DNA was carried out to identify potential brain 
specific PEX13 mutants, as well as wild-type (WT) and heterozygote mice. PCR conditions are listed in 
Table 1. An aliquot from each reaction was resolved on 1% agarose gel. Band sizes at right correspond to 
10Kb plus DNA ladder, with specific markers shown. 

 

Based on these analyses, animals 3, 4, 5 and 7 contain the PEX13∆ and PEX13flox 

alleles and the Cre transgene. These genotype results indicate that these animals are potential 

PEX13 brain mutants. To support these genotype designations, animals were observed for 

typical characteristics of mutants (Muller et al., 2011). We also observed prenatal phenotypic 

changes of mutants at a number of embryonic stages (E12.5, E14.5, and E18.5). Macroscopic 

analysis of mutants revealed that they developed developmental abnormalities as early as 

stage E12.5, evident as reduced body size, reduced brain size (>15%), and with wrinkled and 

hypo-pigmented skin, when compared to wild-type and heterozygote littermates. These 

developmental changes were observed at all embryonic stages tested. Further observation of 

all cohorts from the P0 stage revealed that mutants start developing features of ZS disease at 

P5-P7 (depending on litter size: litters with less than six pups showed these changes at P7, 

litters of more than seven pups at P5), suggesting that feeding opportunities contributed to 

these differences. Mutant pups initially showed growth retardation and agitated behavior which 

become more progressive and severe at later postnatal stages. Mutant pups were smaller and 

lighter and with a typical humped-back appearance due to contracted posture, presented with 

tails straight up, bad coat appearance, abnormal gait and hyperkinesia, the latter suggesting 

motor dysfunction in these animals. Gradual weight loss indicates failure of metabolic functions 

or inadequate metabolism. Mutant growth typically declined and death resulted at 3-5 weeks 

after birth (Muller et al., 2011) 

The results presented in Fig. 2.2 indicate that animals 2, 9 and 10 had the Cre 

transgene and a loxP-flanked allele, but no PEX13∆ allele. Providing Cre-mediated excision is 
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efficient, these animals are therefore potentially effective PEX13 brain heterozygotes in having 

one wild type allele and one Cre excised PEX13 allele. Phenotype observation of 

heterozygotes at embryonic and early postnatal stages demonstrated no significant difference 

in size or weight to wild-type mice, and at later postnatal stages heterozygotes displayed no 

characteristics of motor dysfunction. Finally, for animal 8 (Fig. 2.2), a loxP-flanked allele was 

identified, however no PEX13∆ allele or Cre transgene was detected. These animals are 

therefore classified as (effective) wild-types (albeit with one PEX13flox allele). Phenotypic 

analysis of wild-type pups indicated that these mice showed a typical wild-type mouse 

phenotype.  
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The results for all animals are summarized in Table 2.2.  

Table 2.2: Summary of PEX13 brain mutant litter genotype/phenotype analyses* 

Mouse PEX13Δ 
allele 

PEX13flox 

Allele 
PEX13+  
Allele 

Nes-Cre 
transgene 

Genotype Phenotype** 
 (P20 stage) 

1 � � X X HET No abnormal 

phenotype detected 

2 X � � � HET  No abnormal 

phenotype detected 

3 � � X � Mutant Reduced size and 

weight, humped back 

appearance, 

tail up, motor 

dysfunction (abnormal 

gait, hyperkinesia) 

4 � � X � Mutant Reduced size and 

weight, humped back 

appearance, 

tail up, motor 

dysfunction (abnormal 

gait, hyperkinesia) 

5 � � X � Mutant Reduced size and 

weight, humped back 

appearance, 

tail up, motor 

dysfunction (abnormal 

gait, hyperkinesia) 

6 � � X   Mutant# Reduced size and 

weight, humped back 

appearance, 

tail up, motor 

dysfunction (abnormal 

gait, hyperkinesia) 

7 � � X � Mutant Reduced size and 

weight, humped back 

appearance, 

tail up, motor 

dysfunction (abnormal 

gait, hyperkinesia) 

8 X � �   WT Normal, progressive 

weight gain, healthy, 

normal coat–

appearance, no 

abnormal phenotype  

9 X � � � HET No abnormal 

phenotype detected 

10 X � � � HET No phenotype 

detected 

*Data refer to mice analysed in Fig. 3.2.  **Phenotype characteristics only refer to mice at the P20 stage. 
#indicates a potential mutant but with inconsistent genotype, possibly due to poor Cre transgene PCR 
amplification.    
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Chapter 3 

 

Mitochondrial changes and oxidative stress in a mouse model 

of Zellweger syndrome neuropathogenesis 

 

3.1 Introduction 

Zellweger syndrome (ZS) is a neonatal lethal peroxisome biogenesis disorder that 

arises from mutations in PEX genes and which is characterized by peroxisomal metabolic 

dysfunction (Distel et al., 1996, Gould and Valle, 2000). 

Our understanding of the neuropathogenesis of ZS has been assisted by investigations 

on mouse models of ZS that have been generated by knockout or conditional inactivation of the 

PEX2 (Faust and Hatten, 1997, Faust, 2003), PEX5 (Baes et al., 1997, Janssen et al., 2000, 

Kassmann et al., 2007, Krysko et al., 2007, Hulshagen et al., 2008, Bottelbergs et al., 2010, 

Bottelbergs et al., 2012) and PEX13 genes (Maxwell et al., 2003, Muller et al., 2011). Our 

investigations have focused on PEX13 mutants. PEX13 is a component of the peroxisome 

matrix protein import machinery (Elgersma et al., 1996, Erdmann and Blobel, 1996, Gould et al., 

1996) and PEX13 mutations in humans lead to disease across the Zellweger phenotypic 

spectrum (Liu et al., 1999, Shimozawa et al., 1999). PEX13 knockout mice model many of the 

disease phenotype of ZS patients, such as neonatal lethality, abnormal peroxisome metabolism, 

broad tissue pathology, cell migration defect, and brain dysmorphology (Maxwell et al., 2003). 

Mice with brain restricted deletion of PEX13 (which we call PEX13 brain mutants) have a milder 

phenotype and have been useful for investigating postnatal brain development; these mutants 

have impaired granule cell layer migration, abnormal cerebellar Purkinje cell differentiation 

(Muller et al., 2011) and abnormalities of the serotonergic system (Rahim et al., 2014). Despite 

the significant findings from these and other mouse models, the molecular basis of ZS 

neuropathology is still unresolved (Crane, 2014). 

Primarily a peroxisome deficiency disorder which also has a potential role for 

mitochondria in ZS neuropathogenesis, is evident since early findings of mitochondrial 
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abnormalities in ZS patients (Goldfischer et al., 1973). Mitochondria and peroxisomes carry out 

a number of similar, non-redundant functions, such as fatty acid β-oxidation and detoxification of 

reactive oxygen species (ROS), and, in response to metabolic cues, undergo rapid remodeling 

that involves common components of fission machinery (Schrader, 2006), which together 

suggest an important inter-dependency. Research on the above-mentioned PEX gene mouse 

models of ZS has also demonstrated significant changes to mitochondrial structure and function 

in various tissues, such as mitochondrial proliferation and dysmorphology, respiratory chain 

dysfunction, increased levels of (mitochondrial) SOD2, and increased levels of mitochondria-

generated reactive oxygen species (ROS) (Baumgart et al., 2001, Krysko et al., 2007, Muller et 

al., 2011).  

In the context of the neuropathology of ZS, we hypothesize that mitochondrial 

dysfunction is a plausible consequence of peroxisome deficiency that may be mediated by an 

oxidative stress-dependent pathway of organelle remodeling. In this regard, there is growing 

evidence of an important metabolic link between the peroxisome and mitochondrial redox 

systems (Walton and Pizzitelli, 2012, Wang et al., 2013). The present study addresses 

mitochondrial changes in PEX13 brain mutants, to investigate a possible association between 

oxidative stress, mitochondrial structure and function, and cellular indicators of tissue pathology. 

To provide data that is as specific as possible to brain in situ, and to identify changes to specific 

regions of brain, we have focused most of our approaches on immunofluorescence analyses of 

brain tissue.   
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3.2 Materials and methods 

3.2.1 Animals 

PEX13 brain mutants, PEX13 knockout mice, and littermate wild-type mice, were 

generated and genotyped as reported previously (Muller et al., 2011). Mouse genetic 

modification was approved by the Griffith University Institutional Biosafety Committee 

(NLRD/21/07), and animal experimentation was approved by the Griffith University Animal 

Ethics Committee (BBS/02/09/AEC; ESK/03/13/AEC). The “aged” mouse used in these 

experiments was a 1 year-old wild-type C57BL/6J, the background strain of the PEX13 mutants. 

 

3.2.2 Perfusion-fixation of mouse brain 

For immunofluorescence analysis, brains were collected as follows: P20 animals were 

first anaesthetized with 80 mg/kg ketamine and 10 mg/kg xylazine, then perfused transcardially 

with 10mM phosphate-buffered saline, pH 7.4 (PBS) containing 0.5% sodium nitrite at a rate of 

0.5mL/min to removed blood, followed by perfusion with modified Zambonie’s fixative reagent 

(2% paraformaldehyde, 0.2% picric acid, 0.1M PBS, pH 7.2). Brains were then removed and 

retained in fixative overnight in vacuo. The following day, fixed brains were rinsed with PBS 

three times for 30 min to remove fixative and stored in PBS/ 0.5% azide (PBS/azide) at 4°C for 

later processing. 

3.2.3 Tissue cryo-processing and immunofluorescence analysis 

Brains were washed twice with PBS for 30 min then placed in 30% sucrose containing 

PBS/azide overnight at 4οC. Brains were then passed through a series of graded OCT solutions 

(20%, 30%, 50%, 70% OCT, prepared in 30% sucrose in PBS/azide, and finally 100% OCT) for 

60 min each and then moulded in cryomolds (25cmx22cm) with 100% OCT solution and stored 

at -80οC until sectioned. Whole brain was sectioned using  a Leica CM 3050s cryostat and 

sections were collected in a 24-well plate containing PBS/azide as free-floating sections or on 

supra-frost slides as adherent sections, and kept at 4οC and -80ºC respectively, until further 

analysis. 40µm thick coronal brain sections from 3 wild-type and 3 PEX13 brain mutants (6 

sections for each) were carefully matched through reference to the Paxinos and Franklin mouse 
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brain atlas (Paxinos and Franklin, 2001). Brain sections were rinsed with PBS containing 0.1% 

Triton X-100 (PBS/Triton) and permeabilized using 100% DMSO (Sigma) for 20min. To block 

non-specific binding sites on tissue, sections were incubated in blocking buffer (PBS/Triton X-

100 containing 10% donkey serum (v/v) for 1 h at room temperature. Various combinations of 

primary antibodies mixtures were used: mouse anti-GFAP, at a dilution of 1:800 (Sapphire 

Biosciences, Waterloo, NSW, Australia); rabbit anti-IBA-1, 1:2000 (Wako Chemicals, Richmond, 

VA, USA); goat anti-TPH2 (Everest Biotech Ltd, Oxfordshire, UK), rabbit anti-TPH2 

(ThermoFisher Scientific, Inc, Rockford, IL, USA), rabbit anti-5HT (Sigma Aldrich Ltd, NSW, 

Australia); rabbit anti-SOD2, 1:500 (Abcam plc, Cambridge, UK), sheep anti-SOD2, 1:1000 

(EMD Millipore, Billerica, MA, USA), rabbit anti-NOS, 1:500 (Merck Millipore, Billerica, 

Massachusetts, USA), mouse anti-PMP70, 1:600 (Maxwell et al., 2003), rabbit anti-PEX14 

(Maxwell et al., 2003), rabbit anti-PGC-1α (Santa Cruz Biotech Inc. Dallas, Texas USA). 

Antibodies were diluted in blocking buffer and incubated with sections overnight at 4ºC. 

Sections were then washed thoroughly in PBS/Triton and incubated with the relevant Alexa 

Fluor-conjugated secondary antibodies diluted in PBS/Triton, for 3 h at room temperature – 

donkey anti-rabbit 488 or 594 (1:400; Life Technologies, Carlsbad, CA, USA); donkey anti-goat 

594 or 488 (1:400, Invitrogen); donkey anti-goat 650, 1:50 (Abcam plc, Cambridge, UK), 

donkey anti-sheep 594 (1:400; Life Technologies Carlsbad, CA, USA), donkey anti-mouse 594 

(1:400; Life Technologies, Carlsbad, CA, USA). To reduce non-specific background staining 

from secondary antibodies, multiple washing steps (up to 10 times depending on the antibody) 

using PBS/TritonX-100 were employed.  

 

3.2.4 Preparation and analysis of cultured mouse embryonic fibroblasts 

Mouse embryonic fibroblasts (MEFs) were prepared from stage 14 embryos and 

cultured as described previously (Nguyen et al., 2006), except that culture flasks were pre-

coated with 2% gelatin to enhance cell adhesion. Immunofluorescence analysis of cultured 

MEFs was also as described (Nguyen et al., 2006). Other assays used fluorescence microscopy 

of MEFS following incubation with specific probes: mitochondrial morphology and distribution 

were assessed following incubation with 200 nM MitoTracker Red CMXRos (Invitrogen) for 30 

min at 37°C, and rabbit SOD2 antibody (1:200) (Abcam plc, Cambridge, UK); levels of 
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mitochondrial superoxide were assessed following incubation with 5 µM MitoSOX (Invitrogen) 

for 15 min at at 37oC; mitochondrial membrane potential was measured following incubation 

with 1 μM JC-1 dye (Invitrogen) for 30 min at 37oC. As positive controls for superoxide 

generation and membrane potential, MEFs were incubated with 2 μM rotenone for 30 min at 

37oC. Fold changes between PEX13-deficient and WT MEFs in fluorescence of the different 

reagents were calculated by normalizing to fluorescence levels of WT cells, and measured 

against background fluorescence set at the same level for both WT and KO cells. 

Partial inhibition of catalase enzymatic activity was achieved by incubating MEFS with 2 

mM 3-amino-1,2,4,-triazole (K&K laboratories) for 4 h at 37°C. Catalase activity in MEF 

homogenates was determined using a spectrophotometric analysis as previously described 

(Crane et al., 1985).  

 

3.2.5 Fluorescence microscopy 

Images were captured with an Olympus FV1000 confocal laser scanning microscope.  

 

3.2.6 Morphological and distributional and analyses 

Distributional analysis of mitochondria in brain sections was achieved by 

immunofluorescence analysis of SOD2 as a mitochondrial marker and Tph2 or Tuj-1 as cell 

markers. For analysis, Z-stack images (0.1-0.2µm optical planes, 1600x1600 resolution) were 

captured using constant exposure times. 40-50 cells were analysed for individual animals. A 

blind threshold was applied for each fluorescence channel and the Polygonal tool of image J 

(National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD, USA) was used to outline areas of neuronal 

cytoplasm and neurites in midbrain. For each image, fluorescence channels were split and 

inverted. The red channel (Tph2 or Tuj-1 fluorescence) was used to outline the cell body and 

axon, which were then further used as templates for the second fluorescence green channel 

(e.g. SOD2 to identify mitochondria) and using the Analysed Particles feature of Image J to 

determine the relative area occupied by these organelles in the soma and axon regions.  
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Mitochondrial distribution was also analysed in cultured MEFS following incubation of 

cells with MitoTracker Red CMXRos, as described above. 

Imaris software (Bitplane, Inc. Zurich Switzerland) and Image J were used to quantify 

mitochondrial distribution and morphology. To analyse mitochondrial parameters, z-stack 

images of 0.1-0.2 µm thin optical sections were taken at high magnification of unlabelled or 

TPH2-labelled neurons. For morphological analysis, z-stacks were opened in Imaris to construct 

3D images. Regions of interest, of defined diameter, were randomly selected from areas of 

cytoplasm abundant in mitochondria. For volume reconstruction, we used the IsoSurface 

volume rendering Surpass module to automatically capture mitochondrial structures in three 

dimensions and reconstruct images as 2D or 3D models. This feature also allowed 

measurement of mitochondrial volume per cell in both whole tissue sections and single cells that 

had been “digitally extracted” from sections. For comparative analyses, mitochondrial volume 

was normalized to cell volume. Mitochondrial size was measured by Imaris filament Tracer tool 

which automatically detects mitochondrial structure in three dimensions in the cell.  

3.2.7 Co-localization analysis 

For analysis of co-localization of proteins with cellular organelles, z-stack images of a 

40µm-thick mouse brain sections were captured at 0.20 µm intervals using a 100X oil 

immersion lens. Optical slices of 0.1-0.2 µm were chosen to ensure capture of mitochondria, 

which typically have a diameter of 0.5-1 µm. Regions of interest were randomly selected from 

areas of cytoplasm Fluorescence co-localization was determined using OBCOL software 

analysis of 0.2 µm thin optical plane images (Woodcroft et al., 2009). Areas of interest in 

individual images were cropped. Subsequently, images were split into different fluorescence 

channels and opened in ImageJ software, and the intensity threshold value determined in order 

to set the intensity range for analysis and to allow subtraction of baseline fluorescence. The 

images were then added through the OBCOL (ImageJ plugin) pipeline for co-localization 

analysis. The three stack images generated by this process comprised: an image indicating 

individually coloured objects; a second image providing information on original channel colours; 

a third image indicating co-localization.  
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3.2.8 Analysis of oxidative damage 

Lipid peroxidation and DNA oxidation were measured by immunofluorescence using 

antibodies to the lipid oxidation product 4-hydroxy-2-nonenal (HNE) and to the DNA oxidation 

product 8-hydroxyguanosine (8-OHG), respectively, on coronal sections of midbrain. For 

optimization of results, primary antibodies were tested with 3 different fluorescently tagged 

secondary antibodies to check for cross-reactivity and specificity, and unstained sections were 

used to check for auto-fluorescence. Experimental results were validated using a 1 year-old 

wild-type mouse as a positive control. Embryonic brain section was used as a negative control. 

To minimise background fluorescence, multiple washing steps were employed after incubation 

with primary and secondary antibodies. Fluorescence-positive cells were quantified using 

imageJ. 

 

3.2.9 Densitometric measurements  

To measure comparative immunofluorescence intensities for 5-HT, SOD2, 8-OHG and 

HNE in different areas of the brain, images were captured by applying gain and offset 

adjustment options of the microscope to set the background fluorescence, on a region lacking 

detectable fluorescence, and to adjust/minimise the saturation independently for each 

fluorescence channel. After processing, images from all channels were merged. Images were 

taken at constant exposure time to allow comparison of matched specimens, and fluorescence 

intensity was quantified using imageJ following conversion to grey scale.  

 

3.2.10 Western blot analysis  

Brain tissue homogenates were prepared and analysed by SDS-PAGE and Western 

blot analysis as previously described (Muller et al., 2011). Antibodies were used at the following 

dilutions: PGC-1α (H-300; Santa Cruz Biotechnology Inc) 1/200; β-tubulin, (Abcam, ab6046) 

1/10,000; PEX13 (Bjorkman et al., 2002) 1/1,000. 
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3.2.11 Statistical analyses 

Statistical comparison between groups (wild-type vs brain mutant) was carried out using the 

Student’s t-test.  
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3.3 Results 

3.3.1 Mitochondrial changes in neurons in brain of PEX13 brain mutants 

The possibility of mitochondrial changes contributing to the neuropathology of PEX13-

deficient mice was primarily addressed using microscopic analysis of brain sections, to attempt 

to represent the in vivo situation. In specific experiments we focused on the mid-brain as we 

recently demonstrated abnormality of the serotonergic system in PEX13 brain mutants (Rahim 

et al., 2014). As a primary approach, we investigated changes to levels and distribution of 

superoxide dismutase-2 (SOD2, or Mn-SOD), which is exclusively located in mitochondria in 

mice (Karnati et al., 2013) and is responsible for removal of mitochondria-generated superoxide 

radical in brain (Flynn and Melov, 2013). We used SOD2 immunofluorescence (IF) analysis to 

assess changes to the mitochondrial compartment and mitochondrial distribution, as well as to 

levels of SOD2 protein per se. 

The brain regions examined (olfactory bulb, brain stem, hippocampus, cerebral cortex, 

raphe nuclei) showed 2-3-fold increases in SOD2 IF levels in PEX13 brain mutants compared to 

wild-type mice (Fig. 3.1A). More detailed analysis of cells of the raphe region specifically 

demonstrated an approx. 2.5-fold increase in the volume of the SOD2-labelled mitochondrial 

compartment in neurons (Fig. 3.1B, C). 

We also investigated mitochondrial distribution in cells using z-stack Imaris software 

analysis of SOD2 IF images. We demonstrated that, whereas mitochondria were distributed 

widely throughout the cell soma and axons of wild-type mice, in PEX13 brain mutants they were 

largely restricted to peri-nuclear regions (Fig. 3.1B, D). In addition, axon length was reduced by 

about half (Fig. 3.1E), indicating a general loss of axonal integrity throughout the brain.  

Using serotonergic cells (TPH2-positive) as a select class of neurons, we also 

determined the relative total mitochondrial volume using Imaris software analysis of SOD2 

immunofluorescence-positive structures, and showed the mitochondrial compartment was 

increased approximately 5-fold for mutants (Fig. 3.1F). We also analysed mitochondrial 

morphology in TPH2-positive cells using Imaris analysis of SOD2-positive structures. Three 

dimensional analysis indicated the presence of larger mitochondrial structures in the PEX13 

mutant cells (Fig. 3.1G). Using the Imaris software to measure the volume of individual (SOD2-
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labelled) mitochondrial compartments confirmed a pronounced shift in the profile of brain 

mitochondria to much larger structures in the mutant mice (Fig. 3.1H).  Based on this volume 

analysis, the total mitochondrial compartment of mutant cells was increased 5-fold (5.22 ± 0.14-

fold that of wild-type cells, p<0.01; mitochondrial volume normalised to cell volume). 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.1: SOD2 and mitochondrial changes in PEX13 brain mutants. (A) Relative levels of SOD2 
immunofluorescence in selected brain regions. (B) Levels and distribution of (SOD2-positive) mitochondria 
throughout neuronal soma and axons. Four examples are shown for both WT and BM. Cell nuclei were 
stained blue with DAPI. (C) Relative abundance of SOD2-positive structures (mitochondria) in neurons. (D) 
Quantitative analysis of mitochondrial distribution between soma and axons in neurons. (E) Quantitative 
analysis of relative neuron axonal length. (F) Quantitative analysis of relative mitochondrial volume in 
(TPH2-positive) serotonergic neurons, measured as the mitochondrial volume divided by total cytoplasmic 
volume, and normalized to 100% for wild-type mice. (G) Representative image of SOD2 
immunofluorescence in TPH2-positive serotonergic neurons in sagittal sections of P20 wild-type and 
PEX13 brain mutant mice. Cell nuclei were stained blue with DAPI. The bottom panels show 3D 
reconstruction of mitochondrial morphology in serotonergic neurons. For these analyses, only SOD2-
positive mitochondrial structures contained within TPH2-positive cells were extracted using IMARIS 
software. (H). Volume profile of mitochondria in serotonergic neurons. Scale bars, 50µm. WT, wild-type; 
BM, PEX13 brain mutant. Data represent mean ± SEM (n=3 animals for each group). *P < 0.05, **P < 
0.01, ***P < 0.001. (I) MitoTracker red fluorescence in cultured MEFs.  (J) Co-localization of MitoTracker 
Red fluorescence and SOD2 immunofluorescence in MEFs. Right panels, 3D analysis of the MitoTracker 
images to demonstrate mitochondrial morphology in MEFs. Scale bars, 50µm. WT, wild-type MEFs, 
PEX13Δ, PEX13-deficient MEFs. 
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Figure 3.1 legend on previous page. 
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To confirm and extend the findings observed in brain sections, we undertook a parallel 

analysis of cultured fibroblasts from PEX13-deficient stage 14 mouse embryos using a more 

comprehensive range of reagents available for assessing mitochondrial structure and function in 

cultured cells. Mitochondria were analyzed using SOD2 IF and MitoTracker Red fluorescence 

labelling. MitoTracker Red analysis alone showed that, as for brain sections of PEX13 brain 

mutants, mitochondria in the majority of PEX13-deficient MEFs were distributed in a more peri-

nuclear pattern than for wild-type MEFs (Fig 3.1I). To investigate potential changes to 

mitochondrial morphology, and to attempt to minimize potential bias due to mitochondrial 

distribution, we selected those rare PEX13-deficient MEFs whose morphologies were most 

similar to wild-type MEFs and specifically those with evident polarity and associated cytoplasmic 

distribution of mitochondria. The first significant finding from these experiments was the co-

localization of MitoTracker Red fluorescence and SOD2 immunofluorescence in cells (Fig. 3.1J), 

indicating that SOD2 labelling provides a valid measure of the mitochondrial compartment in 

these cells, and by inference in brain sections. The second significant finding was that 3D 

analysis of the MitoTracker images demonstrated the presence of larger mitochondrial 

structures in the PEX13-deficient MEFs (average mitochondrial area: WT, 0.82 ± 0.21; PEX13∆ 

4.64 ± 1.04. Mean ± S.E.M, n=40 cells) (Fig. 3.1J, right panel), a similar change to what was 

observed for mitochondria in brain sections from PEX13 brain mutants. The results from 

analysis of cultured PEX13-deficient MEFs therefore corroborate the findings from analysis of 

brain sections from PEX13 brain mutants in terms of modified mitochondrial distribution and 

morphology.  

Taken together, these results demonstrate not only elevated levels of SOD2 but also 

increased numbers and volume of mitochondria in neurons in PEX13 brain mutants. The 

increased SOD2 levels may indicate a response to increased ROS production in mitochondria in 

the mutants. Indeed, the large mitochondria seen in the mutants resemble the “blob” forms 

described for cultured cells exposed to oxidative stress (Ahmad et al., 2013), but are also 

consistent with enhanced mitochondrial fusion (Gomes et al., 2011). Mitochondria and 

peroxisomes play central and complementary roles in the production and removal of reactive 

oxygen species (ROS) and reactive nitrogen species (RNS). More specifically, mitochondrial 

oxidative metabolism is associated with generation of superoxide radical (and its dismutation by 

SOD2), and peroxisomes are a separate and major site of hydrogen peroxide generation and 
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decomposition. In addition, there is evidence emerging of a close metabolic relationship 

between these two organelles in terms of cellular redox control (Wang et al., 2013). The findings 

above therefore suggest a compensatory mitochondrial response to the changed cellular 

environment caused by peroxisome deficiency. This premise was tested further as described 

below. 

 

3.3.2 Mitochondrial changes in PEX13-deficient MEFs are consistent with a response to 

oxidative stress 

We undertook further analysis of cultured MEFs from PEX13-deficient mice to 

determine possible changes to mitochondria that might reflect an oxidative challenge. We used 

MitoSOX to detect mitochondrial superoxide (Robinson et al., 2008) and JC-1 fluorescence as a 

measure of the mitochondrial membrane potential (Smiley et al., 1991). These probes were first 

validated using treatment of wild-type MEFs with rotenone, which inhibits complex 1 and 

depolarizes the mitochondrial membrane (Moon et al., 2005). 
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Figure 3.2: Mitochondrial changes in cultured PEX13-deficient mouse embryonic fibroblasts  (A)  
Wild-type MEFs were mock treated (Con) or incubated with 2 µM rotenone (ROT) to validate the MitoSox 
probe for measurement of mitochondrial superoxide and the JC-1 probe for measurement of mitochondrial 
membrane potential. JC-1 green fluorescence represents cellular uptake; JC-1 red fluorescence 
represents mitochondrial uptake and fluorescence shift, which are dependent on mitochondrial membrane 
potential. Note: rotenone treatment resulted to cell shrinkage (B) Relative levels of MitoSOX fluorescence 
in wild-type (WT) and PEX13-deficient (PEX13∆) MEFs. (C) JC-1 green and red fluorescence in WT and 
PEX13 PEX13∆ MEFs. (D) Mitochondrial changes in wild-type MEFs pre-treated with 2 mM 3-amino-1,2,4,-
triazole (3-AT) for 4 h to inhibit catalase activity. (E) Western blot analysis of PGC-1α, β-tubulin and PEX13 
in brain tissue extracts from wild-type and PEX13 brain mutant mice. 25 µg of protein was loaded for each 
sample. Predicted protein molecular masses shown at right were determined through comparison to Bio-
Rad pre-stained molecular mass markers (F) Quantitative densitometric analysis of PGC-1α band intensity 
from panel E normalised to β-tubulin. Values represent mean ± SEM, *P<0.05. WT, wild-type; BM, PEX13 
brain mutant. 
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 Rotenone treatment increased the levels of MitoSox fluorescence and decreased the 

levels of JC-1 red aggregate fluorescence by more than 4-fold (P<0.05, n=100 cells; 2 

independent experiments) (Fig 3.2A), consistent with increased superoxide levels and 

decreased mitochondrial membrane potential, respectively.  

Application of these probes to PEX13-deficient and wild-type mice MEFs (n=100 cells 

each) demonstrated that relative levels of MitoSOX fluorescence were approximately 4-fold 

higher in PEX13-deficient MEFs (P<0.05) (Fig 3.2B), and the relative levels of JC-1 red 

fluorescence were 3-fold lower in the PEX13-deficient MEFs (P<0.05) (Fig. 3.2C). These results 

are consistent with increased generation of mitochondrial reactive oxygen species, and an 

associated collapse of the mitochondrial membrane potential.  

In a separate approach to determine if loss of peroxisomal redox metabolism caused by 

peroxisome deficiency would impact mitochondria, wild-type MEFs were incubated with 3-

amino-1,2,4-triazole (3-AT), a specific inhibitor of catalase, the enzyme primarily responsible for 

hydrogen-peroxide decomposition in peroxisomes. 3-AT treatment led to a 60%decrease in 

catalase activity. Under these conditions, there was a distinct shift in mitochondria to a more 

perinuclear distribution, a 3.8-fold increase in the relative levels of MitoSOX fluorescence, and a 

4.9-fold decrease in the relative levels of JC-1 red fluorescence (P<0.05, n=100 cells; 2 

independent experiments) (Fig. 3.2D). These results suggest that loss of peroxisomal catalase 

may provide an explanation for the mitochondrial oxidative challenge observed in PEX13-

deficient cells.  

Given the observed mitochondrial changes and associated indications of oxidative 

stress, we investigated a potential role for peroxisome proliferator-activated receptor c 

coactivator 1α (PGC-1α). PGC-1α is a master regulator of mitochondrial biogenesis and of 

expression of ROS-detoxifying enzymes, including SOD2 (Austin and St-Pierre, 2012). Western 

blot analysis of brain tissue extracts demonstrated a 1.7-fold increase in levels of PGC-1α for 

the PEX13 brain mutants (Fig. 3.2E, F), which suggests a compensatory response of this 

protein to oxidative stress and mitochondrial dysfunction in the mutants. 
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3.3.3 Oxidative damage in midbrain  

If, as suggested by the findings above, peroxisome deficiency leads to a sustained 

mitochondrial redox challenge, a predicted downstream effect would be oxidative damage to 

cells. In testing this, we focused on the midbrain as we recently reported on loss of serotonergic 

neurons in PEX13 brain mutants (Rahim et al., 2014). We used immunofluorescence analysis of 

DNA oxidation and lipid peroxidation using antibodies to 8-hydroxyguanosine (8-OHG), a 

product of DNA (and RNA) oxidation (Nunomura et al., 1999), and 4-hydroxynonenal (HNE) 

(Uchida and Stadtman, 1992), a product of lipid peroxidation, respectively. 
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Figure 3.3: Oxidative damage in PEX13 brain mutants. Oxidative damage in midbrain sections was 
assessed by immunofluorescence (IF) using antibodies to 8-OHG and HNE to detect DNA and lipid 
oxidation products, respectively.  A 1 year-old wild-type mouse (“Aged”) was used as a positive control. 
Nuclei were stained blue using DAPI. (A) 8-OHG (green) and HNE (red) IF. Bottom panels, magnification 
of boxed areas depicted in the “Merge” images. The arrow depicts a cell with co-localized 8-OHG and HNE 
staining. (B,C) Quantification of 8-OHG-positive cells and HNE-positive cells, respectively, relative to 
numbers in wild-type mice (D) 8-OHG IF in TPH2-positive serotonergic neurons in raphe nuclei. Bottom 
panels, magnification of boxed areas depicted in the “Merge” images. The arrowheads indicate nuclear 8-
OHG IF. (E) Co-localization of 8-OHG IF (green) with cells exhibiting high SOD2 IF (red) in midbrain. (F) 
Co-localization of HNE IF (green) with cells exhibiting high SOD2 IF (red) in midbrain. Scale bars 50µm. 
WT, wild-type; BM, PEX13 brain mutant; Aged, 1 year-old wild-type mouse. Data represent mean ± SEM 
for 3 animals for both WT and BM PEX13 brain mutant mice. **P < 0.01. 
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For validation of these analyses we tested in parallel a 1 year-old wild-type mouse to 

provide positive controls, as aging in mice has been shown to be accompanied by oxidative 

damage in brain (Hamilton and Holscher, 2012). 

Levels of both 8-OHG and HNE immunofluorescence were low in wild-type mice, and 

comparatively much higher for the PEX13 brain mutants in cells overall (Fig. 3.3A). 

Quantification demonstrated a more than 5-fold increase in the number of cells that were 

counted as positive for 8-OHG immunofluorescence (Fig. 3.3B) and HNE immunofluorescence 

(Fig. 3.3C). 8-OHG immunofluorescence was also higher in serotonergic cells (TPH2-positive) 

cells of mutants (Fig. 3D). Immunofluorescence detected using the 8-OHG antibody was evident 

as prominent staining of cell nuclei (representing DNA damage) and minor diffuse cytoplasmic 

staining, the latter consistent with the manufacturer’s reported detection of oxidized RNA, and 

possibly oxidized mitochondrial DNA, by this antibody. HNE immunofluorescence was 

predominantly cytoplasmic (not shown). Both the 8-OHG immunofluorescence (Fig. 3.3E) and 

HNE immunofluorescence (Fig. 3.3F) localized predominantly to those cells with high levels of 

SOD2, suggesting concomitant oxidative damage to nucleic acids and lipids in these cells, and 

a correlation to mitochondrial changes.  

Compared to the low levels of 8-OHG and HNE immunofluorescence for the wild-type 

mouse brains, the aged mouse control showed significant increases in both 8-OHG and HNE 

immunofluorescence (Fig. 3.3A), indirectly validating the IF analyses above; the 8-OHG fold-

changes were similar to those previously reported using immunohistochemistry (Hamilton and 

Holscher, 2012).  

These results showing increased oxidative damage in the PEX13 brain mutants are 

consistent with a mitochondrial response to a cellular redox challenge.  

 

3.3.4 Glial cell changes 

Recent studies have revealed that increased oxidative stress triggers activation of 

astrocytes (Noh et al., 2013). Given our recent findings demonstrating a strong glial response in 

brains of PEX13 brain mutants (Muller et al., 2011, Rahim et al., 2014), and the evidence here 
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of oxidative damage, we investigated possible mitochondrial changes and oxidative damage in 

astroglia. 

 

  

 

 Figure 3.4: Astroglial changes in brains of PEX13 brain mutants. Astroglial changes in brains of 
PEX13 brain mutants. (A) SOD2 and GFAP immunofluorescence (IF) in midbrain. Arrows indicate astroglia 
(GFAP-positive cells) with high SOD2 IF. (B) Quantification of GFAP IF. (C) 8-OHG IF (green) and GFAP 
IF (red) in cells of midbrain. Arrowheads indicate astroglia (GFAP-positive cells) with high 8-OHG IF. (D) 
HNE IF (green) and GFAP IF (red) in cells of midbrain. Bottom “Merge” panel shows magnification of a 
GFAP-positive cell with high HNE IF. (E,F) Relative levels of 8-OHG-positive and HNE-positive astroglia 
(GFAP-positive) cells, respectively. Scale bars, 100µm. WT, wild-type; BM, PEX13 brain mutants; Aged, 1 
year-old wild-type mouse control. Data represent mean ± SEM for 3 animals for both WT and BM. ***p < 
0.001. 
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PEX13 brain mutants exhibited pronounced reactive astrogliosis (Fig. 3.4A), as 

demonstrated by a more than 4-fold increase in IF levels of the marker GFAP over wild-type 

controls, confirming our previous report (Rahim et al., 2014). SOD2 immunofluorescence in 

astroglia was increased in parallel with increased GFAP immunofluorescence (Fig. 3.4A. 

Oxidative damage (8-OHG and HNE immunofluorescence) was also increased in astroglia (Fig. 

3.4 B-E). 

These results suggest that the changes described for neurons in the PEX13 brain mutant 

also extend to glial cells. 
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3.4 Discussion  

The research described here was based on two, potentially related, premises. The first 

premise was that mitochondrial changes underpin, at least in part, the neuropathology of ZS. 

This was inferred from previous research that identified mitochondrial functional and structural 

changes in ZS patients (Goldfischer et al., 1983, Hughes et al., 1990) and mouse models of ZS 

(Baumgart et al., 2001, Muller et al., 2011). The second premise was that oxidative stress 

triggers the mitochondrial changes. Given the evidence indicating that mitochondria are targets 

for peroxisome-derived oxidants (Walton and Pizzitelli, 2012, Wang et al., 2013), we speculated 

that peroxisome deficiency may alter cellular redox balance in a way that adversely impacts 

mitochondrial biogenesis and function. 

Our main findings from analysis of brains of PEX13 brain mutants demonstrated a 

significantly expanded mitochondrial compartment. The structure of mitochondria is 

morphologically consistent with increased mitochondrial fusion, and the higher levels of the key 

redox enzyme SOD2 is consistent with enzyme re-profiling. The parallel studies on PEX13-

deficient MEFs expanded these findings to demonstrate increased superoxide levels in 

mitochondria and reduced mitochondrial membrane permeability, which we infer was also true 

of brain. 

These findings therefore support a mechanism that involves both mitochondrial and 

redox changes, in keeping with our hypothesis. Consistent with the hypothesis, the expanded 

mitochondrial compartment showed a shift to larger structures, not unlike those recently 

described for cells undergoing oxidative stress, and identified as the predominant sources of 

mitochondrial ROS (Ahmad et al., 2013). The source of the ROS predicted to trigger the 

changes proposed above could not be specifically identified in these experiments, but we 

suggest that the lack of functional peroxisomes, major sites of metabolism of ROS, such as 

hydrogen peroxide, is the primary culprit. We favor a model in which mitochondria have 

responded to an oxidative stress challenge – a result of peroxisome deficiency – which has led 

to increased mitochondrial ROS generation.  

The state of chronic oxidative stress for the PEX13 brain mutants that is implied by the 

above findings would presage significant oxidative damage to the brain. Consistent with this 
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scenario, we demonstrated high levels of nucleic acid (8-OHG) and lipid (HNE) oxidation 

products. We have previously shown that the PEX13 brain mutants exhibit high levels of cell 

apoptosis in the midbrain, as well as other brain regions (Rahim et al., 2014), and that cultured 

cerebellar neurons from PEX13-null mice exhibit increased levels of apoptosis (Muller et al., 

2011). We speculate that these parameters are linked, i.e. cellular oxidative stress and 

mitochondrial re-modelling are associated with mitochondrial-mediated apoptosis. 

Despite our favoring an oxidative stress model of mitochondrial change, it is not 

possible at this stage to discount a response to nutrient starvation (Nunnari and Suomalainen, 

2012) resulting, for example, from loss of peroxisomal lipid metabolism. Mitochondrial 

biogenesis and remodeling may be due to nutrient starvation that causes increased 

mitochondrial respiratory flux – for example, a shift to more inter-connected, tubular 

mitochondrial forms as a result of unopposed mitochondrial fusion has been observed following 

nutrient depletion, and has been proposed as a protective mechanism to prevent mitophagy 

(Gomes et al., 2011, Rambold et al., 2011).  

A change in the balance of mitochondrial fusion and fission processes results in 

dysfunctional mitochondria and altered mitochondrial distribution and dynamics. In highly 

polarized cells, such as neurons, fission is required for the generation and distribution of 

mitochondria along cytoskeletal networks, as well as to allow formation of neuronal processes 

(reviewed in (Nunnari and Suomalainen, 2012). On the other hand, mitochondrial fusion 

protects neurons from degeneration (Chen et al., 2007a). Our data demonstrate a loss of 

mitochondrial distribution along neuronal processes, processes that are also significantly 

attenuated, suggesting that the ability to establish synaptic connections would be impeded. 

Although the work presented here has focused on changes to neurons, we also 

investigated changes to astroglia, given previous findings demonstrating glial cell changes in 

brains of PEX5- and PEX13-deficient mice (Hulshagen et al., 2008, Muller et al., 2011). In terms 

of mitochondrial remodeling and oxidative damage, we observed similar changes for astroglia to 

those seen for neurons. These findings therefore indicate that the observed changes occur for 

both neurons and glia, and raise the important, but vexed, question of the relative contribution 

and timing of neuronal and glial changes to the neuropathology of the PEX13 brain mutants. 
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In conclusion, we have established a finding of significant changes to the mitochondrial 

compartment in neuronal and glial cells of brains of PEX13 brain mutants. These changes, 

which include mitochondrial remodeling, are suggested to arise as a result of a redox imbalance 

caused by peroxisome deficiency, and which subsequently lead to mitochondrial-mediated 

changes that impact cell development and/or degeneration. 
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Chapter 4 

Impaired neurogenesis and associated gliosis in mouse brain 

with PEX13 deficiency 
 

 

4.1 Introduction 

 

Zellweger syndrome (ZS) is a severe neonatal disease caused by mutations in 

peroxisome biogenesis (PEX) genes which lead to loss of peroxisome biogenesis and 

peroxisomal metabolic function. ZS is a multi-system disorder with a prominent neurological 

component that features both neurodevelopmental deficits and neurodegeneration (Wilson et 

al., 1986). Brain abnormalities in ZS which are considered to more reflect neurodevelopmental 

defects include growth retardation during embryonic stages, and neuronal migration defects that 

result in abnormal cerebellum gyration and cerebral cortex structure (Powers and Moser, 1998) 

– these abnormalities are believed to reflect the importance of peroxisomes in brain 

development (Baes et al., 1997, Faust et al., 2005). In support of this premise, peroxisome 

abundance is high at neurites terminals of differentiating neurons during neurodevelopment, 

suggesting a role in neurite growth and synapses formation (McKenna et al., 1976, Arnold and 

Holtzman, 1978).  In addition, peroxisomes play roles in neuronal membrane formation by 

synthesis of plasmalogens, which are involved in membrane stability and second messenger 

function, as well as being a major component of nerve myelin sheaths (Brites et al., 2004), and 

docosahexaenoic acid (DHA),  which  has a significant role in neurotransmission, fine synaptic 

remodeling, and calcium homeostasis (Salem et al., 2001, Chapkin et al., 2009) Both 

compounds also protect neurons from oxidative damage by scavenging reactive oxygen species 

(Yavin et al., 2002, Braverman and Moser, 2012). Peroxisomes also produce anti-inflammatory 

mediators in brain (Farooqui et al., 2007, Farooqui, 2012) inferring a role in protecting newly 

differentiated neurons against oxidative stress and neuroinflammation. However, despite all of 

these potential peroxisomal functions, it is still unclear how peroxisome deficiency causes the 

neurodevelopment defects seen for ZS. 
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To address this, mouse models of ZS have been generated by ubiquitous disruption of 

PEX genes involved in peroxisomal matrix protein import, and specifically  PEX2 (Faust and 

Hatten, 1997), PEX5 (Baes et al., 1997) , and PEX13 (Maxwell et al., 2003). Analyses of these 

mutants has demonstrated a ZS-like phenotype, with early neonatal death, neurological 

dysfunction, and associated peroxisomal metabolic dysfunction. 

To address ZS pathogenesis more specifically related to brain, and to allow studies on 

postnatal brain development, longer surviving PEX2 and PEX5 mutants (Faust and Hatten, 

1997, Faust, 2003, Dirkx et al., 2005), and mouse mutants with brain-restricted PEX gene 

deficiency, have been examined, and demonstrated prominent neuronal migration defects, 

anomalous cerebellum and cerebral cortex cytoarchitecture, demyelination, neuro-inflammation, 

and motor dysfunction (Janssen et al., 2000, Krysko et al., 2007, Hulshagen et al., 2008, Muller 

et al., 2011, Bottelbergs et al., 2012). The investigations presented in this paper have focused 

on mice with brain-specific PEX13 deficiency. PEX13 mutations in humans give rise to clinical 

phenotypes in the Zellweger spectrum (Liu et al., 1999, Shimozawa et al., 1999), and PEX13-

null mice display a phenotype that comprises many of the features of ZS patients, such as 

neonatal lethality, a pronounced neuronal migration defect and intrauterine growth retardation. 

The more recently developed mouse mutant in which PEX13 is selectively deleted in cells of 

neuronal lineage (PEX13 brain mutant) shows neurodevelopmental features that include 

abnormal Purkinje cell differentiation and granule cell layer migration in cerebellum (Muller et 

al., 2011). Thus, PEX13 deficiency in humans leads to ZS, and the PEX13 brain mutants 

provide a valid animal model to address the neurodevelopmental changes in this disorder.  

Neurogenesis is the vital process of generation of new neurons from progenitor cells 

during development (Thompson et al., 2008, Paridaen and Huttner, 2014, Taverna et al., 2014). 

During early embryonic stages, neurogenesis occurs throughout the brain, and gives rise to the 

morphology of the neonatal brain (Cowan, 1979, Johnston, 2004). In adult brain, neurogenesis 

is restricted to two major sites, the dentate gyrus (DG) of the hippocampus and the sub-

ventricular zone (SVZ) of the lateral ventricles (Altman and Das, 1965, Eriksson et al., 1998).  

In the present investigations, PEX13 brain mutants were used to test for aberrant 

developmental processes in the brain and specifically to address aspects of neurogenesis, To 

undertake these investigations, we  used a  technique developed and validated in our laboratory 
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to study neurogenesis, i.e. characterizing dividing cells and their daughter cells using  the 

thymidine analogue EdU (Chehrehasa et al., 2009), in conjunction with cellular markers for 

immunofluorescence analysis. Our findings indicate altered neurogenesis, cell migration and 

concomitant gliosis in the PEX13 brain, which together provide an explanation of the abnormal 

brain phenotype. 
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4.2 Materials and methods 

 

4.2.1 Generation of PEX13 brain mutants 

PEX13 brain mutants and littermate wild-type control mice were bred and genotyped as 

stated earlier (Muller et al., 2011, Rahim et al., 2014).  Animal breedings and experimentation 

were approved by the Griffith University Institutional Biosafety Committee (NLRD/21/07) and the 

Griffith University Animal Ethics Committee (BBS/02/09/AEC; ESK/03/13/AEC), respectively.  

 

4.2.2 EdU injection and cryoprocessing 

5-ethynyl-20-deoxyuridine (EdU) was dissolved in Dulbecco’s phosphate buffered 

saline (D-PBS) and injected into time-mated pregnant mice at a dose of 50mg/kg body weight, 

to label cells undergoing proliferation in the developing brain. For these analyses, two pregnant 

dams at each of the embryonic stages E12.5, E14.5, E18.5 received a single intraperitoneal 

injection of EdU. Dams were sacrificed 4 h after injection; the embryos removed, and brain 

tissue drop-fixed in Zambonie’s fixative overnight under vacuum. Two litters of mice at postnatal 

stage P0 similarly received a single intraperitoneal injection and were sacrificed 4 h later. 

To evaluate postnatal cell migration, we injected two cohorts of P0 pups with EdU 

(50mg/kg i.p) at birth and harvested them after 3 days (designated P3). Pups were perfused 

transcardially with 10mM phosphate-buffered saline, pH 7.4 (PBS) containing 0.5% sodium 

nitrite to flush out blood, followed by perfusion with modified Zambonie’s fixative reagent (2% 

paraformaldehyde, 0.2% picric acid, 0.1M PBS, pH 7.2). The brains were subsequently 

removed and placed overnight in the same fixative in vacuo at room temperature. 

To calculate serotonergic neurogenesis and cell specification in postnatal stages, we 

applied three EdU experimental strategies: (1) EdU was injected at E9.5-E10.5 stage (in mice, 

progenitors give rise to serotonergic neurons in the ventral rhombocephalon between E9.5–

E11.5 stage) and harvested at the P0 stage to label dividing serotonergic progenitors cells;  
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(2) To label cells that undergo division during serotonergic cell specification, we injected 

EdU at embryonic stages E12.5, E14.5 and harvested the brains after 4h; (3) EdU was injected 

within the E12.5-E13.5 stage (to establish the fate of cells that undergo division during 

migration, at the end of serotonergic neurogenesis) and harvested at the P15 stage. P15 

animals were perfused and brains fixed as above. Brain tissue was collected and processed for 

cryosectioning as described previously (Norazit et al., 2011). Brains were mounted in 100% 

Tissue-Tek® O.C.T.™ compound (Tissue-Tek; Sakura Finetek, USA, Inc.) and 20-40 μm thick 

free-floating, coronal sections were generated using a cryostat. To select brain sections for 

E12.5 to E18.5 embryonic stages, Prenatal mouse brain atlas was used (Schambra et al., 

2008). The Paxinos rodent brain atlas was used to select sections from P0 and P15 stages 

(Paxinos and Franklin, 2001). For characterizing cell phenotype during neurogenesis, 

proliferation, differentiation, migration and cell specification, immunofluorescence analysis of 

EdU labeled specimens was used, where–– a minimum 6 sections were selected at periodic 

intervals from the VZ area at embryonic stages E12.5 and E14.5,  and from the SVZ at  E18.5 

and P0. For serotonergic cell specification analysis, 6 sections were selected from the isthmus 

region at each stage (E12.5, E14.5, P0 and P15). 

 

4.2.3 EdU click chemistry and immunofluorescence analysis 

For the EdU click chemistry reaction, brain sections were treated as described earlier 

(Chehrehasa et al., 2009). For immunostaining, sections were incubated in blocking buffer 

(PBS/0.1% Triton X-100 containing 10% donkey serum (v/v) for 1 h at room temperature to 

block tissue non-specific binding sites. Various combinations of primary antibodies mixtures 

were used: mouse anti-GFAP, at a dilution of 1:800 (Sapphire Biosciences, Waterloo, NSW, 

Australia); rabbit anti-GFAP, 1:800 (Chemicon, Waterloo, NSW, Australia); rabbit anti-Iba-1, 

1:2000 (Wako Chemicals, Richmond, VA, USA); goat anti-Iba-1, 1:500 (Abcam plc, Cambridge, 

UK);  goat anti-TPH2, 1:750 (Everest Biotech Ltd, Oxfordshire, UK); rabbit anti-TPH2, 1:750 

(ThermoFisher Scientific, Inc. Rockford, IL, USA); rabbit anti-β-III Tubulin (or Tuj-1), 1:1000 

(ThermoFisher Scientific, Inc. Rockford, IL, USA); mouse anti-NeuN, 1:100 (Chemicon, USA); 

rabbit anti-Ki67, 1:200 (Cell Signalling Technology, Inc. USA); and rabbit anti-cleaved caspase 

3, 1:400 (Cell Signalling Technology, Inc. USA).  Antibodies were diluted in blocking buffer and 
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incubated with sections overnight at 4ºC. Sections were then washed thoroughly in PBS/Triton 

and incubated with the appropriate Alexa Fluor-conjugated secondary antibodies and Hoechst 

nuclear marker diluted in PBS/Triton, for 3 h at room temperature – donkey anti-rabbit 488 or 

594 (1:400; Life Technologies, Carlsbad, CA, USA); donkey anti-goat 594 or 488 (1:400, 

Invitrogen); donkey anti-goat 650, 1:50 (Abcam plc, Cambridge, UK); donkey anti-

mouse 594 (1:400; Life Technologies Carlsbad, CA, USA). After incubation with secondary 

antibodies, sections were washed in PBS/Triton and mounted using DAPI anti-fade mounting 

media (Vectashield) and cover-slipped.  For Nissl staining, Cresyl Violet (1% w/v) (Sigma, 

Missouri USA) was used. Negative controls were routinely analysed for all antibodies to check 

cross-reactivity and auto-fluorescence. Control experiments, in which primary antibodies or 

secondary antibodies were omitted, were carried out to ensure there was no non-specific 

antibody interaction. 

4.2.4 Image acquisition 

Images were acquired using an Olympus FV1000 laser scanning confocal microscope 

(Olympus America Inc., Scientific Equipment Group, NY, and USA) using different objective 

lenses to capture images at different magnification. For cell morphology and cell-cell contact 

analysis Z-stack images of 0.1-0.2µm optical planes and standard wide field were acquired. 

Images were captured using constant exposure times with a highly sensitive CCD camera and 

FLUOVIEW 1000™ image capture software.  

For brain morphology, total cell count and cell distributional analysis, images were also 

captured at lower magnifications (4X and 10X) at constant exposure time using the confocal 

microscope and Olympus BX50 microscope with SPOT camera (Diagnostic Instruments), or 

using an Olympus FV1000 confocal microscope.  Z-stack Images were further processed and 

analysed using Image J (using different plugins) software. Figures were assembled using 

Inkscape software.  

4.2.5 Analysis of brain morphology  

For gross morphological analysis of whole brain of embryos and postnatal stage 

animals, images were captured and brain size was measured by way of longitudinal dimensions 

using the scaling option in FV1000 and Inkscape software. For other morphological parameters 

i.e. cerebral cortex thickness and lateral ventricle distensions, brain samples were sectioned as 
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20 µm-40 µm thick serial coronal sections through the anterior telencephalon, immediately 

mounted onto superfrost slides (Thermo Scientific), and stained with 1% w/v Nissl stain to allow 

matching of sections through reference to the Prenatal mouse brain atlas for embryonic stages 

and the Paxinos rodent brain atlas for postnatal stages. Cell nuclei in all sections were stained 

using 1.5µg/mL DAPI anti-fade mounting media (Vectashield) (Ka et al., 2014). Images were 

captured at 4X and 10X using an Olympus BX50 microscope and SPOT camera (Diagnostic 

Instruments), or an Olympus FV1000 confocal microscope. Neocortical thickness was 

calculated from the corticostriatal edge to the dorsomedial tip beside the lateral ventricle. 

 

4.2.6 Cell identification and quantification 

Quantification of general neurogenesis/cell proliferation, neuronal and glial 

differentiation were carried out by counting the total numbers of EdU labelled cells, Ki67 labelled 

cells, GFAP labelled cells and Iba-1 labelled cells, respectively. Cells were counted in 20 µm 

thick brain sections with 200 µm periodic intervals throughout the whole telencephalon volume. 

Further z-stacks images with 0.1-0.2 µm thin optical slices were captured at 10X magnification 

using a confocal microscope and then analyzed using Image J software (National Institutes of 

Health, Bethesda, USA) ITCN (plugin).  

To investigate rates of cell proliferation, EdU-positive (EdU+) cells were co-localized 

with the cell proliferation marker Ki67. EdU+/Ki67+ cells were used to measure cell proliferation 

dynamics, and EdU+/Ki67- cells to estimate the fraction of cells that had exited the cell cycle. 

EdU-/Ki67+ cells were counted from the VZ to the CP across the entire section, and in the SVZ. 

Cell counts per mm2 area were estimated separately at higher magnification using a cell counter 

(Image J plugin).  

Similarly, to evaluate the differentiation of progenitor cells into neurons, the total number 

of Tuj-1+ cells (marker of differentiating neurons) relative to the total number of cells (DAPI 

labelled nuclei) in the VZ to the CP area were measured. Similarly, EdU+/Tuj-1+ cells (indicating 

newborn progenitors directly differentiated into neurons) and EdU+/Tuj-1-cells (indicating the 

number of intermediate progenitors, neuroblasts or glia) were counted.  
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For the estimation of neuroglial cell proliferation and their differentiation into non 

neuronal cells, GFAP+/EdU+ cells and Iba-1+/EdU+ cells per mm2 area were counted in the 

VZ/SVZ, meninges and DG areas at high magnification by means of a cell counter (ImageJ 

plugin).  

In conjunction with this, we assessed (per mm2 area) glial interaction with and 

phagocytosing of EdU-labelled cells, apoptotic cells or EdU labelled apoptotic cells in each 

section for each stage by image J ITCN plugin. The following stages were counted using 

confocal Z-stack images: A, EdU labelled cells or apoptotic cells encircled with microglial 

processes either loosely or tightly; B, microglia-phagocytosed apoptotic cells (pyknotic 

appearance on DAPI staining) within a microglial cytoplasmic pouch; C, microglia-phagocytosed 

EdU-labelled cells, or EdU labelled DNA fragments observed in microglia cytoplasm. 

For serotonergic neurogenesis and cell specification analyses, the total number of EdU-

labelled cells was counted (number of progenitors undergoing cell division at E9.5-E10.5 stage 

(Time of EdU pulse) and having migrated to the midbrain at the P0 stage (time of harvest) using 

4X images of the midbrain region, using ITCN plugin. In addition, The number of Tph2+/EdU+ 

cells as a proportion of the number of Tph2+cells at isDRD and RtTg areas of isthmus were 

counted to estimate serotonergic cell genesis during the EdU pulse period, to estimate the 

number of cells that specified into serotonergic cells and migrated to their proper position. At 

P15 stage, the number of Tph2+/NeuN+ cells was counted to measure the number of 

serotonergic progenitors which differentiates into mature neurons and migrates towards the 

midbrain raphe nuclei (6 sections per animal; n=3 animals for both wild-types and PEX13 brain 

mutants of all neurodevelopmental and postnatal stages). 

 

4.2.7 Analysis of gliosis and apoptosis in early development 

Glial morphology was analysed from Z-stacks images of the SVZ and DG areas at 60X 

(oil immersion objective) using the confocal microscope. In this analysis microglia were 

categorized as “resting”, “activated”, or “phagocytic” using previously described criteria 

(Kreutzberg, 1996, Norazit et al., 2011). The thickness of astroglial processes and their 

immunofluorescence intensity were also analyzed by image J (3 sections per animal).  
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To evaluate glial interactions with apoptotic cells, examples of microglia-enfolded cells, 

with evidence of phagocytosis (dead cellular components i.e pyknotic nuclei fragment in 

microglial cytoplasmic pouch) were scored. For these analyses, coronal sections of the 

telencephalon were immunostained with GFAP (astrocyte marker), Iba-1 (microglial marker), 

cleaved caspase-3 antibody (apoptosis marker), EdU (to label S-phase DNA) and DAPI (to label 

nuclei). To capture z-stack images of 0.25 μm thick series of optical slices at 60X oil immersion 

objective, an upper and lower threshold level was estimated by means of the spatial Image 

series setting. Further z-stack images were reconstructed in 3D using Imaris Bitplane Scientific 

Software (Zurich, Switzerland). Glial cell Interactions with apoptotic cells or proliferating cells 

were defined by the co-localization of two fluorophores, such as Iba-1 and cleaved caspase-3 in 

0.5-μm thick optical slices. 

To estimate the level of apoptosis at each stage (E12.5, E14.5, E18.5 and P0), the total 

number of apoptotic cells (labelled with CC3 antibody and having a nucleus with pyknotic 

appearance) were counted for the VZ and isthmus regions, using Image J.  

 

4.2.8 Analysis of cell migration and distribution of neural progenitor cells  

For comparative analysis of radial and tangential migration, two areas of the SVZ were 

selected – the dorsal roof (drSVZ) to measure glial proliferation, and the dorso-lateral region 

(dlSVZ) to measure neuronal progenitor proliferation. Epi-fluorescence and differential 

interference contrast (DIC) microscopic images were captured at 40X magnification on matched 

sections of the SVZ area of the telencephalon of P3 and P0 animals, using confocal microscopy 

with a set exposure time. For this analysis, at stage P0 (4 hours EdU exposure) and P3 

(Injected at P0 and harvested after 3 days), the number of EdU+ migratory progenitor cells 

(Rakic, 1985, Ono et al., 1997) in the SVZ were counted using ImageJ software and the ITCN 

plugin. Distributional analyses of proliferating and migrating cells were estimated by counting 

the number of EdU+ cells in the VZ and the SVZ/IZ at each stage. For migration analysis over 

long period, sections from two pregnant dams injected with EdU at E12.5-E13.5 stages and 

harvested as P15, were analysed. EdU was labelled with Alexa fluor 488 and the number of 

EdU+ cells was counted in an area of 450μm by 450μm across the cortex, which was divided 
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into six equal width counting regions (a-f)), with the length of cortex identified using DAPI 

staining (Ka et al., 2014). 

 

4.2.9 Densitometric measurements  

To measure immunofluorescence intensity for GFAP, EdU, and Tuj-1 antibodies 

staining in the telencephalon of the brain, images were captured using constant exposure time 

to allow comparison of matched specimens, and fluorescence intensity was quantified using 

imageJ following conversion to grey scale. Background fluorescence was set on a region 

lacking detectable fluorescence.  

 

4.2.10 Statistical analyses 

Statistical comparison between groups (wild-type vs brain mutant) was carried out using 

the Student’s t-test.  
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4.3 Results 

  
4.3.1 PEX13 brain mutants display abnormal gross brain anatomy 

We analyzed gross anatomical changes of the brain over a range of developmental 

periods from early to late embryonic stages (E12.5, E14.5 and E18.5), at P0, and at P15. We 

also analysed nuclear (DAPI) stained sections of brain regions identified as the primary 

neurogenic  zones i.e. cortical ventricular zone(VZ)/neuroepithelium of neocortex in embryonic 

stages, and the sub-ventricular zone (SVZ) and the dentate gyrus (DG) in postnatal stages 

(Altman, 1963, 1969), over these same periods to assess gross morphological changes. The 

brains of the mutant mice were significantly smaller than those of wild-type mice at all stages 

tested (Fig 4.1A, B). The mutants also showed a reduction in the size of the olfactory bulbs (Fig. 

4.1A). Analysis of matched DAPI-stained sections (Fig. 4.1C) indicated further changes: 

substantial enlargement of the most frontal aspects of the cortex at E14.5 – becoming less 

evident at E18.5 and P0 – and enlarged lateral ventricles in the telencephalon area from the 

E14.5 stage through to the P0 stage (Fig 4.1C), and up to P15 (data not shown). We also 

measured the thickness of the cerebral cortex. In wild-type animals, cortical thickness, analysed 

using serial sections, gradually increased more laterally. In contrast, cortical thickness for the 

mutants was irregular along the mediolateral axis of the neocortex, i.e. very thin dorsally, but 

thicker at the lateral side (Fig. 4.1C, D), suggesting disorganization of the telencephalon area. 

Dilatation of ventricles and apparent subsequent pressure to the frontal aspects of the 

telencephalon caused a dome-shaped appearance of the cerebral cortex at the E18.5 stage of 

mutants, despite the increased cerebral cortex thickness (Fig 4.1C). The cerebral cortex was 

extended in the telencephalon region at the E14.5 and E18.5 stages (data not shown). 

Importantly, similar aberrant anatomy of the cortex and lateral ventricles have been described 

for neonatal ZS patients (Nakai et al., 1995).  
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Figure 4.1: PEX13 deficiency leads to abnormal brain morphology. (A) The top two panels provide a 
lateral head view of E12.5 and E14.5 embryos. The dotted white line demarcates the sampling plane. The 
remaining panels provide dorsal views of the brain from E18.5 to P15. (B) Relative brain size of the BM 
compared to the WT, demonstrating a significant reduction in brain size at all stages from E12.5 to P15 (C) 
Coronal sections of each stage indicating dilated and enlarged lateral ventricles (arrowheads), abnormal 
cerebral cortex (yellow line),. Scale bars 200 µm (D) The cerebral cortex was variable in thickness in the 
embryonic stages, but was reduced in thickness at birth (P0). Ant, anterior telencephalon; BM, PEX13 
brain mutant; Md, midbrain; Cb, cerebellum; CTX, cerebral cortex; GE, ganglionic eminence; LV, lateral 
ventricles; nCX, Neocortex; Ob, olfactory bulb; SVZ, subventricle zone; VZ, ventricles zone; WT, wild-type. 
Data represent mean ± SEM for 3 animals for both WT and PEX13 brain mutant mice. (*P<0.05; **P < 
0.01). 
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These findings of a significant alteration in brain morphology in the PEX13 brain mutant, 

suggest a defect in brain development, either as a defect in cell proliferation, differentiation, 

migration or cell death.  

 

4.3.2 Impaired neurogenesis  

To assess proliferative cells during early embryonic stages, the neuroepithelium of the 

neocortex (VZ) was selected. For analysis of late embryonic and postnatal stages, two 

neurogenic zones – the SVZ and the DG – were selected. Within the SVZ, the dorsal roof of the 

SVZ (drSVZ) and the dorso-lateral SVZ (dlSVZ) were selected for progenitor proliferation 

analysis at later ages. The drSVZ is a region with a heterogeneous population of predominantly 

proliferating glia. The dlSVZ is a region of predominantly proliferating neuronal progenitors. 

Analyses were first undertaken for cells in the entire region encompassed by the ventricular 

zone (VZ), the sub-ventricular zone (SVZ), the intermediate zone (IZ) and the cortical plate 

(CP). Separate measurements were also carried out on the VZ for early embryonic stages and 

SVZ for late embryonic and postnatal stages as these represent active neurogenic pools of 

differentiating and migrating cells (Altman, 1969, Lois and Alvarez-Buylla, 1994, Doetsch and 

Alvarez-Buylla, 1996, Paridaen and Huttner, 2014, Taverna et al., 2014).  

This analysis was carried out using the cell proliferation marker 5-ethynyl-20-deoxyuridine (or 

EdU) (Chehrehasa et al., 2009), which tags cells in the S-phase of the cell cycle. Tissues were 

harvested 4h post-EdU injection. The EdU data were validated with immunofluorescence 

labelling for Ki67, a transcription factor that is expressed in all active phases of the cell cycle 

(Gerdes, 1990).  

We carried out these analyses at stages E12.5 and E14.5 (where neurogenesis is at its 

peak), E18.5 (end of neurogenesis) and at P0 (early postnatal stage) (Bayer et al., 1991). Our 

analyses included counting the number of cells that were: 1) EdU+ (as a measure of the number 

in S-phase, or DNA synthesis), 2) Ki67+ (at any active stage in the cell cycle, or proliferation 

phase), 3) EdU+/Ki67- cells (that underwent DNA synthesis but which have exited the cell cycle 

4 h later,  4) EdU+/Ki67+ (those in both DNA synthesis and proliferation phases), and 5) EdU-

/Ki67+ (those that have not undergone DNA synthesis but are in the proliferation phase.  
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Fig. 4.2: PEX13 deficiency leads to reduced rates of cell proliferation in the SVZ. (A) To assay 
stem and progenitor cell proliferation across the developmental stages E12.5-P0, EdU was injected 4 h 
before the animals were sacrificed (S). (B, C) Cell proliferation in the SVZ was analysed by click-labelling 
for EdU (green) and immunofluorescence labelling for Ki67 (red) on coronal sections of E12.5, E14.5, 
E18.5 embryos and P0 pups. All cell nuclei were stained with DAPI. Images in panel C represent those 
from sampling the drSVZ region demarcated by the dotted boxes in panel B. The arrow (E12.5 image) 
depicts the expected direction of cell migration from the VZ to the CP. Scale bars: 200 µm (panel B), 100 
µm (panel C, G). (D) The number of EdU-positive cells, (E) the number of Ki67-positive cells and (F) The 
number of EdU+/Ki67+ cells in the VZ to CP region in early embryonic stages, and in the SVZ (drSVZ and 
dlSVZ) in E18.5 and P0 stages, are presented as a percentage of the number of cells in the wild-type 
animals. (G) A high magnification view of the dlSVZ region at the E18.5 and P0 stages demarcated by 
dotted boxes in panel B. Scale bar, 25µm. CP, cortical plate; IZ, intermediate zone; SVZ, subventricular 
zone; VZ, ventricular zone; dlSVZ, dorso-lateral subventricular zone; drSVZ, dorsal roof of sub ventricular 
zone; WT, wild-type; BM, PEX13 brain mutant. Data are expressed as the mean ± SEM for 3 animals for 
both WT and PEX13 brain mutant mice. (*p<0.05, **p<0.01, ***p<0.001). 
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Figure 4.2 legend on previous page 
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The results obtained for the mutants showed a substantial decrease in the relative 

number of cells that were undergoing proliferation, as measured by both EdU and Ki67 labelling 

across the entire VZ-CP region at all stages tested (Fig. 4.2 B, C). In addition, for mutants, 

many more of the cells that were EdU labelled were Ki67 negative at the VZ (see 

Supplementary Fig. S1) indicating that cells had divided and subsequently exited the 

proliferation cycle within 4 h. 

Proliferating cells in the VZ divide asymmetrically to produce intermediate progenitors 

that migrate towards the adjacent proliferating zone, the SVZ (Haubensak et al., 2004, Noctor et 

al., 2004, Zecevic et al., 2005, Taverna et al., 2014). Furthermore, neurogenesis continues in 

the SVZ at later embryonic stages (Haubensak et al., 2004, Noctor et al., 2004, Zecevic et al., 

2005). To provide a measure of cell proliferation at the late E18.5 embryonic and P0 postnatal 

stages, EdU+ and Ki67+ cells were counted in the dlSVZ (where the predominant pathway is 

proliferation of neuronal progenitors into neuroblasts) and in the drSVZ (proliferation of glial from 

radial glial daughter cells). By the E18.5 and P0 stages, wild-type mice showed significant 

numbers of dividing progenitors (EdU labelled) in the drSVZ and dlSVZ (Fig. 4.2C, G) -Neuronal 

progenitor proliferation at the dlSVZ is also illustrated at higher magnification of dotted boxes in 

panel B as Fig. 4.2G. In contrast, PEX13 brain mutant had reduced numbers of EdU+ and 

Ki67+ cells in both the drSVZ and dlSVZ regions (Fig 4.2 C, G). This finding points to a 

significant decrease in cell proliferation in the mutant brain. Overall, these results show a 

reduction in cell genesis, either due to a reduction in the population of dividing progenitors, or to 

protracted cell cycle periods or intermediate progenitor migration. These findings are consistent 

with the smaller brains of the PEX13 brain mutants. 

 

 

The second part of these analyses focused on the dentate gyrus (DG) region of the 

hippocampus, an adult neurogenic zone, where progenitors undergo division, differentiation and 

migration (Altman, 1963, Altman and Bayer, 1990). Here, cell genesis was again investigated 

using the EdU/Ki67 double labelling approach. 
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Fig. 4.3: PEX13 deficiency leads to reduced cell proliferation in the dentate gyrus. Cell proliferation in the 
DG was analyzed by EdU labelling (green), and validated using immunofluorescence for Ki67 (red) on 
coronal sections from P0 mice.  DAPI was used to label cell nuclei. (A) Cell proliferation in the dentate 
gyrus (DG) of the hippocampus assessed by sampling the region demarcated by the dotted line. Scale bar, 
100 µm. (B, C, D) The number of the EdU+ cells, Ki67+ cells, and Ki67+/EdU+ cells, respectively, in the 
dendate gyrus of the PEX13 brain mutants relative to wild-type mice. Compared to that of wild-type brains, 
the structure of the DG was more diffuse in the mutant P0 brain, with less cell stratification.  

 

 In comparison to wild-type mice, PEX13 brain mutants showed significantly lower 

numbers of EdU+, Ki67+, and EdU+/Ki67+ cells in the DG at P0 (Fig. 4.3 A-D), indicating 

substantially reduced neurogenesis and/or reduced cell proliferation. 

 

4.3.3 Altered neurogenesis and gliogenesis at sequential developmental time-points  

 
4.3.3.1 Altered neuronal differentiation 

 Progenitors undergo mitosis at the VZ to generate intermediate progenitors which then 

migrate from the ventricular surface to the SVZ. In the SVZ, further division results in the 

generation of pairs of intermediate progenitors or nascent neurons, which migrate to their final 

positions (Haubensak et al., 2004, Noctor et al., 2004, Taverna et al., 2014).  Projection neurons 

in the cerebral cortex are produced and differentiate in the ventricular zones and migrate radially 

to the overlying cortical plate (Kowalczyk et al., 2009).  Cortical interneurons are produced at 

the ganglionic eminence and then migrate tangentially to the cortex (Tamamaki et al., 1997). 

The data for EdU labelling and EdU/Ki67 co-labelling for the PEX13 brain mutants presented in 

Fig 4.2 indicates reduced cell proliferation and a reduction in the number of cells that undergo 

further differentiation in the SVZ. 

 In the next step, coronal sections were co-immunolabeled for Tuj-1 (β-III tubulin), an 

early marker of differentiating and mature neurons (Brazelton et al., 2000), and EdU, to label 

neurons that have arisen from intermediate progenitors. 
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Fig. 4.4:  PEX13 brain mutants show impaired neuronal specification and maturation in the SVZ. (A) A 
graphical representation of the experimental strategy for analysis of neuronal specification, with EdU 
injected 4 h before animals were sacrificed. (B) Coronal sections from E12.5, E14.5, E18.5 embryonic and 
P0 stages were immuno-labelled for Tuj-1, a marker of differentiating and mature  neurons (red), EdU (S-
phase labelled DNA, green), and DAPI (nuclei, blue) for analysis of neuronal differentiation by intermediate 
progenitors in the SVZ of the telencephalon. Scale bars 200 µm. (C) Magnified images through the SVZ 
(indicated by dotted regions) of the broad views in panel B. Scale bars 50 µm. The panels on the right 
represent magnified images of the areas demarcated by the dotted regions in the “Merge” images, where 
EdU labelled, Tuj-1+ cells are indicated by white arrowheads. (D) The number of Tuj-1+ neurons in the 
cerebral ventricular zone at each stage, expressed as a percentage relative to those for wild-type mice. (E) 
The number of EdU+/Tuj-1+ cells in the SVZ/IZ area expressed as a percentage relative to those for wild-
type mice. IZ, intermediate zone; SVZ, subventricular zone; VZ, ventricular zone; WT, wild-type; BM, 
PEX13 brain mutant. Data represents the mean ± SEM or 3 animals for both WT and PEX13 brain mutant 
mice. (*p < 0.05; **p < 0.01***p < 0.001, compared to WT).  
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Figure 4.4 legend on previous page 
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Analysis of wild-type mice demonstrated the expected pattern of Tuj-1 immunostaining 

from E12.5 to P0 (Sakurai et al., 2006, Nishino et al., 2013, Iwashita et al., 2014). For the 

mutants, reduced number of Tuj-1+ cells (and reduced Tuj-1 fluorescence per cell) was 

observed in mutant brain at all stages (Fig. 4.4 B,C): at the E12.5, E14.5 and E18.5 stages, the 

number of Tuj-1+ cells was approximately 70% of that for wild-type mice, declining to 55% at 

the P0 stage (Fig. 4.4 C,D). In the SVZ area, intermediate progenitors generate cortical neurons 

largely through symmetrical, and to a lesser degree through asymmetrical, mitosis (Haubensak 

et al., 2004, Noctor et al., 2004, Gal et al., 2006). Compared to wild-type mice, the mutants 

showed a progressive decline in the number of EdU+/Tuj-1+ cells in the SVZ/IZ area from E12.5 

to the P0 stage, as well as in the lateral ventricle at E18.5 and P0 stages (Fig. 4.4 C,E), 

indicating that fewer intermediate progenitors differentiated into neurons. The EdU+/Tuj-1- cells 

represent intermediate progenitors (proliferating cells) at early embryonic stages.  These results, 

together with those presented in Fig. 4.2, suggest that the mutants have a reduced number of 

proliferating cells which differentiate into mature neurons and/or have delayed migration from 

the VZ to the SVZ/IZ.  

 

4.3.3.2 Increased gliosis 

In the normal mouse brain, gliogenesis arises late in brain development, around the 

E17 stage, and persists beyond postnatal stages to adult brain, with low, ongoing generation of 

both astrocytes and oligodendrocytes (Rowitch and Kriegstein, 2010, Guerout et al., 2014, 

Molofsky and Deneen, 2015).  Glial cells have a role in central nervous system immunity and 

respond to any minor insult or injury. When microglial responses are inadequate, astrocytes 

initiate inflammatory processes (Graeber, 2010, Graeber and Streit, 2010, Kraft and Harry, 

2011). 

We have previously reported that PEX13 brain mutants display a neuroinflammatory 

phenotype during postnatal stages (Muller et al., 2011, Rahim et al., 2014). To determine 

whether the observed changes to cell differentiation in the mutants were associated with glial 

proliferation/reactive gliosis in early neurodevelopment, we carried out cell-specific 

immunofluorescence analyses of the SVZ from stages E12.5 through to P0 to detect glial 
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fibrillary acidic protein (GFAP), an established marker of astrocytes (Eng et al., 2000, Norazit et 

al., 2011), and ionized calcium binding adapter protein 1 (Iba-1), a microglial marker (Ito et al., 

1998, Norazit et al., 2011), in combination with EdU labelling (Endaya et al., 2015).  

 

 

 

Fig. 4.5 PEX13 deficiency leads to astrocyte proliferation in the SVZ. A Coronal brain section with 
the white dotted box indicating the sampling region described in images B-D. (B) Representative images of 
astrogliosis (GFAP: red) showing immunoreactivity in the telencephalon area in coronal sections at 
multiple developmental stages. EdU, S phase DNA (green); cell nuclei were stained with DAPI (blue). The 
dotted boxes in the bottom panels of (B) are magnified, showing EdU labelled GFAP+ cells (white arrows).  
(C) The number of cells immunolabeled for both EdU and GFAP (EdU+/GFAP+) counted across a transect 
area of 1 mm2 in the SVZ area. (D) Representative images of GFAP+ cells (red) forming the 
periventricular region of the meninges (MZ). The dotted boxed areas are magnified in the lower right solid 
boxes of each panel. WT, wild-type; BM, PEX13 brain mutant; MZ, meninges. Scale bars, 50 µm. Data 
represent mean ± SEM (n=3 animals for each group). *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01; N.S., not significant. 
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Figure 4.5 legend on previous page 
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 At the E12.5 stage, the number of (GFAP+) astrocytes was low for both wild-type and 

PEX13 brain mutant mice (Fig 4.5 B-C).  Astrocytes were first readily apparent in the wild-type 

mice at the E18.5 stage (Fig 4.5 B, C), but for the mutants were readily detectable by the E14.5 

stage, and by E18.5 displayed thickened processes at the meninges (Fig 4.5 D, higher 

magnification). This increased GFAP fluorescence persisted up to P0 for the mutants (Fig. 

4.5B). Calculation of the number of cells that were positive for both GFAP and EdU 

(GFAP+/EdU+ cells) showed that the mutants exhibited a significantly higher  number from 

E18.5 through to P0 (Fig 4.5 B-C), consistent with increased proliferation of astrocytes at these 

later stages.   

Findings similar to those for astroglia were also observed for microglia. The mutants 

exhibited progressively higher levels of Iba-1 immunofluorescence across all stages 

investigated, E12.5-P0. (Fig. 4.6B, C, D). To assess microglia proliferation during these 

development stages, we counted the number of cells that were positive for both EdU and Iba-1 

(EdU+/Iba-1+ cells) in the SVZ. The results (Fig 4.6 C, E) indicated a significant increase in the 

number of cells in the mutants, reaching a maximum 3-fold increase at P0.   

Following impaired neurogenesis or increased apoptosis, microglia migrate to and 

proliferate at the SVZ (Arno et al., 2014). We observed such an effect for the PEX13 brain 

mutants, with most microglia, especially at P0, found to be concentrated around the SVZ, but 

also at other sites (Fig 4.6 B) – this increased localization to the proliferating zone may suggest 

a response to increased apoptosis.   

 

 

 

Fig. 4.6: PEX13 deletion leads to increased microglial proliferation and an increased reactive 
gliosis with embryo maturation. (A) Experimental timeline for EdU-based analysis of gliogenesis, where an 
increasing microgliosis was demonstrated. (B) Low power images of wild-type and PEX13 brain mutants 
immunofluorescently labelled for EdU (green), anti-Iba-1 (red) and DAPI. Scale bars, 200 µm. LV, lateral 
ventricle. (C) High resolution images of the white box areas shown in panel B of representative microglia 
demonstrating their phagocytic morphology. Selected Iba-1 positive cells (white dotted boxes) are shown 
in magnification (solid white boxes). White arrowheads in the “Merge” images indicate EdU-labelled 
microglia. The far right panels for the BM images are magnified views of the dotted white boxes in “Merge” 
images, showing microglia phagocytosing apoptotic and EdU-positive cells. The white arrows in these 
magnified images indicate EdU-labelled nuclei; the yellow arrows indicate microglial nuclei. Scale bars, 50 
µm. (D) The number of Iba-1+ cells expressed to that for wild-type mice. (E) The number of EdU+, Iba-1+ 
cells expressed as a percentage relative to that for wild-type mice. WT, wild-type; BM, PEX13 brain 
mutant. Data represent mean ± SEM (n=3 animals for each group). *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01. 
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Figure 4.6 legend on previous page 
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Glial-mediated phagocytosis of apoptotic cells is assumed to be a highly important and 

effective process required to enable brain development (Chan et al., 2001, Magnus et al., 2001).  

Furthermore, phagocytosis of apoptotic or neuronal debris is crucial to reduce inflammation and 

maintain healthy neuronal networks (Kettenmann et al., 2011), with microglia-mediated 

phagocytosis being an established pathophysiological process in chronic inflammatory 

neurodegenerative disorders (Fuller and Van Eldik, 2008, McArthur et al., 2010, Norazit et al., 

2011). For the PEX13 brain mutants, most microglia, from the E12.5 stage, showed a microglial 

morphology (Norazit et al., 2011) which included an enlarged cytoplasm (Fig. 4.6 C, left panel 

magnified views). These results are consistent with reactive microgliosis occurring during early 

embryonic brain development in the mutant, becoming more pronounced by postnatal stage P0, 

where  more  microglia exhibited an activated morphology and were interacting and 

phagocytosing proliferating cells and apoptotic cells (Fig. 4.6 C, far right panel magnified view). 

Given our observations of reactive gliosis in the early developmental stages of PEX13 brain 

mutants, we looked for glial-mediated phagocytosis in these studies as a possible corrective 

mechanism for abnormal neurodevelopmental processes. This hypothesis was rationalized as a 

result of the observation of large numbers of potentially apoptotic EdU-labelled cells being 

phagocytosed by activated microglia (see Supplementary Fig. 2). These analyses were 

consistent with increased rates of microglia-mediated phagocytosis Similar to what was seen for 

the SVZ, analysis of the dendate gyrus demonstrated higher numbers of activated (GFAP-

positive) glia and (Iba-1-positive) microglia for the PEX13 brain mutants (Supplementary Fig. 

S3). 

 

4.3.4 Aberrant cell migration  

Cell migration is a vital process of neurodevelopment that follows cell differentiation. In 

the VZ, progenitors divide into intermediate progenitors and migrate towards the SVZ to 

establish a second zone where cells again divide, differentiate and migrate to further 

destinations (Hatten, 1999, Marin and Rubenstein, 2003). In early embryonic stages, 

intermediate progenitors, glia and projection neurons migrate radially from ventricular zones to 

the cortex wall (Parnavelas, 2000, Parnavelas et al., 2000, Parnavelas et al., 2002). The cortical 

interneurons produced at the ventral telencephalon (ganglionic eminence) migrate tangentially 
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into the cerebral cortex layers (de Carlos et al., 1996, Anderson et al., 1997, Marin and 

Rubenstein, 2003).  At postnatal stages, neuroblasts (which differentiate into interneurons) are 

generated at the dorso-lateral SVZ (dlSVZ) and migrate tangentially to the olfactory bulb via the 

rostrocaudal stream (Luskin, 1993). 

 

 

 
Fig. 4 7:  PEX13 brain mutants show aberrant SVZ cell migration: Confocal immunofluorescence analysis 
of P0, P3 and P15 coronal brain sections of the SVZ region. (A) EdU labelling experimental strategy for 
migration analysis: Four BM dams were injected with EdU at P0 with 2 litters sacrificed at P0, (strategy I) 
and two harvested at P3 (strategy II). Two BM dams were injected at E12.5 and E13.5 (to maximize cell 
labelling) and the litters harvested at P15 (strategy III). (B) Image indicating migratory pathways of 
progenitors from the SVZ at postnatal stages P0-P3) White arrows indicate radial migration of projection 
neurons towards the cortex and glial cell migration to the cortex pallium surface and the striatum. Red dots 
indicate tangential migration (perpendicular to the plane) of neuronal progenitors from the dorso-lateral 
SVZ (shown by the green line) and towards the olfactory bulb through the RMS pathway.  The sampling 
regions for these experiments included the dorso-lateral SVZ (dlSVZ) and dorsal roof of the SVZ (drSVZ) 
(dotted boxes), depicted here using DAPI nuclear stain at low magnification for a wild-type, coronal brain 
section. LV, lateral ventricle. (C) Representative images at high magnification of stem and neuronal 
progenitor proliferation in the SVZ region in the P0 brain, with the black arrow indicating the direction of 
progenitor migration. The brain sections were click-labelled for EdU (S-phase DNA, green), 
immunofluorescently labelled for Ki67 (red), and stained for DAPI (nuclei, blue). In the PEX13 brain 
mutant, whilst there was an overall reduction of labelled cells for both DNA synthesis (EdU) and for “active 
cell cycle” stages (Ki67), a marked lack of Ki67 labelled cells was noted in the IZ regions, with the majority 
being located in the SVZ (P0 stage). (D) For P3 brain sections, similar areas (drSVZ and dlSVZ) were 
observed for cell migration.  A large number of EdU labelled cells had migrated from the SVZ into the IZ 
region in the WT brain, whereas few EdU labelled cells had been produced and migrated out of the SVZ in 
the PEX13 brain mutants. Further, for the mutants, immunofluorescence analysis and differential 
interference contrast (DIC) microscopy revealed significant reductions in two types of spherical cells (i.e. 
proliferating glia and post mitotic migrating neurons) in the SVZ. (E) Representative images show neuronal 
progenitors proliferation and migration at dorsal lateral SVZ. (F) The relative number of EdU+ cells at SVZ 
and IZ was significantly lower for PEX13 brain mutants. (G) The observation of reduced cortical 
cell/progenitor migration in the mutants was pronounced when tested over a longer duration where 
proliferating cells were labelled at E12.5 and E13.5 and quantified at P15. For this analysis, arbitrary-sized 
consecutive regions (a-f) were selected for cell counting. The black arrow (at right) indicates the direction 
of normal neuronal migration.  (H) The proportion of EdU+ labelled cells for the selected regions a-f 
indicates migration towards the cortical plate which is markedly reduced in the BM mice. Scale bars, 50 
µm. BM, PEX13 brain mutant; WT, wild-type. Data represent mean ± SEM (n=3 animals for each group). 
*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001, N.S. not significant. 
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 Figure 4.7 legend on previous page 
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Given the results reported above of abnormal proliferating cells distribution at the P0 

stage, we investigated the process of migration using EdU-based experiments of coronal brain 

sections in three groups of animals: (1) P0 pups injected with EdU (50mg/kg i.p) and sacrificed 

4h later (designated P0 stage); (2) P0 pups injected on the day of birth and sacrificed 3 days 

later (designated P3 stage) (Fig. 4.7A); and (3) embryonic mice injected over two days (E12.5 & 

13.5, to maximize cell labelling) and harvested at postnatal day 15 (P15). To calculate the 

number of cells (intermediate progenitors and glia) migrating from the dorsal roof of the SVZ 

(drSVZ) towards the cortex, the sampling region was selected from drSVZ to IZ and for the 

analyses of other group of cells (neuroblasts), the dorso-lateral SVZ (dlSVZ) region was 

selected during P0 to P3 stages. 

In comparison to wild-type mice, the mutants showed reduced numbers of EdU+ cells, 

especially at the IZ (panel C) at the P0 stage (Fig 4.7C). Similar findings were obtained at the 

P3 stage (Fig 4.7D). Using DIC microscopy, we also demonstrated a significant reduction in cell 

density across the entire SVZ/IZ region for the mutants (Fig 4.7D). Wild-type mice had a large 

number of EdU+ cells in both the drSVZ and IZ (Fig. 4.7D, F), consistent with active cell genesis 

in the dlSVZ (Fig. 4.7 E, F) and subsequent migration to their final location through radial or 

tangential migration. In contrast, EdU analysis showed that the mutants had far fewer EdU+ 

cells in the drSVZ, and even less in the IZ. Similarly, there was a significant reduction in the 

number of EdU+ cells at the dlSVZ. Analysis of the ratio of cells in the IZ compared to the SVZ 

indicates a much lower ratio for the mutants, which may suggest decreased migration of EdU+ 

cells from the SVZ to IZ during the P0-P3 interval. 

During early postnatal stages, division of radial glial cells declines and the population of 

intermediate progenitors is reduced to nominal numbers, such that only radial glial daughter 

cells are present at the SVZ, with these being converted to glia and ependymal cells (Götz and 

Huttner 2005). Given this, the number of EdU+ cells at the drSVZ region seen here may be 

inferred to represent predominantly proliferating glia and a few projection neurons (which 

contribute to developing the cerebral cortex superficial layer).  On the other hand, the number of 

EdU+ cells at the dlSVZ comprise a population of neuroblasts, which further migrate tangentially 

towards the olfactory bulb and differentiate into interneurons (Wichterle et al., 1997). Thus the 

above data may suggest reduced cell proliferation and migration from the drSVZ to the cortex in 
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PEX13 brain mutants, and reduced generation of neuroblasts at the dlSVZ, indicating 

decreased overall neuronal progenitor proliferation. 

We also investigated the process of migration of cortical neurons towards the cortical 

plate. For this analysis, two pregnant dams were injected with EdU on two consecutive days 

(E12.5 and E13.5 stages), and harvested at the P15 stage to assess neuronal survival and 

intergration. The region encompassing the cortex was divided into 6 similar width layers 

(designated a-f) (Fig. 4.7 G) and the number of cells in each layer counted to provide an 

estimation of the cell profile across this entire region.  

Compared to wild-type mice, where EdU+ cells were concentrated towards the upper 

field of the cortical region, EdU+ cells in the mutants were distributed more within the deep 

layers of the cortex (Fig 4.7 G,H), consistent with a migration defect in these cells. Our finding is 

consistent with our previous report of abnormal lamination of the cerebral cortex in PEX13-null 

mice, and potentially provides a mechanism for the observed cell distribution pattern (high 

densities around the ventricles) in ZS patients (Nakai et al., 1995). 

 

 4.3.5 Aberrant developmental sequences: defective serotonergic specification and 

integration   

 

We recently reported on a significant reduction in tph2 gene expression and other 

changes to the serotonergic phenotype in postnatal PEX13 brain mutant mice (Rahim et al., 

2014).  As Tph2 is the rate limiting enzyme of serotonin (5-hydroxytryptamine, or 5-HT) 

biosynthesis and extensive data supports the effects of 5-HT on proliferation, specification and 

integration (Gaspar et al., 2003), we investigated the impact of the PEX13 genotype on the 

serotonergic system of the brain.  

To evaluate serotonergic neurogenesis and cell specification at postnatal stages, we 

used three experimental approaches, noting that:  The ventralisation and lineage commitment 

(specification) to the two midbrain nuclei, the raphe nucleus and the substantia nigra/ventral 

tegmental area, occur at the ventral mesencephalon immediately rostral to the isthmic organizer 

(isthmus), and occurs at E11-E13 in the mouse embryo.  In the first experimental group, 
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serotonergic cell genesis was assessed by short term EdU injection at E12.5 stage, with tissues 

harvested after 4 h to assess the dividing cell population that gives rise to serotonergic neurons.  

In the second experimental group, embryos labelled with EdU at E9.5 and E10.5, to label all 

rostral and most of the caudal (r1-r8) serotonergic cells (in mice, neural progenitors give rise to 

serotonergic neurons in the ventral rhombo-cephalon between E9.5–E11.5 stage (Deneris and 

Wyler, 2012)) were harvested, following specification, at P0.  In the third experimental group, 

EdU was injected two consecutive days (E12.5 and E13.5 stages) and harvested at the P15 

stage (to assess the “adult” phenotype).   

Tissues were assessed with EdU-labeling, in combination with NeuN (a marker of 

mature neurons), and TPH2 (serotonergic neurons), to quantify serotonergic specification in the 

normal and PEX13 genotypes.   

 

Fig. 4.8:  PEX13 deficiency affects the early development of the serotonergic system (raphe nucleus). (A) 
A to establish cell fate of ventral progenitors of serotonergic neurons in the isthmus region, dams  injected 
with EdU at E9.5 plus E10.5 and the brains harvested for analysis  4 h after  birth (P0) (strategy I) or 
injected at E12.5 plus E13.5 and the brains harvested for analysis, 15 days post-partum (P15) (strategy II).  
The pups were sacrificed (S) and immunolabelled for TPH2, a marker of differentiated serotonergic 
neurons. (B) (i) The neurogenic region of the isthmus, which gives rise to monoaminergic neurons, 
including the serotonergic neurons of the raphe nucleus, were identified at E12.5 using a pulse of EdU 
prior to tissue harvest and subsequent EdU (red) labelling and immune-labelling for TPH2 (green). Scale 
bar, 200 µm.  (B) (ii) Low power images of the serotonergic cell population in the isthmus at the P0 stage, 
with the dorsal raphe nucleus (DRD) and reticular tegmental nucleus of the pons (RtTg) regions 
demarcated by the white rectangles. Scale bar, 500 µm. (B) (iii) magnified to show co-localization of EdU 
and Tph2 within the same neurons. White arrowheads indicate EdU-/Tph2+ cells in the RtTg area of 
mutant brain. (C) The number of EdU+ cells expressed as a percentage relative to that for wild-type 
animals in midbrain at P0 stage. (D) The number of EdU+/TPH2+ cells in the dorsal raphe nucleus in the 
midbrain at P0. Scale bar, 100 µm. (E) To establish serotonergic cell specification, coronal sections were 
immune-labelled at P15 with anti-TPH2 (green) and NeuN antibody to detect mature neurons (blue). Scale 
bar 100 µm. (F) The number of TPH2+/ NeuN+ cells expressed as a percentage relative to that of wild-
type mice in the midbrain at the P15 stage.  
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Figure 4.8 legend on previous page 
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On harvesting of tissues following EdU injection at the E12.5 stage (4 h post EdU 

injection), neither  wild-type nor mutant mice showed Tph2-immunolabelled cells that were also 

labelled with EdU (Fig. 4.8 B(i)), consistent with cessation of serotonergic cell genesis by E12.5 

(Deneris and Wyler, 2012). A reduced number of serotonergic neurons was seen in the mutants 

in the isthmus region (Fig. 4.8 B(i)), as well as a reduced number of EdU+ cells, indicating an 

overall reduction in cell genesis at the isthmus region. 

To analyse serotonergic cell specification, progenitor cells of serotonergic neurons in 

the ventral rhombo-cephalon were EdU-labelled by EdU injection on two consecutive days, E9.5 

and E10.5, and tissue harvested from the isthmus region and analyzed at P0. Coronal sections 

were fluorescently labelled with EdU and anti-Tph2 immunofluorescence was used to identify 

serotonergic cells. The number of EdU+ cells was reduced 3-fold in the mutant mid-brains 

compared to the wild-type brains (Fig. 4.8 B(ii, iii), C), indicating reduced overall cell genesis in 

the mutants. For the wild-type animals, all Tph2+ cells in the isthmus region were also EdU+ 

(Fig. 4.8 B(ii, iii), D), consistent with all serotonergic neurons generated by progenitor cells at 

the E9.5-E10.5 stages migrating to their location in the isthmus. In contrast, the mutants showed 

the expected reduction in the number of Tph2+ cells, but also a reduction in the number of 

Tph2+/EdU+ cells (Fig. 4.8 B(ii,iii), D). These reduced Tph2 cell numbers were also reflected in 

the total cell numbers detected using DAPI staining (Fig 4.8 B(ii, iii)).  

To assess the total serotonergic cell population, we quantified the number of Tph2+ 

cells that were also immunolabeled for NeuN, a marker of mature neurons (Sarnat et al., 1998). 

The mutants had approximately 30% less Tph2+/NeuN+ cells than wild-type mice (Fig 4.8 E, F), 

consistent with reduced specification and survival of mature serotonergic neurons, and 

consistent with our previous report of reduced serotonergic cell numbers in the PEX13 mutant 

brain (Rahim et al., 2014). 

 

4.3.6 Increased cell death  

To determine if increased apoptosis during cell specification is associated with these 

changes in the PEX13 brain mutant (as stated above), we  immune-labelled the isthmus region 

at E12.5 and E14.5 with an antibody to cleaved caspase-3, a validated marker of cells 

undergoing programmed cell death (Nicholson et al., 1995).  
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Fig. 4.9:  PEX13 deficiency leads to increased cell death in the VZ and in the developing serotonergic 
system (raphe nucleus). (A) Representative image showing cleaved caspase 3 (CC3)-immunolabeled cells 
in the VZ and isthmus region of midbrain at E12.5 to E14.5. White arrows indicate clusters of apoptotic 
cells. Scale bars, 200 µm. (B)The area of the isthmus region of E14.5 stage PEX13 brain mutant brain, 
demarcated by the white box in the top left panel, is magnified in the remaining individual panels (CC3, 
TPH2, DAPI, EdU) to highlight (white arrowheads) a cluster of apoptotic cells (CC3-positive; pyknotic 
nuclei), many of which are TPH2-positive, EdU-positive, or both TPH2/EdU-positive.  (C) The number of 
cells immunoreactive for CC3+ at E12.5 and E14.5 in the midbrain. Data represent mean ± SEM (n=3); *p 
< 0.05, **p < 0.01, WT, wild-type; BM, PEX13 brain mutant; SVZ, subventricular zone.  

 

 For wild-type mice at the E12.5 and E14.5 stages there were few apoptotic cells 

detected, whereas we demonstrated an approximate 7-fold increase in the number of CC3+ 

cells for the mutants, with a high proportion of CC3+ cells also being EdU labelled (Fig.  4.9 A,B, 

C). At the E14.5 stage of mutants, specifically in the isthmus region, we detected a significant 

increase in the number of CC3+ cells clustered in the vicinity of the Tph2+ cell population (Fig 

4.9. A-B). These results are consistent with increased apoptosis concomitant with abnormal 

(reduced) neurogenesis in the mutants. 
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4.3.7 Supplementary Figures 

 

Figure S1: Assessment of cell proliferation in the VZ. (A) The number of EdU+/Ki67- cells, expressed 
relative to those for wild-type mice (B) The number of EdU+/Ki67- cells, expressed in SVZ relative to those 
for wild-type mice (C) The number of EdU-/Ki67+cells, expressed relative to cell numbers in the wild-type 
mice. . WT, wild-type; BM, PEX13 brain mutant; Data is presented as the mean ± SEM for 3 animals for 
both WT and PEX13 brain mutant (BM) mice. (*P < 0.05, **P <0.01, ***P < 0.001). 

 

 

 

Figure S2: PEX13 deletion leads to increased glial interaction and microglial-mediated 
phagocytosis of apoptotic cells  (A) The number of apoptotic cells, is identified as nucleus with pyknotic 
appearance or cleaved caspase-3 (CC3) immunofluorescence, expressed relative to numbers for wild-type 
mice. (B) 3D analysis of putative interaction of GFAP+ glial cells (magenta, labelled G), Iba-1+microglia 
(red, labelled M) with an apoptotic cell marked by CC3 immunofluorescence (green, labelled as A) by 
Imaris software at the P0 stage in PEX13 brain mutants. Arrowheads indicate possible points of interaction 
of microglia with the apoptotic cell. Box in top indicate 2D image of glial interaction with apoptotic cells. (C) 
Co-localization of the Iba-1 microglial marker with the apoptosis marker CC3, (red) in P0 stage. White 
arrowhead, apoptotic nucleus. Yellow arrowhead, glial nucleus. (D) Relative number of cells (apoptotic 
cells and EdU+ cells) phagocytised by microglial and its close interface with these cells at E12.5-P0. WT, 
wild-type; BM, PEX13 brain mutant.  Data represent mean ± SEM for 3 animals for both WT and BM. *P < 
0.05; **P < 0.01. 
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Figure S3: Glia cell proliferation in the DG. (A) Representative image for microglial proliferation in DG at 
P0 stage. Magnified image indicate morphology of microglia. The dotted lines delineate the dendate gyrus, 
scale bars 200µm. (B) The number of Iba-1+ cells, expressed relative to those for wild-type animals. (C) 
Representative images for astrogenesis, demonstrate increased EdU-positive astroglia which indicate 
elevated astrogenesis due to peroxisomes deficiency an its increased proliferation (GFAP, red) in DG at 
P0, scale bars 100µm. (D) Relative numbers of Iba-1+/EdU+cells and GFAP+/EdU+ cells in DG at P0 
stage. WT, wild-type; BM, PEX13 brain mutant; Data represent mean ± SEM for 3 animals for both WT 
and BM PEX13 brain mutant mice. (***P < 0.001 *P < 0.05) 
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4.4 Discussion 

 

These investigations on PEX13 brain mutant mice have provided a number of findings 

that indicate significant developmental abnormalities in the brain that may underpin the 

neuropathology of these animals and by inference may be reflective of processes occurring in 

patients with ZS.   

Firstly, we demonstrate gross morphological anomalies that appear at early embryonic 

stages. The most pronounced changes were enlargement of the most frontal aspects of the 

cortex, smaller olfactory bulbs, and enlarged and dilated lateral ventricles, all of which persist 

after birth. Importantly, similar morphological defects have been observed for neonatal ZS 

patients (Nakai et al., 1995), suggesting that the PEX13 brain mutants model changes seen for 

ZS patients. We also observed cortical disorganization, including irregular thicknesses along the 

anteroposterior axis of the neocortex, which suggests defective organization of the anterior 

telencephalon area. We previously reported on abnormal cortical lamination for PEX13 null mice 

(Maxwell et al., 2003), and similar cyto-architectural defects in the cerebellum and cerebral 

cortex have been observed for PEX2-null mice (Faust et al., 2005).  

Secondly, we established that PEX13 deficiency results in reduced cell proliferation in 

the VZ, SVZ/IZ and DG, with a concomitant reduction in the number of differentiated cells– 

these changes were exemplified by the loss of serotonergic neurons. These findings potentially 

indicate defects  (due to a decline in the population of proliferating cells in these neurogenic 

pools) in cell division or cell specification, or increased/or premature  proliferation of glia. 

Thirdly, the PEX13 brain mutants display a defect in the migration of differentiating cells 

to the cerebral cortex, consistent with previous studies of PEX knockout mice (Evrard et al., 

1978, Faust et al., 2005).   

The phenotype seen in the PEX13 deficient brain may reflect the pathophysiological 

outcome of the increased reactive gliosis that commences during early embryonic stages and 

persists postnatally.   
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Defective proliferation, differentiation, and migration 

Our findings suggest that PEX13 deficiency during embryonic development causes 

reduced cell proliferation and specification and the migration from the VZ to their expected 

locations in the SVZ/IZ zone. We observed that most proliferating cells remained in the S-phase 

cycle at VZ, with few cells generating intermediate progenitors that migrated from the VZ to the 

SVZ  Given that the SVZ/IZ represent zones from which differentiated cells migrate radially to 

the cortex, these findings correlate with previous reports of migration defects in the granule cell 

layer, abnormal Purkinje cell differentiation in cerebellum (Faust, 2003, Muller et al., 2011) and 

abnormal lamination of the cerebral cortex in PEX2, PEX5 and PEX13 mutants (Faust and 

Hatten, 1997, Faust, 2003, Maxwell et al., 2003, Krysko et al., 2007). Delayed cell migration has 

been observed in patients across the ZS spectrum as well as for patients with D-bifunctional 

protein deficiency, who have a similar phenotype to ZS patients (Powers et al., 1985). A 

potentially related finding from our investigations was increased cell death at early 

developmental stages, which appeared to parallel the impaired differentiation and delayed 

migration of intermediate progenitors and. This is consistent with findings that demonstrate that 

apoptosis is an expected consequence of improper positioning or delayed migration of 

differentiated cells and their failure to develop functional networks (Buss et al., 2006). 

Given our recent report of significant abnormalities of the serotonergic system in PEX13 

brain mutants (Rahim et al., 2014), we also investigated this specific system in the context of 

the general changes to neurogenesis and cell migration. The results demonstrate that PEX13 

deficiency also affects early development of the serotonergic system. We observed reduced 

genesis and delayed migration of serotonergic cells and a concomitant increase in the number 

of apoptotic serotonergic cells in the vicinity of the midline of the isthmus area of mutants, which 

we interpret as suggesting accelerated rates of apoptosis as a result of delayed migration and 

improper positioning. Serotonin (5-HT) is considered an important regulator of morphogenetic 

activities during early CNS development (Lauder and Bloom, 1975, Gould, 1999, Buznikov et 

al., 2001). In mice, brain serotonin deficiency affects postnatal development of neuronal circuitry 

(Migliarini et al., 2013), Thus we propose that the serotonin deficiency seen in the PEX13 brain 

mutants exacerbates the neurodevelopmental defects.   
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The potential impacts of gliosis 

In ZS patients, pronounced neuroinflammation has not yet been reported, however 

demyelinating lesions of immature white matter with mild astrogliosis and sudanophilic 

macrophages have been observed (Wisniewski et al., 1989). In addition, abnormal pleomorphic 

cytosomes with variable lipid content have been detected in astrocytes, oligodendrocytes, 

immature neurons, neuroblasts and radial glia of ZS abortuses (Powers et al., 1989, Wisniewski 

et al., 1989) . Similar observations of reactive gliosis and sudanophilic macrophages have also 

been observed in white matter of NALD patients (Ulrich et al., 1978), and increased level of pro-

inflammatory cytokines (Paintlia et al., 2003) and chemokines expressed by astrocytes and 

microglial cells have been identified in the demyelinating plaques of X-ALD patient brain 

(Powers et al., 1992, McGuinness et al., 1995, Powers, 1995). In contrast, PEX5-null mice 

(Bottelbergs et al., 2010) and mice with brain restricted PEX5 and PEX13 deletion  (Hulshagen 

et al., 2008, Muller et al., 2011, Rahim et al., 2014) exhibit pronounced neuroinflammation. The 

involvement of pronounced astrogliosis has been observed in a diverse range of 

neurodevelopmental disorders (Stipursky and Gomes, 2007, Ge et al., 2012) and linked with 

altered growth of neuronal populations during neurodevelopment (Ge et al., 2012). The findings 

for the PEX13 brain mutants of increased reactive gliosis at early neurodevelopmental stages 

may presage an adverse effect on neurogenesis and constrain differentiation of  progenitor cells  

in later neurodevelopmental stages, as has been shown in other conditions (Wilhelmsson et al., 

2012). Gliosis may not only effect early neurodevelopmental events in the PEX13 brain mutants 

but also intensify the neuropathology at later embryonic stages, ultimately leading to 

neurodegeneration. 

Microglia  modulate neurodevelopmental events such as neural progenitor viability, cell 

proliferation, differentiation and migration (Sierra et al., 2010). Unlike astroglia, microglia do not 

differentiate from neural progenitors. Instead, they are generated from the yolk sac at the E8-

E10 stage (McGrath et al., 2003) and accumulate in meninges and forebrain prior to 

neurogenesis, before invading the cortical wall and migrating towards the VZ/SVZ area of the 

developing cortex where they seed into and proliferate (Alliot et al., 1999, Rezaie and Male, 

1999). Compared to wild-type animals, PEX13 brain mutants had increased numbers of 

activated microglia (macrophages) around the proliferating zone and marginal zone/meninges, 
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which suggest increased microglial proliferation and activation in neurogenic areas. As microglia 

are known to be activated under two conditions – when there is a reduction of neurogenesis or 

dysfunction of the neurotrophic system (Liao et al., 2012, Kobayashi et al., 2013), and when 

protection of neurons is required (Beschorner et al., 2007b).These findings are consistent with 

pronounced disturbance of neurogenic pathways in the mutants. 

Microglial phagocytosis of apoptotic or degenerated neuronal debris is crucial to reduce 

inflammation and maintain healthy neuronal networks in brain microenvironments (Block et al., 

2007). Glial phagocytosis of apoptotic cells is assumed to be a highly efficient procedure during 

brain development. For PEX13 brain mutants, these rates of apoptosis and microglial 

phagocytosis were significantly higher than in brain of wild-type mice, indicating the involvement 

of microglia in early neurodevelopmental cellular death and neuroinflammation. In this regard, 

findings from mice with brain PEX5 deficiency have demonstrated that neuroinflammation 

appears before axonal degeneration (Bottelbergs et al., 2012), which suggests a primary 

involvement of neuroinflammation in the pathophysiology of these animals 

Overall, the findings from these investigations suggest that PEX13 deficiency in brain 

leads to aberrant neurodevelopmental changes, and associated gliosis during early central 

nervous development. These abnormalities provide a potential explanation of the 

neurodevelopmental deficits and gross brain dysmorphology observed in the brains of postnatal 

PEX13 brain mutants.  
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Chapter 5  

Central Serotonergic Neuron Deficiency in a Mouse Model of 

Zellweger Syndrome 

 

5.1 Introduction 

 

Zellweger syndrome (ZS) is an autosomal recessive peroxisomal disorder caused by 

mutations in peroxisome biogenesis (or PEX) genes that are required for the formation of the 

peroxisome (Distel et al., 1996, Gould and Valle, 2000). The PEX13 protein is a component of 

the peroxisome protein import machinery (Elgersma et al., 1996, Erdmann and Blobel, 1996, 

Gould et al., 1996) and PEX13 mutations in humans lead to disease across the Zellweger 

phenotypic spectrum (Liu et al., 1999, Shimozawa et al., 1999).  ZS is characterised by severe 

neuropathology and early neonatal death. The neuropathology includes abnormalities in 

neuronal migration and increased post-developmental neurodegeneration (Volpe and Adams, 

1972, Moser, 1996, Powers and Moser, 1998).  

 

The molecular basis of ZS neuropathology is still not completely understood. Early theories 

implicated accumulated substrates, such as very-long-chain fatty acids, or deficiency of 

metabolic products, such as plasmalogens and docosahexaenoic acid, that arise due to loss of 

peroxisomal metabolism (Schutgens et al., 1986, Moser, 1993, Powers and Moser, 1998). 

Mouse models of ZS have been useful in addressing the cause of ZS neuropathology. In 

particular, investigations on mice with the ubiquitous deletion of PEX2, 5, and 13  (Baes et al., 

1997, Faust and Hatten, 1997, Maxwell et al., 2003, Yakunin et al., 2010) or a brain-specific 

deletion of PEX5 (Janssen et al., 2000, Krysko et al., 2007, Hulshagen et al., 2008, Bottelbergs 

et al., 2012) and PEX13  (Muller et al., 2011) have demonstrated a range of pathological 

changes similar to those of ZS patients, such as  migration defects, altered cerebellar structure 

and function and motor dysfunction.  Findings from using such models have included axon 
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degeneration, abnormalities in cerebellar morphogenesis, activation of the innate immune 

system, mitochondrial dysfunction, oxidative stress and protein misfolding.  

 

The serotonergic system is a key modulator of brain physiology, ranging from the 

regulation of motor control and emotional behavior through to neurogenesis (Lucki, 1998). The 

neurons that produce serotonin (5-HT) in the central nervous system are predominantly located 

in the brainstem raphe nuclei, with the rostral group (dorsal and median raphe nucleus) 

providing innervation of the forebrain. Serotonergic neurons also project extensively to the 

spinal cord, including the motor neurons in the ventral horn (Lakke, 1997), with an important role 

in the modulation of motor neurons; indeed, a role for 5-HT as both a facilitator and inhibitor of 

locomotor activity has been demonstrated (Jacobs and Azmitia, 1992, Jacobs and Fornal, 1993, 

Schmidt and Jordan, 2000). A lack of brain serotonin in mice has also been shown to affect the 

postnatal development of neuronal circuitry (Migliarini et al., 2013), suggestive of a role in 

neurodevelopment. 

 

Here we present the novel finding that PEX13 brain mutant mice exhibit defects in the 

brain serotonergic system, including deficiency and altered distribution of mid-brain serotonergic 

neurons and extensive dystrophy of serotonergic neurites. These changes were associated with 

increased levels of apoptosis and inflammation in the relevant regions of the brain. The findings 

are consistent with serotonergic disorder contributing to the neurological dysfunctions of ZS. 
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5.2 Experimental Procedures 

 

5.2.1 Animals 

Generation and genotyping of PEX13 brain mutants and littermate wild-type mice were 

carried out as previously reported (Muller et al., 2011). Mouse genetic modification was 

approved by the Griffith University Institutional Biosafety Committee (NLRD/21/07). Ethics 

approval for animal experiments was granted by the Griffith University Animal Ethics Committee 

(BBS/02/09/AEC; ESK/03/13/AEC). 

  

5.2.2 Brain tissue RNA isolation and microarray analysis 

Total tissue RNA was extracted using the Qiagen RNeasy lipid tissue mini kit according 

to the manufacturer’s instructions. RNA was quantified using a NanoDrop ND-1000 

spectrophotometer (NanoDrop Technologies, USA) and RNA integrity was determined using the 

Agilent RNA 6000 Nano kit and 2100 Bioanalyzer (Agilent, USA). Microarray analysis was 

undertaken at the SRC Microarray Facility at the University of Queensland using Illumina Mouse 

Sentrix-6 V1.1 Beadchips. Data analysis was carried out using Genespring GX7 software 

(Agilent Technologies, USA).  

 

5.2.3 Mouse brain perfusion and fixation 

For transcardial perfusion mice were anaesthetized with 80 mg/kg ketamine and 10 

mg/kg xylazine. Mice were perfused through the left ventricle (0.5mL/min for P20 adult mice) 

with 10mM phosphate-buffered saline, pH 7.4 (PBS) containing 0.5% sodium nitrite to flush out 

blood, followed by perfusion with modified Zambonie’s fixative reagent (2% paraformaldehyde, 

0.2% picric acid, 0.1M PBS, pH 7.2). The brains were subsequently removed and placed 

overnight in the fixative in vacuo. The brains were then washed 3 times for 30 min in PBS, 

followed by three 15 min washes with PBS containing 0.1% w/v sodium azide (PBS/azide), and 

stored in PBS/azide at 4°C until further processed. 
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5.2.4 Tissue immunofluorescence analysis 

For cryosectioning, brains were rinsed twice with PBS for 30 min and placed overnight 

at 4οC in PBS/azide containing 30% sucrose. The brains were then embedded using a series of 

graded OCT solutions (20%, 30%, 50%, 70% OCT prepared in PBS/azide containing 30% 

sucrose) for 1h each, placed in cryomolds (25cmx22cm) with 100% OCT solution and stored at 

-80οC until sectioned. Coronal  or sagittal or tissue cryo-sections (40µm), matched using a 

mouse brain atlas (Paxinos and Franklin, 2001), were prepared using  a Leica CM 3050s 

cryostat, and placed either free-floating in a 24-well plate containing PBS/azide or on supra-frost 

slides as adherent sections, and stored at 4οC and -80ºC respectively, until further processing. 

 

Brain sections were washed in PBS containing 0.1% Triton X-100 (PBS/Triton X-100) 

and permeabilized using 100% DMSO (Sigma) for 20min. After 3 washes in PBS/Triton X-100, 

nonspecific binding sites were blocked with PBS/Triton X-100 containing 10% donkey serum 

(v/v) for 1 h at room temperature. A primary antibody cocktail containing combinations of mouse 

anti-GFAP, at a dilution of 1:800 (Sapphire Biosciences); rabbit anti-IBA-1, 1:2000 (Wako 

Chemicals); Goat anti-TPH2 (Everest Biotech), rabbit anti-TPH2 (ThermoFisher Scientific), 

rabbit anti-5-HT (Sigma Aldrich), Goat anti-5-HT (Life Research), rabbit cleaved caspase-3, 

1:500 (Cell Signalling), rabbit anti-catalase, 1:1000 (Maxwell et al 2003), mouse anti-PMP70, 

1:600 (Maxwell et al., 2003) were diluted in the same blocking buffer and incubated with 

sections overnight at 4ºC. Sections were washed thoroughly in PBS/TritonX-100 and incubated 

with relevant Alexa Fluor-conjugated secondary antibodies – donkey anti-rabbit 488, 594 (1:400; 

Life Technologies); donkey anti-goat 594, 488 (1:400, Invitrogen); donkey anti-goat 650 (1:50, 

Abcam), donkey anti-mouse 594 (1:400; Life Technologies) – diluted in PBS/TritonX-100, for 3 h 

at room temperature. To reduce non-specific background staining from secondary antibodies, 

numerous washing steps (up to 10 times depending on the antibody) in PBS/TritonX-100 were 

essential at the end of the staining procedure.  

 

5.2.5 Image acquisition 

Images were captured using a Zeiss Axio imager™ Z1, upright epi-fluorescence 

microscope, with ApoTome attachment, using 20X and 40X (dry) and 63X (oil immersion) Plan-
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Apochromatic objectives (numerical apertures of 0.75 and 1.40, respectively). 

Immunofluorescence images of P20 brain sections were also captured using an Olympus 

FV1000 laser scanning confocal microscope. Images were further processed using Adobe 

Illustrator 14 (Adobe Systems Incorporated), ImageJ and Inkscape software.  

To analyse the serotonergic system, i.e. rostral, middle and caudal regions of the raphe 

nuclei, 40µm thickness sections from 3 wild-type and 3 PEX13 brain mutants (6 sections per 

mouse) were selected using the Paxinos and Franklin mouse brain atlas (Paxinos and Franklin, 

2001). Selected sagittal and coronal sections were labelled using immunofluorescence with a 

TPH2 antibody and appropriate secondary antibodies. Images were captured at 4X 

magnification at constant exposure time using an Olympus BX50 microscope and SPOT 

camera (Diagnostic Instruments), or using an Olympus FV1000 confocal microscope.  

5.2.6 Cell counting and morphological analysis 

TPH2 positive neurons were counted in individual mice through the entire rostro-caudal 

extent of the raphe nuclei (6 sections per mice, n=6 for both wild-type and PEX13 brain mutant 

mice) using image J (ITCN plugin). To quantify the distribution of serotonergic neurons in 

coronal sections of P20 mouse brains, raphe nuclei was subdivided into rostral (-4.04 mm to -

5.20 mm bregma) and caudal parts (-5.34 to -8.24 mm bregma) and a template was generated 

to further sub-divide each image into: isDR; isthmic part of dorsal raphe nucleus; isDRd, isthmic 

part of dorsal raphe nucleus, dorsal part; isDRW, isthmic part of dorsal raphe nucleus, lateral 

wing; mDR; preisthmic mesencephalic part of dorsal raphe nucleus; RtTg, reticular tegmental 

nucleus of the pons; MnR; median raphe nucleus ROb, raphe obscurus nucleus; PPnR, 

prepontine raphe nucleus, PPy, Parapyramidal raphe complex, as illustrated in Fig 5.2. To 

quantify cell morphological changes, the full cell soma of single serotonergic neurons was 

analysed in 3D for gross morphological changes. Images of single serotonergic neurons of 

raphe nuclei from both the mutant and wild type mice were captured (n=100 cells for each 

subgroup) at constant exposure and analysed using image J (NIH) to measure cell area. 
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5.2.7 Serotonergic nerve axon density and morphology 

Axonal outgrowths and terminal arbours were imaged using 10X, 20X and 40X 

objectives on the Zeiss Z1 with the ApoTome attachment, to capture a series of optical slices of 

the specimen. The data were analysed using image J (King et al., 2001, Kigerl et al., 2009). 

 

A line scanning method was used for analysis of the density of TPH2-positive 

serotonergic axons in brain regions. For each layer or region of interest (ROI), the density was 

calculated from one parallel scan crossing through a perpendicular scan (n=3 mice for both 

wild-type and PEX13 brain mutants), and intensity peaks, normalized to a 100 µm3 section 

volume, were measured for estimation of average axon density/volume (Sathyanesan et al., 

2012). 

 

5.2.8 Analysis of apoptosis and reactive gliosis 

Levels of apoptosis in brain sections were estimated by immunofluorescence using an 

antibody to the apoptosis marker, cleaved caspase-3 (n=3 for both wild-type and PEX13 brain 

mutant mice, n=6 sections for each). To achieve this, scans of different regions of brain were 

carried out at constant exposure using optical sectioning with the confocal microscope, with 

fluorescence capture using an MRm digital camera and quantification using Image J. To 

accurately quantify individual cleaved caspase-3-positive cells, 60X images were visually 

scanned to minimise background fluorescence.   

 

Immunofluorescence was also used to measure levels of astrocytes and microglia using 

anti-GFAP (Sapphire Biosciences) and anti-Iba-1 (Wako Chemicals), respectively. Microglial 

morphology in 3 sections per animal was analysed using a 63X oil immersion objective, and 

imaged using the Zeiss Z1 with Apotome, to capture a series of optical slices of the specimen. 

The data were analysed using image J to facilitate morphological characterization. Microglia 

were further characterized using semi-quantitative methods to grade them as “resting”, 

“activated”, or “phagocytic” (Kreutzberg, 1996, Norazit et al., 2011). 
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5.2.9 Densitometric measurements  

Immunolabeled sections were imaged at constant exposure time, and quantified for 

fluorescence intensity for TPH2, GFAP, Iba-1 and cleaved caspase-3 in different areas of the 

brain using Image J. For densitometric analysis of gliosis, sections were processed for IBA-1 

(for microglia) and GFAP (for astrocytes) together, with the exposure set to the brightest 

intensity to circumvent overexposure artefact. Background fluorescence was set by imaging a 

region lacking detectable fluorescence, and the images were converted to grey scale for 

analysis of fluorescence intensity. Data are reported as a percentage of positive pixels 

(immunofluorescence) compared to background pixels (low or no signal). 

 

 

5.2.10 Statistical analysis 

Statistical comparison between two groups (wild-type and brain mutant) was carried out 

using the Student’s t-test. 
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5.3 RESULTS 

 

5.3.1 Loss of PEX13 leads to defective peroxisome biogenesis in the midbrain 

To establish the cellular phenotype of PEX13 deficiency in the mouse midbrain, 

immunofluorescence analysis of tissue regions encompassing the raphe nucleus of P20 mice 

was carried out (Fig 5.1) to characterize the levels and distribution of peroxisomes, through 

localization of the peroxisomal membrane protein PMP70 and the peroxisomal matrix protein 

catalase. Immunolabelling of tryptophan hydroxylase-2 (TPH2), the rate limiting enzyme of 

serotonin (5-HT) synthesis in the brain (Walther and Bader, 2003), was used to identify 

serotonergic neurons.  In wild-type (WT) mice, PMP70 and catalase immunofluorescence co-

localized as discrete puncta in all cells, including TPH2-positive cells, consistent with their 

localization to peroxisomes. In contrast, in PEX13 brain mutant (BM) mice, PMP70 fluorescence 

identified less abundant, and often larger structures, and catalase immunofluorescence was 

more diffuse and did not co-localise with PMP70. For the BM mice, these results are consistent 

with the expected impact of PEX13 deficiency, i.e. defective import of catalase into peroxisome 

ghosts, membrane structures lacking matrix protein content  (Maxwell et al., 2003). 

 

 

 

Figure 5.1: Brain PEX13 deficiency leads to defective peroxisome biogenesis in mid-brain. 
Immunofluorescence analysis of matched mid-brain sections from wild-type (WT) mice and mice with 
brain-specific deficiency of PEX13 (BM) was used to localise the peroxisomal membrane protein PMP70 
and the peroxisomal matrix protein catalase.  Serotonergic cells were identified by immunolabelling with 
anti-TPH2. Scale bars, 20 µm.  
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  5.3.2 Reduced tph2 gene expression in brain 

Gene expression measurements using microarray analysis of total brain mRNA from 

PEX13 brain mutants demonstrated a 2.96-fold decrease in expression levels of tph2 in 

comparison to wild-type mice; this was the single greatest alteration in gene expression 

identified due to the PEX13 mutation (data not shown).  

 

5.3.3 Population analysis and distribution of serotonergic neurons of the raphe nuclei  

In adult wild-type mice, the serotonergic system is identifiable by the presence of TPH2 

and the product of this synthetic pathway, serotonin (5-HT) (Zhang et al., 2004). Given the 

significant reduction in tph2 gene expression, we investigated potential changes to the 

serotonergic cell system of wild-type and PEX13 brain mutant mice at P20, using TPH2 

immunofluorescence analysis of coronal sections encompassing the rostral and caudal areas of 

the raphe nucleus.  Serotonergic cells of the mutants were mainly restricted to the median area 

of the raphe nuclei, and cell quantification demonstrated a loss of TPH2-positive cells in all 

sections R1 through R3 (Fig. 5.2A, R1-R3). Fewer than expected cells were observed in the 

prepontine raphe nucleus (PPnR) and at the lateral dorsal raphe wings (Fig. 5.2B,C,D).  

Analysis of the caudal raphe nucleus (Fig. 5.2A; panels C1-C3), and especially caudal areas 

that include the ROb area, confirmed the lack of lateral distribution of TPH2-positive cells. When 

the dorsal raphe cells were systematically counted from rostral through caudal sections, TPH2-

positive cells of the mutants were consistently detected at more caudal positions than for wild-

type mice: the number of rostral TPH2-positive cells for wild-type animals peaked at the 

approximate position of Bregma −4.36 mm; for PEX13 brain mutants this peak was at the more 

caudal position of Bregma −5.02 mm (Fig. 5.2F).   
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Figure 5.2: Serotonergic cell population and distribution in the raphe nuclei.  
(A)  Representative images (n=13 for both wild-type and PEX13 brain mutant mice) of serotonergic 
neurons in coronal sections of P20 mid-brain rostral raphe nucleus (left panels) and caudal raphe nucleus 
(right panels) immunolabeled with anti-TPH2. TPH2 immunofluorescence was determined from midbrain 
through hindbrain using a series of 3 non-consecutive standard ‘cross-sections’: R1-R3 through the rostral 
midbrain and ventral parts of prepontine/pontine hindbrain; C1-C3 through the caudal midbrain, dorsal 
parts of prepontine/pontine hindbrain and rostral cerebellum. ROb, raphe obscurus nucleus; PPnR, 
prepontine raphe nucleus, PPy, Parapyramidal raphe complex; isDR; isthmic part of dorsal raphe nucleus; 
isDRd, isthmic part of dorsal raphe nucleus, dorsal part; isDRW, isthmic part of dorsal raphe nucleus, 
lateral wing; mDR; preisthmic mesencephalic part of dorsal raphe nucleus; RtTg, reticular tegmental 
nucleus of the pons; MnR; median raphe nucleus; 4V, fourth ventricle. Scale bars, 500 µm. The relative 
number of TPH2-positive cells in each section, relative to wild-type animals, is presented as bar graphs to 
the right of each image. Data represent mean ± SEM (n=3); *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01, ***P < 0.001.  (B) Figure 
showing template area used to quantify TPH2-positive cells in the dorsal raphe wings (DRW) and 
prepontine raphe nucleus (PPnR). MnR, median raphe nucleus. (C) Relative number of TPH2-positive 
cells in the PPnR region. (D) Relative number of TPH2-positive cells in the DRW region. (E) Relative TPH2 
immunofluorescence intensity in TPH2-positive cells. (F) Distribution of TPH2-positive serotonergic 
neurons in the raphe nuclei. The number of serotonergic cells in each 40 μm section through the dorsal 
raphe nucleus is plotted as a percentage relative to the maximum section cell number counted, which was 
for wild-type animals at -4.36 Bregma. WT, wild type; BM, PEX13 brain mutant. 
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Quantification of serotonergic cell numbers was also carried out on sagittal sections 

encompassing the raphe nucleus. This demonstrated a 46% decrease (P<0.01) in the total 

number of TPH2-positive cells in the PEX13 brain mutants compared to wild-type mice, 

consistent with the findings from the analysis of coronal sections. A parallel analysis of Nes-Cre 

(Nes-Cre/+) mice was undertaken to determine any possible effect of the cre transgene 

expression alone as a possible explanation of the observed changes. The results of these 

analyses showed that P20 Nes-Cre mice exhibited a phenotype that was indistinguishable from 

the normal, wild-type animals with respect to TPH2 immunofluorescence staining and 

distribution (data not shown). 

 

The level of TPH2 immunofluorescence in TPH2-positive cells of the PEX13 brain 

mutant was reduced to approximately half of that of wild-type mice (Fig 5.2E), suggesting a 

similar reduction in TPH2 protein levels. This result accords with the measured reduction in tph2 

gene expression.  As a confirmation of reduced TPH2 function in the PEX13 brain mutants, we 

measured serotonin levels in TPH2-positive cells by tissue immunofluorescence – these 

analyses indicated serotonin levels in the PEX13 brain mutants that were 64 ± 6 % (mean ± 

SEM, n=4; p<0.05) of levels in wild-type mice. This result is consistent with a loss of TPH2 

enzymatic function that parallels the observed reduction in number of TPH2-positive cells/TPH2 

immunofluorescence levels in the mutant mice. 

 

5.3.4 Dystrophic serotonergic axons and abnormal serotonergic neuron cell morphology 

Serotonergic axons from the raphe nuclei in the brainstem project extensively within the 

brain, where they create networks with their terminal arborizations. This serotonergic innervation 

modulates multiple behaviors and, when defective, leads to a number of psychiatric disorders 

(Bjarkam et al., 2005). 

In our experiments, analyses of whole brains of wild-type mice showed the expected 

immunolabelling of abundant serotonergic axons in both the rostral and caudal parts of the 

brain. In contrast, PEX13 brain mutant mice showed a profound loss of serotonergic nerve 

axons in both rostral and caudal brain regions (data not shown). 
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Serotonergic axons in the wild-type animals were apparent as thin axons with the 

expected relatively small, irregularly distributed swellings (boutons/varicosities). In contrast, 

mutant brains displayed thick, often fragmented and bulbous axons with large (2-5 μm diameter) 

irregularly spaced swellings (Fig. 5.3A). These structures resemble the marked swellings that 

arise due to Wallerian degeneration of CNS axons in neurodegenerative disease (Beirowski et 

al., 2010), and are similar to the axonal spheroids previously observed for Purkinje cells in a 

PEX2-animal model of Zellweger syndrome (Faust, 2003).  

Serotonergic axon projections were analysed for three distinct brain regions that receive 

serotonergic innervation (Fig. 5.3B). In the olfactory bulb, the abundant, fine structures seen in 

the wild-type animals could not be identified in PEX13 brain mutants, where instead large 

remnant axon swellings were observed, again suggestive of nerve axon degeneration. In the 

cerebral cortex, wild-type mice displayed serotonergic axons that were widely and evenly 

distributed, whereas no axons were apparent for PEX13 brain mutants, and instead relatively 

large, aggregated structures were seen. Finally, for the substantia nigra, the PEX13 brain 

mutants showed dispersion of the relatively ordered clustering of boutons seen in wild-type 

mice.  

 

 

Figure 5.3: Aberrant processes and cell soma morphology of serotonergic cells.  (A) TPH2-positive 
serotonergic axons in raphe nuclei. Arrowheads, normal fine varicosities in WT mice; frequent, thick 
varicosities in BM mice. Scale bars, 50 µm. (B) TPH2-immuno-labelled sagittal sections of the olfactory 
bulb (OB), cerebral cortex (Cortex) and substantia nigra (SN) of wild-type and PEX13 brain mutant P20 
mice. Arrowheads in olfactory bulb of BM mice showing thick varicosities; Arrowheads in cerebral cortex of 
BM mice showing clumped axon structure; Arrowheads in substantia nigra showing compact arrangement 
in WT mice and a more dispersed distribution in BM mice. Scale bars, 100 µm. (C) Density measurements 
of serotonergic nerve axons in various regions of brain. The line scan graphs are for the indicated brain 
regions after baseline adjustment, and represent average linear densities of serotonergic axons over a 200 
µm length (n=3 mice for both WT and BM mice). Higher intensities correspond to greater levels of 
immunolabeling. (D) Quantification of TPH2-immunopositive axon densities obtained using line scanning 
measurement. MnR, median raphe nucleus; SN, substantia nigra. Values are means ± SEM, n=3 mice for 
both WT and BM mice. * P < 0.05, ** P < 0.01 mutant vs. control. (E) Representative morphology of TPH2-
positive cell bodies. Scale bars, 25 µm. WT, wild-type; BM, PEX13 brain mutant. 
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Figure 5.3 legend on previous page 
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A line scanning method (Sathyanesan et al., 2012) was used to quantify the density of 

TPH2-positive serotonergic axons in different brain regions (Fig. 5.3C). In the raphe nuclei, axon 

density, measured as individual intensity peaks over 200 µm scan lengths, was uniformly high 

for wild-type mice, whereas for the mutants, peaks were generally of lower intensity but with 

frequent peaks of high intensity. These results are consistent with loss of normal uniform fibre 

integrity, and the presence of irregular axon swellings that may represent degenerative 

structures. The changes observed for the other regions analysed are all consistent with changes 

to the normal axon density (Fig. 5.3C). Furthermore, in some areas, such as the dentate gyrus 

of the hippocampus and the thalamus, axons were either at very low levels or undetectable in 

the mutants, when compared to wild-type controls (data not shown).  

 

A further analysis was carried out to assess the total density of TPH2-immunolabeled 

nerve axons (Sathyanesan et al., 2012), expressed as axon density (measured as intensity 

peaks) per 100 µm3 tissue volume (Fig. 5.3D). In nerve axons of the raphe nuclei, the 

immunolabeling density was 40% higher for PEX13 BM mice than wild-type mice (see also Fig. 

5.3A). In combination with the line intensity measurements, this result is consistent with more 

abundant (swollen), but degenerating, axons in the raphe nuclei of the mutants. Axon density 

was also higher (29%) in the olfactory bulb, consistent with the presence of remnant axons (Fig 

5.3B). In contrast, the other analysed regions of the mutant brain showed decreased axon 

density.  

 

We interpret these results to indicate degeneration of serotonergic neurons in the raphe 

nuclei and subsequent loss of their nerve axons projecting to other areas of the brain that are 

normally innervated by serotonin containing axons. 

 

Morphological changes of single serotonergic cell bodies were analysed. Images of single 

serotonergic neurons from the raphe nuclei from both the mutant and wild type mice were 

captured (n=100 cells for each subgroup) and analysed using image J (FIJI). These analyses 

indicated altered morphology of these cells in the mutants, with significant increase in cell area, 

and by inference volume, (Fig. 5.3E); cell area was 0.96 ± 0.06 mm2 and 1.33 ± 0.05 mm2 for 

the wild-type and PEX13 brain mutants, respectively (mean ± SEM; P < 0.01). 
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5.3.5 Cell death and inflammation  

The observed morphological changes to serotonergic cells and their processes are 

suggestive of increased cell death of these and other cells in brain.  

 

Figure 5.4: Increased apoptotic cell death in brain of PEX13 brain mutants. Apoptotic cells in different 
brain regions were immunolabeled using cleaved caspase-3 antibody (green). Serotonergic neurons were 
detected using anti-TPH2 (red), and cell nuclei were stained using DAPI (blue). Representative images are 
shown. (A) Total number of cleaved caspase-3 (CC3)-positive cells across the entire brain (wide-field 
view). (B) Cleaved caspase 3-positive cells in raphe nuclei. Arrowheads, cleaved caspase-3-positive cells. 
Scale bars, 50 µm. (C) Relative number of cleaved caspase-3 (CC3)-positive cells in the raphe nucleus (D) 
Cleaved caspase-3-positive cells (arrowheads) in the olfactory bulb (OB), cerebral cortex (Cortex) and 
hippocampus (HC). Scale bars, 50 µm. WT, wild-type; BM, PEX13 brain mutant.  Data represent mean ± 
SEM (n=3-6 animals for both wild-type and PEX13 brain mutant mice). *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01. 
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To test this directly, we measured the levels of cleaved caspase-3, a predominantly 

cytoplasmic marker of apoptosis (Chandler et al., 1998), using immunofluorescence.  

Quantification of total cleaved caspase-3-positive cells across six, consecutive matched 

40 µm sagittal sections from the medial line of the brain, demonstrated an approximate 12-fold 

increase in apoptotic cells for the PEX13 mutants (Fig. 5.4A). The raphe nuclei region of 

mutants (Fig. 5.4B) showed a statistically significant 1.6x-fold increase in this apoptosis marker 

(Fig. 5.4C). Other analysed regions of the mutant brains, such as hippocampus, cerebral cortex 

and olfactory bulb, also showed increased cleaved caspase-3 levels, compared to wild-type 

controls (Fig. 5.4D). 

 

Neuroinflammation has previously been identified as a feature of the brain pathology in 

mouse models of ZS, including the PEX13 brain mutant (Muller et al., 2011). Therefore the 

involvement of reactive gliosis in the degeneration of raphe serotonergic cells was tested using 

immunofluorescence labelling of glial fibrillary acidic protein (GFAP), an established marker for 

astroglia (Eng et al., 2000), and ionized calcium binding adapter protein 1 (IBA-1), a microglia-

specific marker (Ito et al., 1998). We have previously applied these techniques to define reactive 

gliosis (Norazit et al., 2011). 

 

 

Figure 5.5: Reactive gliosis in the raphe  nucleus. The median raphe nucleus region of midbrain sections 
of wild-type and PEX13 brain mutant mice was immunolabeled with anti-GFAP and anti-Iba1 to detect 
astrocytes and microglia, respectively. Serotonergic cells were identified using anti-TPH2, and cell nuclei 
were stained using DAPI. (A) Representative GFAP immunofluorescence. Scale bars, 100 µm.  (B) 
Relative GFAP immunofluorescence levels. (C) Representative Iba1 immunofluorescence. Scale bars, 100 
µm. (D) Morphology of Iba1-positive cells. Arrows, ramified resting state and hyper-ramified microglia; 
Arrowheads, activated microglia. Scale bars, 50 µm. (E) Relative Iba1 immunofluorescence levels in the 
raphe nuclei. (F) Relative number of Iba1-positive cells in the raphe nuclei. (G) Quantification of different 
morphologies of Iba-1 positive microglia expressed as a percentage of total microglia numbers. WT, wild-
type; BM, PEX13 brain mutant.  Data represent mean ± SEM for 3 animals for both WT and BM. *P < 0.05; 
***P < 0.001.  
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Figure 5.5 legend on previous page 
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GFAP immunolabeling of the raphe nuclei region of PEX13 brain mutants was more 

than 4-fold higher than for wild type mice (Fig. 5.5A, B). Mutant brain Iba-1 immunolabeling was 

also increased, including in the vicinity of TPH2-positive serotonergic cells in the raphe nuclei 

(midbrain) (Fig. 5.5C). The Iba-1 changes were characterized by a large increase in the total 

levels of Iba-1 immunofluorescence (Fig 5.5E) together with a small, but statistically significant, 

increase in the number of Iba1-positive cells (Fig. 5.5F). In wild-type mice, the vast majority of 

microglia displayed a ramified resting state morphology. In contrast, microglia morphology was 

altered to more activated, hyper-ramified, and macrophage-like state (Fig. 5.5G), consistent with 

a condition of reactive microgliosis.    
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5.4 Discussion 

The mouse mutant with Nestin-cre driven conditional inactivation of the PEX13 gene is 

a powerful tool to “focally” model the neuropathological changes evident in patients with 

Zellweger syndrome, as the secondary effects of systemic pathophysiological changes are 

minimised, allowing the elucidation of the Nestin-cre transgene’s impact on the nervous system 

alone (Muller et al., 2011).  Here, we demonstrate that these mutants show significant changes 

to the central serotonergic system, including deficiency of TPH2, the rate-limiting enzyme of 

serotonin synthesis, depletion of TPH2- and serotonin-containing cells, an abnormal pattern of 

serotonergic cell distribution, and depletion of dystrophic serotonergic axons throughout the 

brain. The primary cause of this system change is not clear, but a number of possibilities exist. 

First, decreased tph2 gene expression represents the primary defect, and this leads to a 

reduction of serotonergic neurons. Second, a primary neurogenesis defect leads to decreased 

formation and degeneration of serotonergic neurons. Third, in line with our observation of 

reactive gliosis, the serotonergic neuronal loss represents a response to a primary inflammatory 

condition.  Fourth, neurogenesis of serotonergic neurons is normal, but the genetic/metabolic 

defect in these neurons causes them to be especially susceptible to degradation. Despite the 

need to clarify the contribution of these different effects, it is clear that the findings, when taken 

together, point to altered serotonergic signalling as a factor that would contribute to the 

neurological defects of these mice. 

 

The central serotonergic systems are key modulators of numerous physiological 

functions, from motor and neuro-vegetative control to emotional behaviour (Lucki, 1998). 

Notably, serotonin is predominantly found as a neuroendocrine transmitter within 

enterochromaffin cells of the enteric epithelium, in close association with the enteric nervous 

system (Raghupathi et al., 2013) and is a key modulator of enteric function. Serotonin (5-HT) 

neurotransmission occurs early during early development (Wallace and Lauder, 1983) and 

mediates numerous developmental effects (Gaspar et al., 2003). The neurons that produce 5-

HT in the central nervous system (CNS) are mostly located in the brainstem raphe nucleus of 

the brainstem, of which the rostral group (dorsal and median raphe nucleus) provides dense 

innervations to the forebrain. Serotonergic neurons project widely to the spinal cord, including 

the motor neurons in the ventral horn (Lakke, 1997). Numerous pharmacological studies 
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suggest that 5-HT exerts both facilitatory and inhibitory modulation of locomotor activity (Jacobs 

and Azmitia, 1992, Jacobs and Fornal, 1993, Schmidt and Jordan, 2000). The central pattern 

generators for locomotion are subject to the influence of descending pathways, including those 

involving 5-HT (Vinay et al., 2002). In mice, lack of brain serotonin affects postnatal 

development and the formation of central circuitry (Migliarini et al., 2013). 

 

During brain development, migration is a critical step in the differentiation of 

serotonergic neurons (Zhou et al., 2001). The formation of the dorsal raphe nucleus (DRN), in 

particular, is a critical step in the development of the rodent serotonergic system, being resident 

to greater than half the 5-HT neurons with ascending projections (Vertes and Crane, 1997). 

Initial movement of serotonergic neuron cell bodies away from the ventricular zone occurs 

through the process of somal translocation (Hawthorne et al., 2010) through which newly 

formed serotonergic neurons migrate to more ventral portions of the neural tube. The mature 

cytoarchitectural organization of the DRN arises through subsequent secondary migration of 

serotonergic neurons toward the midline, resulting in the fusion of the bilateral serotonergic 

clusters (Levitt and Moore, 1978). Maturation of the DRN is normally complete just prior to birth 

(Lidov et al., 1980, Wallace and Lauder, 1983). The dorsal raphe nucleus is positioned on the 

midline of the mid-brain. It is surrounded ventrally by the periaqueductal gray white matter 

tracts, superiorly by the cerebellar peduncle chiasm, and medially by the longitudinal fascicle. 

The caudal part of the raphe nucleus is bordered by the less cell dense pontine central gray 

(PCG) area of the pons and lobule II (2cb) of the cerebellum (Jones et al., 2009). 

 

Our investigation of the distribution of serotonergic neurons in the DRN of P20 mouse 

brain showed that the neurons of wild-type mice were distributed laterally and dorsally as 

expected, with the rostral cluster of serotonergic neurons well distributed dorsolaterally and 

exhibiting rich dendritic arborisation. Similarly the caudal cluster of serotonergic neurons was 

also evenly distributed.  In contrast, the serotonergic neurons of the PEX13 brain mutants were 

principally restricted to the midline, were less abundant, and exhibited larger than normal cell 

bodies. Overall, given these findings, and the absence of data supporting a migration defect, we 

favour an hypothesis of increased degradation of serotonergic neurons in the rostral region of 

the raphe nuclei. 
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In support of this hypothesis is the presence in the PEX13 mutant brain of dystrophic 

serotonergic axons in the raphe nuclei, cerebral cortex and substantia nigra, and apparent 

complete absence of normal structures in the olfactory bulb. Axons in the raphe nuclei also 

featured large swellings, and those in the cerebral cortex featured apparent clumping. This 

stands in contrast to the situation in the normal brain, in which serotonergic axons from the 

raphe nuclei in the brainstem project to every region of the brain, where they ramify to make 

connections through their extensive arborizations, similar to the ascending “serotonergic” 

interneurons of the enteric nervous system (Meedeniya et al., 1998).   

 

Overall these findings suggest a process of serotonergic axon degeneration (Fages et 

al., 1994) in the PEX13 brain mutant. Axonal spheroids in cerebellum have previously been 

reported for the PEX2 knockout mouse (Faust, 2003). In this overall context, it has been 

established that mid-brain and temporal cortical serotonergic axonal dystrophy is a common 

feature of neurodegenerative disorders, with the main abnormalities including enlarged, twisted, 

and swollen nerve axons, fine axons forming tight clusters, isolated and expanded axons with 

an irregular shape, and densely labelled masses with degenerating profiles (Azmitia and Nixon, 

2008). These features were observed in the PEX13 brain mutants in this study and therefore 

accord with the proposed process of serotonergic axon degeneration in these mutants. 

 

Finally, we identified widespread cell apoptosis and inflammation in the PEX13 brain 

mutants, which included the raphe nuclei. The causes of, and temporal relationships between, 

these changes need to be determined. However it is well known that neuroinflammation is a key 

contributor to the progression of the neurodegenerative process, and may occur as a 

consequence of microglial dysregulation and hyper-activation (Qin et al., 2004), a condition 

demonstrated here for the PEX13 brain mutants. Furthermore, growth factors secreted by 

astroglia have been proposed to regulate serotonergic axon outgrowth and terminal arborization 

(Azmitia, 1999), and the loss of such processes in the PEX13 mutants may be related to the 

apparently altered functional state of the astrocytes in the mutant brain. 
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The loss of serotonergic function in the PEX13 brain mutants might be expected to have 

wide-ranging effects on brain development and function. Although the exact mechanisms are 

poorly understood, serotonin has a demonstrated role in brain development, as an early 

developmental regulator of neuronal morphology and circuitry (Daubert and Condron, 2010), 

and a profound and specific role in cerebellum development (Oostland and van Hooft, 2013). 

The question of whether the abnormalities in the serotonergic pathways explain, at least in part, 

morphological brain changes, behavioral abnormalities, and altered motor function as previously 

reported for the PEX13 brain mutants (Muller et al., 2011) remains to be elucidated. In mice, 

loss of serotonin depletion results in growth retardation and behavioral changes, but no gross 

brain morphological changes (Alenina et al., 2009). Indeed, none of the current 

hyposerotonergic mouse models show any major brain developmental abnormalities, but do 

consistently show impaired postnatal growth (reviewed in (Trowbridge et al., 2011)), findings 

which suggest that the serotonin deficiency in the PEX13 brain mutants may explain the growth 

retardation of these animals, but not the reported brain morphological abnormalities.  In Tph2 

knockout mice, loss of brain 5-HT does not affect proliferation, differentiation and survival of 

raphe neurons (Gutknecht et al., 2008, Savelieva et al., 2008, Kriegebaum et al., 2010). In 

contrast, lack of brain serotonin has been shown to affect formation of the serotonergic circuitry 

(Migliarini et al., 2013). Taken together, these seemingly contradictory findings confound any 

explanation for the loss of the serotonergic systems in the PEX13 brain mutants and the 

consequences of such loss, and further data are needed to reveal the mechanisms underlying 

this phenotype. 

 

The importance of peroxisomes in brain development and function is well established 

(Faust, 2003), and is underscored by the profound neurological effects seen is Zellweger 

syndrome (Moser, 1996), and a role for these organelles in preventing neurodegeneration 

(reviewed in (Van Veldhoven and Baes, 2013)). However, the cause of the associated brain 

abnormalities is less clear. Indeed, the complete function of the peroxisome is still being 

unraveled, and, consequently, the cellular effects of loss of peroxisomes and peroxisomal 

function are also not entirely clear.  Loss of key peroxisomal metabolic function is an obvious 

impact that may lead to cellular dysfunction. Further, loss of peroxisome trafficking to required 

sites in serotonergic cells and projections is another feasible cause of cellular dysfunction – in 
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this regard, we have previously shown that remnant peroxisomal structures do not distribute to 

the peripheral parts of cultured cells from ZS patients and PEX13 knockout embryonic 

fibroblasts, but instead remain in peri-nuclear locations (Nguyen et al., 2006). As well, recent 

far-reaching findings implicate this organelle as a signaling platform for innate immunity to viral 

infection (Dixit et al., 2010) and tuberous sclerosis complex regulation of mTORC1 and 

autophagy (Zhang et al., 2013). In this context, understanding the consequence of peroxisome 

depletion represents a significant challenge to our understanding of this organelle’s contribution 

to the developing brain, where subcellular transport through long arborizing axons is a critical 

feature of nerve cell function.     

 

In conclusion, we report here a number of complementary findings that indicate gross 

changes to the central serotonergic system of the PEX13 brain mutant mice, changes that we 

propose would contribute to the complex morphological and associated behavioral changes 

observed for these animals. From these animal findings we infer that similar changes may occur 

for Zellweger syndrome patients. Zellweger syndrome is a complex disorder that features both 

neurodegeneration and abnormal neurodevelopment. Thus this present study serves to once 

again emphasize the importance of peroxisomes for normal brain development and function.  
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Chapter 6 

Discussion 

 

The aim of this project was to highlight novel pathways/mechanisms involved in ZS 

neuropathology. In this project, we have explored neurodevelopmental changes in early 

developmental stages and specifically also emphasized the effect of developmental changes 

and other concomitant parallel factors like mitochondrial dysfunctional and/ or oxidative stress 

and reactive gliosis in serotonergic pathways. The specific hypotheses that formed the basis of 

this project were as follows. 

1.  PEX13 deficiency in brain leads to early changes in neurogenesis (i.e. in the embryo), 

including specifically of serotonergic pathways. 

2. PEX13 deficiency in brain leads to loss of mitochondrial function and increased 

oxidative stress 

 

In this chapter, the results of the experimental analyses are discussed in terms of these 

hypotheses.  

 

 

6.1 Involvement of mitochondrial dysfunction in ZS neuropathology  

This project has demonstrated significant mitochondrial dysfunction in PEX13 brain 

mutants. The earliest reports on ZS pathology identified defects to mitochondrial morphology 

and function (Goldfischer et al., 1973, Goldfischer et al., 1983, Hughes et al., 1990), but the 

implication of these changes to ZS neuropathogenesis has not been well addressed. 

Peroxisomes and mitochondria coordinate with each other in different metabolic functions e.g. 

fatty acid β-oxidation (Reddy and Mannaerts, 1994, Wanders and Waterham, 2006b) and ROS 

generation and detoxification (see sections 1.4 and 1.8). In this study, we observed changes to 

the mitochondrial compartment in brain of the PEX13 brain mutants. These changes included 
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significant morphological changes, such as expanded and elongated mitochondria, consistent 

with increased mitochondrial fusion and/or reduced fission. These modified mitochondria also 

contained increased levels of the major antioxidant enzyme SOD2.  These findings suggest that 

loss of peroxisome function affects redox balance, with  peroxisome-mediated oxidative stress 

impacting mitochondria, in keeping with recent findings of the relationship between these 

organelles ((Walton and Pizzitelli, 2012, Wang et al., 2013).  In expanding these investigations, 

it was demonstrated that the mitochondrial compartment of PEX13-deficient MEFs displayed 

similar mitochondrial morphological changes, as well as increased superoxide levels and 

decreased mitochondrial membrane permeability. Overall, these findings suggest that there is a 

mitochondrial-mediated contribution to the neuropathology of the PEX13 brain mutants.  

In conjunction with mitochondrial morphological changes in PEX13 brain mutants, 

modified mitochondrial distribution was also observed. Specifically, mitochondria were shifted 

from axons to neuronal cell bodies. These findings suggest that disruption of mitochondrial 

fusion and fission dynamics is associated with altered mitochondrial trafficking in neurons. This 

proposal is consistent with our findings of apparent increased mitochondrial fusion and 

decreased mitochondrial; fission – fission is important for mitochondrial biogenesis and 

distribution into neuronal processes in highly polarized  neurons (reviewed in (Nunnari and 

Suomalainen, 2012), whereas mitochondrial fusion protects neurons from neurodegeneration 

(Chen et al., 2007a). Thus our findings are consistent with significant attenuation of 

mitochondrial trafficking as a consequence of a cellular response to oxidative stress. The impact 

of reduced mitochondrial trafficking, along with mitochondrial dysfunction, would be significant 

for neurons for example, in terms of loss of mitochondrial distribution towards axons terminals, 

which may lead to the loss of neuronal polarity during development. 

As noted, the mitochondrial compartment in brain of PEX13 brain mutants also showed 

increased levels of the mitochondrial antioxidant enzymes SOD2, a marker of mitochondrial 

oxidative stress. Similar changes to mitochondria have recently been observed for cultured cells 

under oxidative stress as a result of increased mitochondrial ROS (Ahmad et al., 2013).  

The oxidative stress observed in brain and PEX13-deficienct MEFs would be expected 

to lead to oxidative damage in cells, and this is what was observed. Specifically, very high levels 

of lipid (HNE) and DNS (8-OHG) oxidation products were observed in PEX13 brain mutant 
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midbrain, indicating significant tissue oxidative damage. This may suggest increased 

mitochondrial-mediated apoptosis in the midbrain, as well as in other brain regions – this was 

supported by measurements of increased (cleaved caspase-3) apoptosis in brain of the PEX13 

brain mutants, and by earlier observations of increased levels of apoptosis in cultured cerebellar 

neurons of PEX13-null mice (Muller et al., 2011). In support of these cellular relationships, it has 

been shown that changes in mitochondrial dynamics, such as improper distribution and 

accumulation towards perinuclear areas in neurons, and abnormal mitochondrial morphology, 

correlate with increased apoptosis (Puka-Sundvall et al., 2000, Hallin et al., 2006). Thus, the 

findings here on PEX13 brain mutants are consistent with increased oxidative damage and 

apoptosis that are directly allied with peroxisomal/ mitochondrial mediated oxidative stress, 

consistent with our hypothesis.  

PEX13 brain mutants also demonstrated similar changes to the mitochondrial 

compartment in neuroglial cells in midbrain at the P20 stage. These findings indicate a more 

global cellular impact in brain than just in neurons. In conclusion, the findings indicate significant 

changes in the mitochondrial compartment of neuronal and glial cells of PEX13 brain mutants 

have occurred as a result of redox imbalance caused by peroxisome deficiency. These 

changes, which include mitochondrial adaptive transformations (morphology and abundance), 

and subsequent mitochondrial-mediated changes, are proposed to affect cell development 

and/or degeneration. Overall, the findings are consistent with the hypothesis that loss of 

peroxisomes leads to mitochondrial dysfunction which contributes to neuropathology in PEX13 

brain mutants. 

6.2 Neurodevelopmental changes in PEX13 brain mutants 

The findings discussed above indicate that a primary peroxisome deficiency in PEX13 

brain mutants also leads to significant changes to mitochondrial structure, function, and cellular 

trafficking. Thus, the PEX13 brain mutants have defects in both of these important cellular 

organelles. Given both of these organelles have been shown to be required for brain 

development (Wakabayashi et al., 2009), this may provide an explanation for the 

neurodevelopmental deficits in these mutants.  
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6.2.1 Defective proliferation, differentiation, and migration 

In this research, we established that neurodevelopmental changes were occurring at 

early embryonic stages of PEX13 brain mutants, changes that included reduced neurogenesis 

and cell proliferation, and impaired cell differentiation and migration to appropriate locations. 

Similar findings of cell migration defects in cerebellum have been previously reported for PEX2 

and PEX13 mouse mutants (Faust, 2003, Muller et al., 2011). Migration defects are not a 

representative feature of just ZS patients, but have also been observed for other peroxisomal 

disorders (Powers and Moser, 1998). These changes to cell differentiation and migration were 

accompanied by increased cell death at early developmental stages, observations that are 

consistent with recent findings demonstrating that apoptosis is a predictable consequence of 

improper positioning or delayed cell migration (Buss et al., 2006). 

6.2.2 Gliosis and its consequences 

In addition to reduced neurogenesis and proliferation, PEX13 brain mutants also display 

increased gliogenesis.  These findings suggest that increased gliogenesis may be initiated by 

one or more of the processes seen to be defective in the mutant. In this context, 

neuroinflammation has not yet been observed for ZS patients, although mild astrogliosis, 

associated with sudanophilic macrophages with typical pleomorphic cytosomes, has been 

observed on brain autopsy of ZS abortuses (Powers et al., 1989, Wisniewski et al., 1989). 

However, patients with other peroxisomal disorders do display neuroinflammation in white 

matter, evident as reactive gliosis along demyelinating plaque and chemokine expression by 

glial cells (Powers et al., 1992, McGuinness et al., 1995, Powers, 1995, Paintlia et al., 2003). In 

contrast, PEX mouse models of ZS exhibit prominent neuroinflammation at postnatal stages 

(Hulshagen et al., 2008, Muller et al., 2011, Rahim et al., 2014).  Marked astrogliosis is a 

hallmark of many neurodevelopmental disorders (Stipursky and Gomes, 2007, Ge et al., 2012). 

Thus, the findings here of increased gliogenesis and proliferation at early embryonic stages, and 

reactive gliosis at later embryonic stages, may provide evidence of an adverse effect of glia on 

neurodevelopmental events. Gliogenesis may also disrupt the process of cell differentiation 

during later neurodevelopmental stages (which may correlate with the reduced cell 

differentiation observed in PEX13 brain mutants), as has been shown in other conditions 

(Pierfelice et al., 2011, Wilhelmsson et al., 2012)  
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Like astroglia, microglia play important roles in modulating neurodevelopmental events 

(Sierra et al., 2010). In PEX13 brain mutants, microglia also accumulated around the 

neurogenic areas, suggestive of increased microglial proliferation and activation in these areas. 

Microglia are activated when there is impaired neurogenesis or dysfunction of the neurotrophic 

system (Liao et al., 2012, Kobayashi et al., 2013), when protection of neurons is required 

(Beschorner et al., 2007a), and as a response to increased apoptosis resulting from impaired 

neuronal differentiation and/or neuronal migration. Incorrectly positioned cells, abnormal cells, 

and apoptotic cells are targeted by microglia for phagocytosis, a crucial process for reducing 

neuroinflammation and maintaining healthy neuronal systems in brain (Block et al., 2007). 

Microglia-mediated phagocytosis is considered important for healthy neurodevelopment, but the 

levels of apoptosis and phagocytosis observed for PEX13 brain mutants were abnormally high, 

which may indicate that microglia have been activated in response to early neurodevelopmental 

cellular death and/or increased neuroinflammation.  

In conjunction with neuroinflammation, we observed increased cellular oxidative 

damage to neuronal and glial cells in midbrain at postnatal stages, which suggests that 

oxidative stress (peroxisome- and mitochondria- mediated) is the trigger leading to reactive 

gliosis in the mutants.  

In other investigations, analysis of PEX5 mouse mutants have demonstrated 

pronounced neuroinflammation appearing before axonal degeneration (Bottelbergs et al., 2012), 

indicating that gliosis may not only affect early development but also intensify neuropathology at 

later embryonic stages, ultimately leading to neurodegeneration.  
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6.3 Serotonergic system defects in PEX13 brain mutants  

A significant result from this study was the observed abnormalities of the central 

serotonergic system, which included reduction in the serotonergic neuronal population and 

associated deficiency of Tph2 (the rate-limiting enzyme of serotonin biosynthesis), modified 

distribution of serotonergic neurons in brain, and the presence of dystrophic serotonergic axons 

throughout the brain.  

A number of cause(s) of these changes to the serotonergic system is possible. First, 

reduced tph2 gene expression arguably would lead to reduced numbers of functional 

serotonergic neurons, because Tph2 is for the rate-limiting enzyme of serotonin (5-HT) 

synthesis (Walther and Bader, 2003). Consistent with this cause, we previously demonstrated a 

3-fold down-regulation of tph2 gene expression in brain of PEX13 brain mutants (Nguyen, 

2007). 5-HT is important for maturation; maintenance and survival of serotonergic neurons 

throughout life (see section 1.7). Analysis of PEX13 brain mutants here demonstrated reduced 

5-HT immunofluorescence level in serotonergic neurons, consistent with reduced Tph2 levels.  

In the raphe area, serotonergic axons featured large swellings or beaded appearance, and in 

cerebral cortex were observed to be clumped, both of which suggest a process of serotonergic 

axon degeneration (Fages et al., 1994). Axonal spheroids in cerebellum have previously been 

reported for the PEX2-null mouse (Faust, 2003). 

 

Second, impaired serotonergic cell genesis is a potential cause of impaired serotonergic 

neuron formation. For PEX13 brain mutants, reduced serotonergic cell genesis was observed 

during early embryonic stages and this was associated with reduced distribution of serotonergic 

neurons and increased apoptosis in the isthmus region.  It was of interest that serotonergic cell 

bodies in mutants were unexpectedly distributed dorso-laterally, and at the DRN area most cell 

bodies were restricted to the midline. This suggests incorrect distribution/migration of 

serotonergic neurons, which may be related to the impaired migration of intermediate  

progenitor and neurons from the VZ to cortex observed in early developmental stages of PEX13 

brain mutants. 

 

Third, increased reactive gliosis may have contributed to loss of serotonergic and other 

neurons.  At early embryonic stages, increased gliogenesis and increased apoptosis (with 
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phagocytosis) in the isthmus region were observed, consistent with a chronic inflammatory 

state. At the P20 stage, under conditions of increased oxidative stress, normal glia are changed 

into morphometrically reactive or pro-inflammatory neurodegenerative phenotypes (Maragakis 

and Rothstein, 2006), both of which were observed here in the vicinity of serotonergic neurons, 

consistent with neuronal degeneration through reactive gliosis.   

Overall, the findings from these investigations make it difficult to identify just one cause 

of the changes to the serotonergic system. Accordingly, all of these factors (TPH2 levels, 

neurogenesis, reactive gliosis and mitochondrial oxidative stress-mediated apoptosis) remain as 

candidate causes of serotonergic system dysfunction.   

6.4 Gross brain dysmorphology 

PEX13 brain mutants show pronounced brain dysmorphology (Muller et al., 2011, 

Rahim et al., 2014), and similar abnormalities have been reported for neonatal ZS patients 

(Nakai et al., 1995), suggesting that PEX13 brain mutants are a valid model of ZS 

neuropathology. The defects in early neurodevelopmental events demonstrated here are a 

plausible cause of the gross brain morphological abnormalities of PEX13 brain mutants – this 

premise is developed further here. 

PEX13 brain mutants, at early developmental stages, show reduced brain size 

(microcephaly) which suggests abnormal brain development or brain growth retardation. 

Cortical disorganization (increased cortical thickness), was also observed at early embryonic 

stages. Similar abnormal cortical lamination and cytoarchitectural defects in the cerebellum and 

cerebral cortex have been observed in PEX2- and PEX13-null mice (Maxwell et al., 2003, Faust 

et al., 2005). Defects in cortical cellular organization may affect primary motor functions in 

PEX13 brain mutants, with this cortical deformity potentially associated with defective cell 

migration from the VZ to distal brain areas. At the VZ, progenitors divide 

symmetrically/asymmetrically and transform into projection neurons, and these neurons further 

migrate radially towards the cortex (Petanjek et al., 2009). If there is an arrest in neurogenesis 

or a delay in migration, abnormal development of brain structures may arise. The above findings 

are consistent with earlier reported brain dysmorphology in ZS patients, which included s 

polymicrogyria and pachygyria (Nakai et al., 1995, Barkovich and Peck, 1997). In addition, 
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enlarged lateral ventricles were detected at early embryonic stages of PEX13 brain mutants, 

which suggest abnormal brain development or increased destruction of brain tissue at this area. 

One specific abnormality of ZS patients, i.e. motor deficit, may be related to the findings 

here of abnormal brain development that affect cerebral cortex organization and serotonergic 

neuron innervations to motor areas. 

 

Thus, the results of the investigations presented in this thesis suggest that PEX13 

deficiency in brain leads to impaired neurogenesis, cell differentiation, and migration with 

associated gliosis during early embryonic neurodevelopmental stages. These abnormalities 

provide a potential explanation of the neurodevelopmental deficits and gross brain malformation 

observed for postnatal PEX13 brain mutants.   

 

 

 

Conclusions 

 

In this research work, to address the possible mechanisms and pathways involved in 

ZS neuropathology, mice with brain restricted PEX13 gene deletion were used as an animal 

model. These findings are particularly emphasis on the importance of peroxisomes in 

neurodevelopment and neuronal functions. A number of noteworthy findings have been 

presented that reveal a close link between loss of PEX13/peroxisomes and mitochondrial 

dysfunction. The data indicate a shift of mitochondria to more enlarged structures with modified 

cellular distribution. Mitochondria were also modified in terms of increased SOD2 levels – a 

parallel analysis of PEX13-deficient MEFs indicated that mitochondria in these cells were under 

increased oxidative stress, seen as elevated superoxide levels and decreased mitochondrial 

membrane potential. Consistent with a mechanism of mitochondria-mediated oxidative stress, 

the PEX13 brain mutant brains suffer oxidative damage, seen as increased levels of lipid and 

DNA oxidation products 
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 Peroxisome deficiency/ mitochondrial dysfunction leads to developmental abnormalities 

in PEX13 brain mutants, and specifically reduced neurogenesis and proliferation, impaired 

differentiation, and defective migration.  These changes were accompanied by pronounced 

gliogenesis. These changes became progressively worse as development progressed, 

consistent with our hypothesis. Moreover, the specific neurodevelopmental and 

neurodegenerative changes to the central serotonergic system of the PEX13 brain mutant mice 

may affect morphological and behavioral changes in these animals.  

 

ZS also features both neurodegeneration and abnormal neurodevelopment. By 

inference, then, the findings from the PEX13 mice offer novel insights into the 

neuropathogenesis of ZS.   

 

A model of PEX13 brain mutant neuropathogenesis that attempts to summarize many of the 

findings is presented in Fig. 6.1.  In this model PEX13 deletion leads to loss of peroxisomes 

biogenesis and peroxisome metabolic function. Peroxisomes deficiency would affect 

neurodevelopmental pathways and mitochondrial functions in parallel by increasing oxidative 

stress. Increased peroxisome-mediated oxidative stress alters mitochondrial function and 

trafficking, factors important for actively dividing, differentiating and migrating cells. Dysfunctional 

mitochondria would directly affect neurodevelopmental events in early stages, reduced 

neurogenesis and defective migration, in combination with increased mitochondria-mediated 

oxidative stress/apoptosis would further increase gliogenesis. Altogether, these 

neurodevelopmental changes would lead to abnormal development of brain. At the postnatal 

stage, glia adapt a pre-inflammatory or neurodegenerative phenotype (reactive gliosis) due to the 

release of pro-inflammatory factors by activated microglia (as feedback mechanism) and 

increased oxidative stress. This oxidative stress mediated pre-inflammatory glia phenotype would 

also affect the serotonergic cell population and promotes fiber degeneration through aggressive 

glia interaction and apoptosis. Degeneration of the serotonergic system would contribute to loss of 

essential brain functions, including motor function. 
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Figure 6.1: Possible pathways involved in neuropathology of PEX13 brain mutants, a model of ZS 
neuropathology. The proposed model incorporates a complex cascade of factors that lead to the 
neuropathology. The primary trigger is the loss of peroxisomes due to PEX13 gene deletion. Loss of 
peroxisomes and peroxisomal function per se would be expected to negatively impact brain development. A 
consequence of peroxisome deficiency is oxidative stress channeled through mitochondria, leading to 
damaged mitochondria, defective mitochondrial trafficking, and loss of mitochondrial metabolic function. 
These mitochondrial changes can directly affect neurodevelopmental events during early stages through loss 
of energy (ATP) supply for actively dividing cells for subsequent cell integrity during later developmental 
stages. Peroxisome deficiency has affected the serotonergic system through reduced cell genesis. 
 Reduced neurogenesis, defective migration and oxidative stress may trigger gliogenesis and brain 
deformation. At postnatal stages, increased gliogenesis may shift to a more reactive stage of gliosis due to 
release of cytokines and increased oxidative stress, which would trigger cell degeneration through activation 
of caspase-3. Reactive gliosis may also impact the serotonergic cell population, leading to degeneration of 
serotonergic fibres and increases apoptosis. 
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Figure 6.1 legend on previous page 
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Appendix 

The paper “Central serotonergic neuron deficiency in a mouse model of Zellweger syndrome” 
published in the journal Neuroscience is incorporated in the thesis as Chapter 5. 

. 

In order to comply with copyright this article has been removed.
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